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A suite of benchmarking routines testing communication, basic arithmetic operations, and selected 
kernel algorithms written in *LISP and PARIS was developed for the CM-2. Experiment runs are 
automated via a software framework that sequences individual tests, allowing for unattended\ 
overnight operation. Multiple measurements are made and treated statistically to generate well- 
characterized results from the noisy values given by cm:time. The results obtained provide a 
comparison with similar, but less extensive, testing done on a CM-1. Tests have been chosen to 
aid the algorithmist in constructing fast, efficient, and correct code on the CM-2, as well as gain 
insight into what performance criteria are needed when evaluating parallel processing machines. 
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The impetus for undertaking an analysis of the CM-2 comes from several 
sources. First, many of the researchers at  RWCS need timing information 
about various aspects of the CM-2. Much of the desired information is not 
readily available. Algorithmists can use this information to make prudent 
choices when writing code targeted for the CM-2. Secondly, the 
measurements taken on the CM-2 help to characterize aspects of the 
performance of the machine. Lastly, performance measures are needed to 
fully understand the consequences of design decisions made during 
development of the machine. Hence, this knowledge will aid the design 
process of future parallel processing machines. 
The CM-2 is a single instruction stream, multiple data stream (SIMD) 
computer. The CM-2 system is comprised of three functional subsystems (see 
Figure 1): the control unit , which includes a front-end host computer and an 
interface to the “computational engine” of the CM-2 system called the 
sequencer; the processor/memory pairs (PES); and the interconnection 
network. The control unit provides the user interface, executes serial portions 
of the users’ CM-2 programs, and supplies the flow of instructions and data 
into the CM-2 for execution of the parallel portions of code. Currently, 
supported host processors include the Symbolics 3600 and the DEC VAX 8350. 
CM-2 programming languages include *Lisp (pronounced star lisp) and 
C* (pronounced see star), which provide extensions to Common Lisp and to C, 
respectively, to support the writing of parallel code. These two high-level 
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languages can include calls to the CM-2 assembly language Paris (PARallel 
Instruct ion Set). 
Each PE consists of a 3-input bit serial ALU. Hence, the simplicity of the 
design of each PE permits sixteen PES to be located on one chip. Each chip is 
a physical node in a twelve dimensional hypercube interconnection network. 
Sixty-four kilobits of bit-addressable memory are allocated to each PE, which 
means that a full CM-2 (64K PES) contains 512 megabytes of memory. 
Most of the experiments in this work do not pertain to the control unit 
directly. Instead, they focus on the parallel portion of the CM-2 system: the 
PES and the interconnection network. 
. 
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The approach taken in this work is to conduct the analysis in the manner 
used in the traditional sciences such as physics or as chemistry. All 
measurements reported are reproducible results. Experiments conducted to 
test a hypothesis include a carefully constructed control. All raw 
measurement data, statistical reduction routines, and experiment codes are 
available to the interested reader by contacting the corresponding author, 
Adams. 
2.1 Experiment Design 
Timing data can be used to help compare the CM-2 with other machines. 
However, care must be taken if a meaningful comparison is to be made. This 
is so in part because it is not fully understood what parameters should be used 
when comparing two parallel processing computers, or when comparing, a 
parallel computer to a serial “conventional” computer. 
When deciding what experiments to run on the CM-2, several factors are 
considered. First, in many cases tests are designed explicitly to exercise a 
specific portion of the CM-2 or a particular software function. Secondly, in 
other cases a detail of the machine was not described in the documentation or 
in the literature [HIL85, TM86, TM87a, TM87b], a hypothesis about the 
aspect was made, and then an experiment was designed to test this hypothesis. 
For example, the existence of simultaneous, bidirectional communication over 
the hypercube interconnection network between adjacent processors is not 
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test was run, and simultaneous, bidirectional communication capability was 
verified. Finally, specific algorithms were employed to assess the performance 
of the CM-2. For instance, a digital image smoothing algorithm tests several 
important properties of the CM-2. These include nearest neighbor 
communications, integer addition, and integer division. 
2.2 Code 
All measurements were written using the *Lisp programming language. 
The magnitude of the benchmarking and of the performance analysis task 
undertaken demanded automation of as much of the work as feasible and 
required good programming practice to contain to a single module those 
aspects of the codes that changed between measurements or experiments. The 
test codes consist of four modules: the main body, the timing routines, the 
message concentration function, and the statistics function. 
2.2.1 Main Body 
The main body of each test suite carries out two tasks. These tasks 
include opening/closing the output files and calling the timing routines, which 
embody the measurements and experiments to be conducted. 
Each test file manipulates two data files. The first data file contains all 
the timing measurements, the rrtuw’’ data, used by the statistics function. 
The second data file contains the statistics reported about each timing routine. 
Data are written into this file from the statistics function and the message 
concentration function of each test file (see Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4, 
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respectively). As mentioned above, the second primary task managed by the 
main body involves calling the timing routines. Two parameters are passed to 
each timing routine. The first parameter, time-loop, dictates the number of 
sample times to be recorded for statistical treatment (100 was used for each 
experiment); the second parameter, time-test, determines the number of 
executions of an instruction during any one time-loop timing run. 
2.2.2 Timing Routines 
Each timing routine embodies one measurement. An experiment thus 
consists of at least two timing routines (measurements), one to act as the 
control and one to test the hypothesis. To date, the types of tests run include 
communication, arithmetic, and selected kernel algorithms (see Section 3 for 
further details about specific tests). All timing routines share a common 
skeleton (see Figure 2), and differ only in the details pertaining directly to the 
test. A description of the test to be executed is written to the raw data file 
and to the statistics 'file, and a vector is created to store the time-loop 
execution times. Notice the two do loops in Figure 2. The outer do loop 
corresponds to the time-loop samples; whereas, the inner do loop is needed to 
compensate for certain characteristics of the timing routine used (cm:time, 
see Section 2.2.4). Finally, after all timing runs executed, the message 
concentration function and the statistics function are called. 
. 
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... 
Yl9 
;;; Timing #example 
;;; Date 
;;; Written by: David Myers 
;;; Description: This is the skeleton used for the timing tests. 
;;; Active Processors: 
;;; Size of Data Used: 
('defun time-?? (time-loop test-loop) 
... 
111  
(format *fp* "'%SHORT DESCRIPTION-%") 
(format *data* "-%SHORT DESCRIPTION'%'') 
(*all 
(let ((values 0 ) )  
(setq values (make-array '( 100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
.. 
11  
;; Test set-up code goes here .. 
9 1  
(dotimes (i time-loop) 
(format t "*d-%" i) 
(multiple-value-bind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotimes (j test-loop) 
.. 
?l  
;; Code to be timed goes here 
* :return-statistics-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time test-loop) values))) 
(concentration dest-address) 
(statistics values time-loop))))) 
Figure 2: Timing skeleton. 
2.2.3 Message Concentration Function 
The concentration function used here is the same function used by Bill 
O'Farrell in his tests a t  Syracuse University on the CM-1 [OFA87]. This 
function was used in the CM-2 study primarily during experiment debugging 
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fy that tests are functionlag as intended. The 
information reported by the concentration function includes: 
1. The number of active PES. 
2. The number of PES receiving messages. 
3. The average number of messages received. This number is equal to 
#PES receiving msgs 
#active PES 
4. The maximum of the number of messages received by each active PE and 
the number of PE(s) receiving this many messages. 
The information fiom points 1 through 4 above and the information from the 
statistics function are written into a log file along with a descriptive title of 
the test. For each run, an additional data file is created to store the data 
returned by cm:time. 
2.2.4 Statistics Function 
Statistics on the numbers reported from each timing routine are 
computed by the statistics function (see Appendix A). The parameters needed 
by the statistics function include the number of sample values, time-loop, and 
the sample values, values. The statistics calculated entail the maximum, 
minimum, average, and standard deviation. The maximum and the minimum 
of the samples are computed using the Lisp functions max and min, 
respectively. The average is computed as follows: 
time-loop valuesi 
average = time-loop (1) 
i-1 
The standard deviation is computed using: 
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-2 time -loop 2 
s td-dev= I&] - I-&-]. . 
i-1 
The function supplied by Thinking Machines Corp. for timing executions 
on the CM-2 is cm:time. The first time cm:time is called during a user 
session, the ratio of CM-2 cycles to host machine cycles is determined. Then, 
after all the CM-2 internal buffers have been cleared of previous 
macroinstructions, the system time is recorded and the CM-2 idle timer is 
reset (note: whenever the CM waits for instructions from the frmt end, the 
idle timer counter is incremented). Next, cm:time runs the *Lisp form it was 
given, and on completion of the form, the idle time and the system time are 
once again recorded. From this information, the CM-2 active time, the front 
end time, and the utilization are estimated. 
A primary concern when conducting measurements is the accuracy and 
precision of results being reported. Early experimentation determined that 
cm:time is not precise for short program runs, because it depends on values 
obtained from the front-end system clock. The system call used to access the 
clock runs with non-deterministic timing due to other processes on the front 
end. 
Because of the overhead involved in activating cm:time, this utility is 
not accurate when timing only several (Paris) instructions. Thinking 
Machines does include a constant factor for the overhead time in the code for 
cm:time; however, it does not alleviate timing inaccuracy. To overcome the 
limited precision of the results reported by cm:time, each code segment is 
executed repetitively within cm:time. Testing determined that the numbers 
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reported are quite precise if the total elapsed time of the form being timed is 
on the order of several seconds. Therefore, the variable cm-time is bound to 
the return value corresponding to the CM-2 active time, and the result stored 
in the vector values represents the instruction/ task execution rate of 
(3) 
cm --time 
tes t  -loop * 
rate = 
The statistics calculated are used to verify the correctness of the data 
gathered. The maximum and the minimum show the range of times collected; 
with the minimum giving the nearest to optimal execution time (i.e., each 
instruction should always execute in the same number of cpu cycles). The 
average time indicates the expected execution time, and when the average 
time is considered with the standard deviation, the accuracy of the timings 
can be readily deduced. See Section 3.1 for tabulated data values. 
2.3 Experiment Execution 
The measurements and the experiments have been run with a DEC VAX 
8350 as the control unit (front end). Because the control unit is not a single- 
user machine, the loading on the VAX can have a direct impact on the 
performance of programs executing on the CM-2. Therefore, to reduce this 
possibility and to avoid user contention of the CM-2 during normal working 
hours, all experiments were run at night. 
To facilitate running the experiments at night, the Unix at command was 
initially employed unsuccessfully. This lead to the development of the 
shellscripts shown in Appendix C. There are two versions of these shellscripts: 
one for V4.3 software (old-night), and one for V5.0 software (night). 
. 
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The shellscript night (old-night) is similar to the Unix at command. It 
accepts as command-line arguments the desired time (24 hour time) of 
execution, and compares the entered time to the actual time every 15 minutes. 
When the start time is reached, the shellscript CMrun (old-CMrun) loads 
the file (foo) containing the desired LISP forms to be executed and pipes it 
into starl isp (old-starlisp). For example, to execute the program specified 
in file foo at midnight: 
% night 00 OO& . 
At midnight or shortly thereafter, the program will be executed with V5.0 
software. 
TR 88.19 
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3.1 Tables 
Shown on the following four pages are tables of the initial results 
obtained. The first column in each table corresponds to the test number of 
each timing experiment. These numbers can be used to locate specific routines 
in Appendix C (e.g., time-testXX corresponds to test number XX in Anal- 
syracuse.lisp, and t i m a n  corresponds to test number XX in one of the 
other files (each test has a distinct number)). In addition, a more detailed 
description of the tests is included with each timing routine as part of the 
comment header. Also, additional description and analysis of the experiments 
completed at  RIACS are located in Section 3.3 and in Section 3.4. Table 1 
reports the results of experiments done at  RIACS, and Table 2 reports the 
results from experiments run on the CM-1 at  Syracuse and the results from 
the same experiments run on the CM-2 at RLACS. 
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Table 1 (cont.): CM-2 timing experiments. 
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Test CM-1 execution CM-2 
Number time lOFA871 execution time 
1 ,306 289 
Table 2: Timing comparison of CM-1 [OFA87] versus CM-2 
Timing Comparison CM-1 VI CM-2 
CM-2 CM-2 CM-2 
ntd dev max min 

































































































































































































































































































* Tests marked NOT D 0 N E are those that, while meaningful for the CM-1, 
are irrelevant or not possible given the different hardware and software of the 
CM-2. 
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Table 2 (coat.): Timing comparison of CM-1 [OFA87] versus CM-2 
All measurements listed in units 











































































































































































* Tests marked NOT D 0 N E are those that, while meaningful for the CM-1, 
are irrelevant or not possible given the different hardware and software of the 
.. CM-2. 
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3.2 Communication Tests Analysis 
time-01 and time-02 
time-01 and time-02 are the first two experiments designed for the 
CM-2. The significance of these two experiments lies not in the knowledge 
gained about the CM-2, but in the insight they give to the methodology used 
when constructing the experiments. 
Prior to conducting these two experiments, the bidirectional 
communication capabilities of the CM-2, if any, were unknown to us. To 
investigate this problem further, two experiments were used. The first 
experiment, time-01, reports the time for the CM-2 to complete bidirectional 
communication operation where the active PES are those satisfying the 
following condition 
self-uddress mod 16 = 0 . (4) 
This ensures that only one PE per chip is active. Each active PE calculates a 
destination address as follows 
dest-uddress = self-address @ 16 . ( 5 )  
Hence, each active PE sends to a destination PE that is a Hamming distance 
of one away through the network. In addition, considering Equation (4) and 
Equation (5 )  above, it is evident that each active PE transmits a message to a 
destination PE satisfying the following equation 
source2E-address mod 32 = desLPE-address mod 32 . (6) 
The constraints above create a situation in which each active PE is 
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communicating with a single unique PE in the hypercube (Le., bidirectional 
communication). This is shown for a 3-dimensional hypercube in Figure 3 
below. 
Figure 3: Communication pattern for 3-dimensional hypercube 
with experiment time-01. 
The second test, time-02, is very similar to the first test except only half 
of the active PES from the first test are used in the second test. The active set 
of PES are those satisfying 
self-address mod 32 = 0 (7) 
and destination addresses are calculated as shown by Equation (5).  These 
constraints create a situation in the CM-2 in which one-way communication 
occurs through the network instead of two-way communication. This is 
shown for a %dimensional hypercube in Figure 4. 
~~ 
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Figure 4: Communication pattern for 3-dimensional hypercube 
with experiment time-02. 
The times reported by test-01 and by test-02 are equal; thus 
demonstrating that the CM-2 does have bidirectional communication 
capability. 
time- 03 
This test reports the amount of time required to send a 32 bit message 
from PE (0 )  to PE (cm:#user-cube-address-limit* - 1). The time reported by 
time-03 is equal to the time reported by time-01 and by time-02. This can 
be attributed to the lack of contention for resources in the network. All PES 
are sending to a unique PE and the number of active PES is small; hence, 
there is never more than one message needing to be sent from any single 
router at  any given instant. 
time-OS through time-14 
These experiments test communications for two different Hamming 
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distances (4 and 13) over a wide range of message sizes (see Graph 1). The 
message sizes are all powers of two except for the 80 bit message size that 
corresponds to the number of bits in an IEEE Floating Point Standard double 
extended precision number[IEE85]. A Hamming distance of four is the largest 
Hamming distance possible while maintaining on-chip communications; 
whereas, a Hamming distance of thirteen is the maximum Hamming distance 
within a hypercube of 8K nodes. 
Graph 1: Hamming distance communication experiment, 
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The size of the message being sent has an affect on the time required to 
complete a message transfer. This is to be expected. However, the time 
required to transmit messages increases with the message size up to a message 
size of 29; at this point the time to transmit a message decreases, and then 
starts to rise again. In addition, Graph 1 shows that on-chip communication 
. 
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is much faster than network communication. 
time- 12.1 through time-12.13 
This group of experiments shows the time required for 80-bit messages 
being sent over varying Hamming distances (see Graph 2). 
Graph 2: Hamming distance communication experiment, 
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Hamming Distance 
To calculate a destination address that is a Hamming distance of Y from a 
source address X, the lower Y bits of X are inverted. This explains the two 
levels shown Graph 2. The method for calculating destination addresses 
mentioned above yields on-chip communications for Hamming distances 
between 1 and 4; whereas, off-chip communications arise for Hamming 
distances between 5 and 13. Again this shows the speed advantage of on-chip 
communications versus off-chip communications. 
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This experiment tests the ability of the CM-2 hypercube network to 
simulate the PM21 network (SIE851. The results are shown in Graph 3 and in 
Graph 4. 
Graph 3: PM2I simulation (V4.3 software), 
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Graph 4: PMSI simulation (V5.0 software), 
tests time-28.1 through time-28.12. . 
December 1988 
r * -  
For small values of I, source PES are sending to destination PES which 
are are separated by a small absolute distance (Le., 1, 2, 4 away). A smaller 
absolute distance implies more overall on-chip communications; hence, a 
smaller total communication time. This explains the shape of Graph 3 and of 
Graph 4 for small values of I. 
The shape of the graph for the remaining values of I can be attributed to 
several factors. First, for greater values of I, more off-chip communication will 
occur. Secondly, the Hamming distance between the source PE and the 
destination PE affects the communication time. Recall that the PMZI network 
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adds 'f 2' to every source PE address to calculate every destination PE 
address. Adding 2' to a binary number entails adding 1 at position I + 1. If 
the bit in location I + 1 is a zero, a carry into bit position I + 2 does not 
occur, and the Hamming distance between the source/destination PES is one. 




However, if a one is present in bit position I + 1, a carry occurs into bit 
position I + 2. Depending on the number of ones in the higher bit positions, 
this carry-propagate could continue out to the most significant bit (MSB). 




From the example above, it is apparent that each carry-propagate increases 
the Hamming distance between source/destination PES by one. Consequently, 
the maximum on the two graphs arises when the carry-propagate affects the 
most source/destination pairs with the greatest Hamming distance separation. 
It is obvious that the maximum Hamming distance between any one 
source/destination pair occurs when I = 4 because the greatest number of bits 
can be changed by a ripple carry from this position. However, this does not 
explain why the graphs drop off as I increases. 
The average ripple carry distance when adding 1 to an n bit number is 
bounded above by logz (n) [HWA79]. Therefore, an inverse relationship exists 
between I and n, and the largest average ripple carry distance occurs for I = 
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1. However, the ripple carry for small values of I affect only the lower order 
bits. This implies that most of the communications are occurring between 
PES located on chip. For I greater than or equal to 4, the bits effected by the 
ripple carry are those corresponding to paths between chips. This explains the 
gradual increase in communication time up to I = 4, and the drop off in the 
graph for values of I greater than 4 can be attributed to a decrease in the 
average ripple carry distance (i.e., logz(n) decrease as n decreases). 
When comparing the PM2I simulation between the V5.0 software and the 
V4.3 software, it is immediately obvious that both graphs have the same 
shape. However, the communication times between corresponding operations 
are not equal. The V4.3 software transmits smaller messages faster than the 
V5.0 software, and the V4.3 software transmits larger messages much slower 
than the V5.0 software. This demonstrates that the V5.0 software transmits 
messages with more consistent performance than the V4.3 software. 
time-30 and time-31 
For these two tests, all the PES are logically connected in a ring 
configuration, and each PE sends to the next PE in the ring. The PES are 
numbered in the ring according to a binary reflected gray code [TFC86]. 
When this type of ordering is done in a hypercube network, neighboring PES 
in the ring are separated by a Hamming distance of only one. Hence, only one 
dimension of the hypercube need be traversed before a message arrives at  its 
destination. It is interesting to note that the time for ring communication is 
the same regardless if the ring is closed or if the ring is broken between PE 0 
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and the PE max-PE-address. 
time-40 
This is the companion test to test-12. In test-12, the source addresses 
are modified from the least significant bit to the most significant bit when 
calculating destination addresses; whereas, in test-40, the source addresses are 
modified from the msb to the lsb when calculating destination addresses. 
Graph 5 displays the results of this test. 








. .  
= mean time 
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Hamming Distance 
When comparing Graph 5 with Graph 2 it is apparent that the 
discontinuity in Graph 2 is not present in Graph 5. This is a direct result of 
the method used to calculate the destination addresses. Since, the destination 
addresses are calculated by applying the exclusive OR operation to the source 
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address bits from the most significant bit to the least significant bit, all the 
communications are occurring between PES located on different chips. 
It is interesting to note that in both Graph 2 and in Graph 5 ,  the 
communication time for different Hamming distances are equivalent. This is a 
result of the communication pattern occurring in the CM-2. In any given 
occurrence cy of the Hamming distance test, each source/destination PE pair is 
separated by a Hamming distance of cy. Hence, each message must traverse cy 
dimensions of the hypercube. The communication pattern of this test is a 
bijection on the set of source PE addresses. This implies equal loading 
(number of messages) at  each point during the communication steps. Also,. 
the type of routing algorithm (i.e., non-deterministic) has an effect on the 
communication time. 
time-42 
This experiment tests the effect the number of active PES per chip has on 
off-chip communication time (see Graph 6). 
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As would be expected, the number of active PES communicating off-chip does 
have a significant influence over the communication time. After analyzing the 
data it is apparent that the relationship between the number of PES per chip 
involved in the communication and communication time is almost linear. In 
fact by using linear regression, this relationship can be approximated with the 
equation 
time = 180.6 x lo-' x (# active PEs/chip) + 204.4 x lo-' . (8) 
This relationship occurs because as the the number of PES communicating 
off-chip increase, the time to service all the requests increase. Hence, the total 
communication time increases. 
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3.3 Algorithm Tests Analysis 
time-04 
The equation used for the inner product test is given below 
Each PEi contains both ai and bi. The product, aibi, is computed by each 
PE, and then the sum-of-products is calculated using the *Lisp command 
scan!! with the result being stored in the PE with address crn:*wct-cubc- 
address-limit - 1. The inner product is a good algorithm to choose for testing 
the CM-2 because it lends itself nicely parallelization on an SlMD machine. 
Multiplication, addition, and recursive doubling are all features of a parallel 
algorithm that are present in this test. 
time- 27 
An image can be represented as a 2-dimensional array of pixels. Each 
pixel in the image is assigned a gray level and an (x,y) coordinate position 
within the image. To remove extraneous noise from the picture, image 
smoothing is performed. This is done by computing the average gray level for 
each non-border pixel and its eight nearest neighbors. Therefore, if each pixel 
in the image with coordinates i and j has a gray level associated with it, h(i,j), 
then the new gray level for the pixel at position (i,j) is 
If h(i,j) is an integer (which it should be), then Equation (8 )  illustrates that 
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Illiac-type communication [SIE85], integer addition, and integer division are 
tested with this algorithm. 
TR 88.19 
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The performance analysis and benchmarking of supercomputers is an 
area in which further investigation is necessary. This paper presents a 
methodology designed for the analysis of a specific parallel processing machine 
(the CM-2). The results of these tests should help characterize aspects of the 
performance of the CM-2, and in turn, aid in the future development of 
parallel processing computers. 
Future work will include the simulation of other interconnection 
networks. Specifically, the PM2I network and the shuffle-exchange network 
will be further investigated. Both of these networks embody regular 
communication patterns which are frequently used in parallel algorithms. A 
more analytical analysis of the PM2I simulation will be conducted to better 
characterize the contention occurring in the CM-2. In addition, simulations of 
the shuffle network have been completed for both versions of the CM-2 
software, and several 3-dimensional plots of the results have been made. More 
analysis of these results are needed. Finally, the floating point hardware was 
recently installed in the CM-2 at NASA Ames, and it will be interesting to 
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Performance Measurement Skeleton 
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(defvar *data*) 
(defvu *fp*) 
(defun enabladl () 
(cm:movcconstant-always cm:context-flag 1 1) 
(cm:movtconstant-dways cm:overflow-flag 0 1)) 
(*defun ccncentration (address-pvar) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm: *cubeaddreis-length') address-pvar)) 
(*let ((rcvd-count)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 18) rcvd-count)) 
( all 
(*poet :add (!! (the Bxnum 1)) rcvd-count address-pvar) 
(let ((n-a-p (cm:global-count cm:context-flag))) 
('set rcvd-count (!! (the Bxnum 0)))) 
(format *fp* " number of active procensors: 'D'%" n-a-p) 
('all 
(*when (/=!! rcvd-count (!I (the flxnum 0))) 
(total-sum (*sum rcvd-count)) 
(mu-rcvd ( * m a  rcvd-count)) 
(av-received (/ (Roat total-ium) (float n-receiving)))) 
(let* ((n-receiving (cm:global-count cm:contut-flag)) 
(format *fp* " number receiving: 'D (-,lF%)-%" n-receiving 
(format *fp* " average received: ',2F'%" av-received) 
(format *fp* " m u  received: -D'%" mu-rcvd))))))) 
(* 100.0 (/ n-receiving (float n-a-p)))) 
(defun statist iu (valua timaloop) 
(let ((average 0 )  
(std-dev 0) 
(aum 0 )  
(sqr-sum 0 )  
maximum 0)  I minimum 0)  
(temp 0))  
(dotimw (i timaloop) 
(setq temp (vector-pop valua)) 
(format *data* "'F%" temp) 
(setq sum (+ sum temp)) 
(setq sqr-sum (+ sqr-sum (* temp temp))) 
(setq maximum (max maximum temp)) 
(if (= i 0 )  
(setq minimum (min minimum temp))) 
(setq minimum temp)) 
(setq average (/ sum timtloop)) 
(setq atd-dev (sqrt (- (/ sqr-sum (- time-loop 1)) 
(format *fp* Average: -r%" average) 
(format *fp* " Standard Deviation: T%" std-dev) 
(format *fp* " Maximum: T%" maximum) 
(format *fp* " Minimum: 'f %" minimum))) 
(I(* timaloop (* average average))(- timaloop 1))))) 
... 
111 
;;; Timing # ... - .. 
;;; Date 
::: Written by: David Myera ... 
;;; Dacriptiok: Thia ia the b u i c  rkeieton used for the teats. 
;;; Active Procaaora: 
;;; Sire of Data Us& ... 
' I '  
('defun t ime?? (time-loop teat-loop) 
format *fp* "'%SHORT DESCRIPTION'%") 
Ifor mat *data* "'%SHORT DESCRIPTION'%") 
(setq va lua  (makauray  '(100) :fill-pointer 0) )  
(8.11 
(let ( (v i lu r  0))  
I, 
;; Tat se tup  area 
'I 
(dotima (i timaloop) 
format t "'d'%" i) I multiplevaluabind (a an-time b c) 
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(cm:time 
(dotimcr (j test-loop) 
I ,  
;; Instruction to be timed 
I ,  
:return-itatirtica-only-p L) 
(concentration dea t-addresr) 
(atatiaticr values timcioop))))) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time tat loop) valua))) 
(defun main () 
(setq *fp* (open "misc3-statr" :direction :output)) 
(setq *data* (open "miscbdata" :direction :output)) 
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... 
111 
;;; Timing #1 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Description: Thii program tat8 the bidirectional communication 
... 1 8 1 capabilitia within the CM2. 
;;; Active Processors: 
;;; Size of data u d :  
(*defun t i m a l  (timcloop tat-loop) 
;;; 6/29/aa 
PE# mod 16 = 0 
32 bit unrigned integers ... 
1 0  
(format *fp* "timal'%") 
(format *data* "timal'%") 
(let ((valua 0)) 
(enableall) 
(setq valum (makaarray '(loo) :filI-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((rend (!! (the 5xnum 2000))) 
(a-addr (I! (the 5xnum 0))) 
(receive (!I (the 5xnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (5eld-pvu 32) send)) 
(declare type (5eld-pvar 32) receive)) 
(declare [type (5eld-pvar cm:*cubaaddras-length*) a-addr)) 
(*when (=!! (mod!! (the (pvar (unsigned-byte cm:*cubradarescleugth,)) 
(self-addreri!!))(!! (the h u m  le)))(!! (the 5xnum 0))) 
(*set 8-addr (lopor!! (the (pvar (unaiped-byte 
cm:*cubaaddrwclength*))(aelf-address!!))(!! (the 5xnum 16)))) 
,# 
;; Instruction to be timed. 
, I  
(dotimw (i timaloop) 
(format t "'d-%: i) 
(multiplavalurbind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
r i m a  (i t a t l oop)  
with-paridrom-*lisp 
cm:smd (pvar-location receive) (pvar-location 8-add,) 
:return-rtatistiu-only-p t) 
(pvar-location send) 32))) 
(vector-push (1 em-time testloop) valua))) 
(concentration caddr) 
(statirtiu va lua  timc-loop)))))) ... 
P I ,  
;;; Timing #2 
;;; Written by: David Myers 
;;; Description: This program does the same t a t  an Timing #1 
... # I *  
;;; Active Procasorr: 
;;; Size of data ured: 
(*defun t i m e t  (timaloop tat-loop) 
;;; spo/aa 
except the communications are only onaway. 
PE# mod 32 = 0 
32 bit unsigned integers ... 
I I I  
(format *fp* "timat'%" 
(format *data* "time-2-A'') 
(let ( (vdua  0)) 
(enablaall) 
setq v d u a  (makearray '(100) :flll-pointu 0)) 
(*let ((send (!I (the h u m  2000))) 
(o-addr (I! (the h n u m  0))) 
(receive (I! (the h u m  0)))) 
(*set caddr (loporl! (the ( p v u  (unrigned-byte 
cm:*cubc-addreu-length*))(relf-~dr~~!!))(!! (the Bxnum 16)))) 
I S  
;; Inrtruction to  be timed. 
I #  
(dotima (i timeloop) 
format t "-de%" i) 
multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
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(cm:time 
(dotima (i tat-loop) 
(with-puir-from-*liip 
(cm:send (pvu-location receive) (pvar-location e rddr )  
(pvar-location mod) 32))) 
:return-statiitiu-only-p t) 
(vector-purh (1 em-time twt-loop) valua))) 
(concentr ation s-addr ) 
(statirtiu valuea timeloop)))))) ... 
I , ,  
;;; Timing #3 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Dwcription: This program reports the time ii take to send 
... , I ,  
;;; Active Processor: PE 0 
;;; Sire of data: 
(*defun t ime3 (time-loop tent-loop) 
a meisage from PE 0 to PE cm:*urer-cubc-addrar-limit* 
32 bit unsigned integcrr ... ,,, 
(format *fp* "timd'%") 
(format *data* "timc3'%") 
(let ((valua 0)) 
(enrblcall) 
(setq valua (make-array '(100) :BIl-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((send (!! (the 6xnum 2OOO))) 
(8-addr (!! (the 6xnum 0))) 
(receive (!! (the fixnum 0)))) 
(declare (type Eeld-pvu 32) send)) 
(declare type I field-pvar 32) receive)) 
(declare [type (field-pvar cm:*cube-addrenclength*) r-add?)) 
(*when (=!I (the ( p v u  (unsigned-byte cm:*cube-addrar-length*)) 
(iclf-addreir!!))(!l (the 6xnum 0))) 
('set s-add? (logxorl! (the (pvu  (uniigned-byte 
cm:*cube-zddras-length*))(ielf-addrens!!)) 
(!! (the 6xnum (- cm:*uier-cub~addrenr-limit* 1))))) 
;; Instruction to be timed. 
... 
$ 8 ,  




I l l  
111 
, I ,  
, , I  
, , I  
I , ,  
... 




(dotima (i timeloop) 
(format t "-d'%" i) 
(multiple-valuebind (a cm-time b e) 
(cm:time 
otimea (i tent-loop) 
with-par is-from-*lisp 
cm:send (pvar-location receive) (pvar-location r-add?) 
(pvor-location send) 32))) 
j d .  
:return-statistiuonly-p t) 
(concentration *add?) 
(rtatirtiu valucr timeloop)))))) 
(vector-puih (/ ern-time tat-loop) value.))) 
Timing #2&2 
7/10/00,9/17/10 
Written by: David My-1 
Deacription: Thii program rcporti the time it take the connection 
machine to rimulate the rhufaauchange from code 
written in *lisp. The calculation of the dwtination 
addrar i i  not included in thii timing. 
2 bit unuignd integur 
Active Procurore: All 
Size of Data Uied: 
(*dcfun time-20-2 timeloop tabloop) 
(format *fp* "-%!Timing 2 0  2 bit mrp."%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing % 2 bit mrp.'%") 
(let ( (vdua  0)  
setq v d u a  (makc-urry '(100) :nll-jminter 0)) 
('let ((dat-addrcu (11  (the b u m  0))) 
(temp (the (field-pvu cm:*cubbaddrar-length*) 
(data-aent (11 (the 5xnum 3 ) 
(data-rmd (I! (the dxnum 3))) 
(index (/ tat-loop 10))) 
( ~ l f - d d t d l ) j {  
~~ 
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(number-pes (!! (the fixnum cm:*user-cube-addraclimit*)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar (+ 1 cm:*cubcaddras-length.)) dent-ad css)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar (+ 1 cm:*cube-addresr-length*)) temp)) 
(declare (type (fitld-pvar (+ 1 cm:*cube-addrew-length*)) number-pa)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 2) data-sent)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 2) datr-recvd)) 
(dotimes (k (- crn:*cubtaddrerr-length* 1)) 
(format *fp* " 'd way shuffle.'%" (+ k 1)) 
(d:timea (calc (+ k 1)) 
( if (<!! ter;,;. ( / I !  number-pen (!! (the fixnum 2)))) 
(*set temp (mod!! (*!! temp (!! (the fixnum 2))) number-pa)) 
(*set temp (mod!! (+!! (!! (the fixnum l))(*!! temp 
I!! (the fixnum 2)))) number-pa)))) 
(*set dest-address temp) 
(dotimes (i timeloop) 
(multiplcvalucbind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotimea ( j  index) 
(*poet :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd dent-addrar) 
(*pset :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd dent-addrar) 
(*poet :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd dent-address) 
(*poet :no-colliaions data-sent da ta - rmd dent-addrar 
(*yset :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd dut-addrar 
(*pa& :no-collision: data-sent data-recvd dat-addrar 
(*pa& :no-collisions data-sent da ta - rmd dat-address 
(*poet :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd dat-addreu 
('poet :no-collision: drta-sent data-recvd dent-addrar 




(vector-punh (/ cm-time teat-loop) values))) 
(concentration dat-addrenr) 
(statistics vaiuei timeloop) 
(*ret temp (the (field-pvar cm:*cubeaddradength*) 
(Eel f-rddr ess! ! )))))))) ... 
, I ,  
;;; Timing #20-4 
;;; Written by: David Myera 
;;; Description: This program reports the time it take the connection 
... # I #  ,.. I, written in *lirp. The calculation of the destination - 
... , I #
;;; Active Procasori: All 
;;; Sire of Data Urd: 
( * d e b  timt2O-4 (timeloop tat-loop) 
;;; 7/18/88,8/17/18 
machine to  simulate the shuffleexchange from code 
address is not included in this timing. 
4 bit unirigned integers ... 
, I ,  
(format *fp* "'%Timing 20: 4 bit mag:.'%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 2 0  4 bit msga.'%") 
(let ((valuea 0 )  
(index (/ tMt-lOOp 10))) 
(setq valuea (makcarray '(100) :BIl-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((dent-addreas (I! (the Bxnum 0))) 
(temp (the (field-pvar cm:*cubeaddreaclength*) 
(self-address!!))) 
data-rent (!! (the fixnum 15))) 
data-recvd (!! (the fixnum 15))) 
number-pa (!! (the h u m  cm:*user-cubeaddrar-limit*)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar + 1 cm:*cubeaddreu-length* 
(declare (type (field-pvar + 1 cm:*cubeaddreu-length* 
(declare (type (6eld-pvar 
declare (type (ficld-pvar 
declare (type (field-pvar 
(dotimu (k (- cm:*cubcaddtentlength* 1)) 
'd way shufile.'%" (+ k 1)) 
I 
[ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ( ! i i c " ( +  k 1)) 
(*if (<!! temp (/I! numbu-per (!I (the Bxnum 2)))) 
(*set k m p  mod!! (*!! temp (I! (the Bxnum 2))) number-pa)) 
(*let temp [modll (+I1 (!I (the h u m  l))(*ll k m p  
(!! (the fixnum 2)))) number-pa)))) 
*set deat-address temp) 
dotimer (i timeloop) 
(multiple-valuebind (a cm-time b e) 
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(cm: time 
(dotimen (j index) 
(*pact :no-collisions data-tent data-recvd dat-addrur) 
(*pad :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd d a t a d d r u r  
(*pact :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd dat-address 
('pset :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd dent-addreni) 
(*pad :no-collisions data-gent data-recvd dabaddress) 
('pact :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd det-addrun) 
(*pset :no-collisions data-gent data-rwd dent-addreas) 
(*pset :no-collisions data-rent data-recvd dat-addrear) 
(*pset :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd dent-address) 
(*pset :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd deat-addreas)) 
1 
:return-statistics-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time test-loop) values))) 
(concentration dest-address) 
(atatistics valuei timeloop) 
(*set temp (the (field-pvar cm:*cubcaddrus-length*) 
(re1 f-addr ess! ! )))))))) ... 
# I ,  
;;; Timing #20-8 
;;; 7/18/88, 9/17/18 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Description: This program reports the time i t  take the connection 
... *,, machine to simulate the ghutlaexchange from code 
... I , ,  written in *lisp. The calculation of the destination 
... , I ,  addreas is not included in this timing. 
;;; Active Procesaorn: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 8 bit unisigned integerr 
(*defun time-20-8 (timcloop testloop) 
... 
8 8 ,  
(format *fp* "'%Timing 20: 8 bit msgr.'%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 20: 8 bit map.'%") 
(let ((valuer 0 )  
(index (/ tent-loop 10))) 
(setq valua (maktarray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
('let ((dart-addraa (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(temp (the (Reld-pvar cm:*cubeaddras-length*) 
(data-sent (random!! (!I (the Rxnum (ah 18))))) 
(data-recvd (random!! (!! (the fixnum (ash 1 8))))) 
(number-pa (!! (the fixnum cm:*user-cubcaddress-limit*)))) 
(8elf-addreas!!))) 
(declare (type Reld-pvar (+ 1 cm:*cubcaddress-length*)) denbaddrens)) 
(declare (type Reld-pvar (+ 1 cm:*cubeaddrenelength*)) temp)) 
(declare (type i Reld-pvar (+ 1 cm:*cubeaddrenn-length*)) number-pea)) 
(declare (type (Reld-pvar 8) data-sent)) 
(declhre (type (Reld-pvar 8) data-recvd)) 
(dotimu (k (- cm:*cubaaddrarr-length* 1)) 
(format 'fp* " 'd way rh"fle.'%'' (+ k 1)) 
(dotima (calc (+ k 1)) 
(*if (<!! temp ( / I !  number-par (I! (the Bxnum 2)))) 
(*set temp mod!! *!! temp (!! (the fixnum 2))) number-pa)) 
(*set temp I I  mod!! +!I (I! (the ixnum 1))(*!! temp 
(I! (the Bxnum 2)))) number-pa)))) 
(*set deat-addrear temp) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
otimer (j index) 
pact :no-collirionr data-sent data-recvd dat-addrear 
*poet :no-collirionr data-sent da ta - rmd dut-addrur 
*poet :no-collilionr data-rent data-recvd dat-addrcu 
*pact :no-collisionr data-sent data-recvd dat-addreu 
*poet :no-collirionr data-lent da ta - rmd dat-address 
*pact :no-collirionr data-wnt da ta - rmd dabaddram 
*pact :no-collisionr data-sent da t a - rwd  d a t a d d r e u  
*pact :no-collirionr da t a -mt  data-recvd dat-addreu 
*prd  :no-colliriona datcsent da t a - rwd  da taddreu  i *pset :no-collirionr data-~ent d a t c r m d  dat-addrar 






(vector-purh (/ em-time krt-loop) valua))) 
concentration d a t a d d r a r )  
i t a t i i t iu  va lua  timaloop) 
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('set temp (the (field-pvar cm:*cubcaddresr-length') 
(Bel f-addr ear!!)))))))) 
Timing #lo-16 
Written by: David Myerr 
Description: Thii program reportr the time i t  take the connection 
7/ia/aa, 9/17/ia 
machine to simulate the rhuffleexchange from code 
written in *lisp. The calculation of the destination 
addrera is not included in this timing. 
Active Procesrorr: All 
Sire of Data Uned: 16 bit unirigned integer8 ... 
I t #  
(*defun time20-16 (timtloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "-%Timing 2 0  16 bit msp..'%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 2 0  16 bit mi@.-%;") 
(let ((valuer 0 )  
(index (1 tat-loop 10))) 
(retq values (make-array '(100) :Ell-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((dert-addrerr (!! (the Exnum 0))) 
(temp (the (field-pvar cm: *cubtaddrenr-length*) 
(data-rent (random!! (!! (the Bxnum ( a h  1 16))))) 
(data-recvd (random!! (!! (the hxnum (Ish 1 16))))) 
(number-pes (!! (the Bxnum cm: *urer-cubaaddresr-limit*)))) 
(self-addrear!!))) 
(declare (type (6eld-pvar (+ 1 cm:*cubeaddresi-length')) dert-addrcai)) 
(declare (type (6eld-pvrr (+ 1 cm:*cubcaddraelength*)) temp)) 
(declare (type (6eld-pvar (+ 1 cm:*cubaaddral-length*)) number-pes)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 16 data-sent)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 161 data-recvd)) 
(dotimer (k (- cm:*cubaaddrar-length* 1)) 
format *fp* " 'd way nhuffle.'%" (+ k 1)) 
dotimes (calc (+ k 1)) 
(*if (<!! temp (I!! number-pea (!! (the fixnum 2)))) 
(*ret temp (mod!! *!I temp (I! (the Bxnum 2))) number-pm)) 
(*ret temp mod!! [+!! (!! (the fixnum l))(*!! temp 
t 
I!! (the Bxnum 2)))) number-pa)))) 
(*set dent-addrear temp) 
(dotimes (i timtloop) 
(multiplevalutbind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotimes (j index) 
(*poet :no-collirionr data-rent data-recvd dmt-address) 
(*pset :no-colliaionr data-rent data-recvd dent-addrear) 
(*poet :no-collirions data-rent data-recvd dent-addrenn) 
(*poet :no-colliiionr drta-rant data-recvd dent-addrerr) 
(*pact :no-collisionr daterent data-recvd deat-address) 
('pnet :no-collinions data-rent data-recvd dent-addrenr) 
(*poet :no-colliaionr data-rant data-recvd dert-addreri) 
(*poet :no-collirionr data-rent data-recvd dert-address) 
(*poet :no-collirions data-Hnt data-racvd dent-addrenr) 
(*poet :no-collirionr data-rant data-recvd dest-addresa)) 
:return-rtatirtiu-only-p t) 
(vector-puih (/ cm-time tat-loop) values))) 
- (concentration dest-addreu) 
(ntatirtici valuer timeloop) 
(*ret temp (the (6eld-pvu em:*cube-addrera-length*) 
(self- addr an! I)))))))) ... 
,#I 
;;; Timing #20-32 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Deacription: This program reportr the time it take the connection 
... I , ,  ... 111
... I l l
;;; Active Proceuorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data Urd: 
vdefun t ime2042 (time-loop tert-loop) 
;;; 7/ia/aa,  9/17/18 
machine to rimulak the rhuflasxchange from code 
written in *lirp. The calculation of the destination 
addrear ir not included in this timing. 
32 bit unirigned integur ... 
"'%Timing 2 0  32 bit mag.'%;") Pat form t *data* g* "-%Timing 2 0  32 bit mrgn.-%") 
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(let ((valuea 0 )  
(index (1 test-loop 10))) 
retq values (makearray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*let ((dent-addrear (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
[*all 
(temp (the (field-pvar cm: *cubcaddress-length*) 
(data-rent (random!! (!! (the fixnum (ash 1 32))))) 
(data-recvd (random!! (!! (the fixnum (ash 1 32))))) 
(number-pea (!! (the fixnum cm: *user-cubeaddresa-limit*)))) 
(self-address!!))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar (+ 1 cm:*cubeaddrers-length')) dest-address)) 
(declare (type (field-pvu (+ 1 cm:*cubcaddreas-length')) temp)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar (+ 1 cm:*cubcaddresr-length*)) number-pes)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 32) data-rent)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 32) data-recvd)) 
(dot ims  (k (- c~m:*cubeaddrestilength* 1)) 
(format *fp* 
(dotimes (crlc (+ k 1)) 
'd way shuffle.'%" (+ k 1)) 
(*if (<!! temp (I!! number-pes (!! (the fixnum 2)))) 
('set temp (mod!! (*!! temp (!! (the fixnum 2))) number-pes)) 
(*ret temp (mod!! (+!! (!! (the fixnum l))(*!! temp 
(!! (the fixnum 2)))) number-pa)))) 
(*ret dest-addresr temp) 
(dotimes (i timeloop) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotimea (j index) 
(*pset :no-collision8 data-rent data-recvd deat-addresr) 
(*pset :no-collirionr data-rent data-recvd dest-addrear) 
(*pret :no-collirions data-aent data-recvd dest-addresr 
(*pset :no-colliaionr data-sent data-recvd dent-addresa 
(*pa& :no-collirionr data-Bent data-recvd dert-addresr) 
(*pset :no-collirionr data-sent data-recvd dest-address) 
(*pset :no-collirions data-rent data-recvd dest-address) 
(*poet :no-collisionr data-sent data-recvd dest-addrers) 
*pset :no-collirionr data-sent data-recvd dest-addresr) 
*pad :no-collinionr data-sent data-recvd dest-address)) 
:return-statistics-only-p t) 
(vector-purh (1 em-time test-loop) values))) 
(concentration dest-address) 
(ntatistia values timeloop) 
(*net temp (the (field-pvar cm:*cubtaddrers-length*) 
(sel f-addr ess! ! )))))))) ... ,,, 
;;; Timing #,&I34 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Description: This program report6 tbe time it  take the connection 
... 1st
... 8 , )  
... 111
;;; Active Procesrorr: All 
;;; She of Data Urd. 64 bit unisigned integer1 
(*defun time2O-64 (timeloop tent-loop) 
;;; 7/18/88,9/17/10 
machine to cimulate the shufffeexchange from code 
written in *lirp. The calculation of the destination 
addresr is not included in thin timing. 
... 
8 0  
(format *fp* "'%Timing 20: 64 bit rnrgr.'%") 
*data* "'%Timing 20: 64 bit msgs.'%") 
index (1 test-loop 10))) 
setq values (makearray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*let ((dat-addresr (I! (the Bxnum 0))) 
(temp (the (field-pvu cm:*cube-addrnr-length*) 
data-rent (random!! (!! (the Bxnum (aah 164))))) 
data- rmd (random!! (!! (the 6xnum ( u h  1 64))))) 
(self-address!!))) 
do t imr  (k (- cm:*cubaaddresr-length* 1)) 
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(format *fp* 
(dotimu (calc (+ k 1)) 
'd way shuffle.'%" (+ k 1)) 
(*if (<!! temp (/!I number-pea (!! (the h u m  2)))) 
(*set temp (mod!! (*!! temp (!! (the h u m  2))) number-pea)) 
(*set temp (mod!! (+!! (I! (the 5xnum l))(*!! temp 
(I! (the fixnum 2)))) numbw-pa)))) 
(*set dest-address temp) 
(dotimea (i timeloop) 
(dotima (j index) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(:pact :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd deat-addrean) 
( pset :no-collirionr data-sent data-recvd deat-address) 
(*pset :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd drt-address) 
(*pset :no-collirionr data-sent data-recvd deat-address 
(*poet : no-collirionr d a ta-sen t data-r ecvd d ea t-addr em 
(*pact :no-collisionr data-sent data-recvd dclt-address) 
(*poet :no-collisions data-sent da ta - rmd deat-address 
(*pact :no-collisionr data-rent data-recvd dat-addresr 
(*poet :no-collirionr data-sent data-recvd dclt-address) 




(vector-push (/ cm-time tat-loop) vduu)))  
(concentration deat-addrear) 
(statistics valuer timc-loop) 
(*set temp (the (5eld-pvar cm:*cubc-addrera-length*) 
(gel f-addr as!!)))))))) ... 
I t ,  
;;; Timing #20-80 
;;; 7/18/88, 9/17/18 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Description: Thir program reporb the time i t  take the connection 
... S I ,  
... # I 1  
... I * ,
;;; Active Procearorr: All 
;;; Size of Data Ured: 
machine to rimulate the shuffl-change from code 
written in *lisp. The calculation of the deatination 
addrar  is not included in this timing. 
80 bit unisigned inteprr  
(*defun tima20-80 (timeloop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* "-%Timing 2 0  80 bit mrgr.'%" 
(format *data* "'%Timing 20: 80 bit mrp.-k")  
(let ((values 0 )  
(setq values (makearray '(100) :511-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(index (/ test-loop 10))) 
(*let ((dent-addreas (!I (the Bxnum 0))) 
(temp (the (field-pvu cm:*cubaaddrcu-length*) 
(data-lent (randomll (I! (the fixnum (uh 1 80))))) 
(data-recvd (random11 (!I (the Bxnum ( u h  1 80))))) 
(number-pea (!I (the 5xnum em:*user-cubeaddreas-limit*)))) 
(relf-addr CUI I))) 
+ 1 cm:*cubaaddrena-length*) + 1 cm:*cubaaddraa-length*) 
number-pes)) 
(dotima (k (- cm:*cubcaddram-length* 1)) 
format *fp* " 'd way rhuffle.'%" (+ k 1)) 
[dotima (crlc (+ k 1)) 
(*if (<!I temp (/!I number-par (I!  (the fixnum 2)))) 
*I! temp (!I (the fixnum 2))) number-pa)) 
+!I (!I (the h u m  1))(*!! temp 
(!! (the 5xnum 2)))) number-pa)))) 
('set deat-addrur temp) 
(dotimea (i timeloop) 
(dotima (j index) 
(multiplc-valuebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
*poet :no-collirionr data-rent data-recvd dat-addrur 
*pret :no-collirionr data-sent da ta - rmd dat-addrear 
* ret :no-colliaionr data-rent d a t c r m d  dat-addrear 
(*;ret :no-collirionr data-rent datcrecvd dat-addrear 
I'prek :no-collirionr data-rent da ta - rmd dat-addreu 
I 
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(*pret :no-collirionr data-rent da ta - rmd dat-addrar) 
('pact :no-collirionr data-rent data-recvd deat-addrar) 
(*pret :no-collirionr data-rent data-recvd dert-addrrr) 
(*pact :no-collirionr data-rent da ta - rmd deat-addrrr) 
(*pad :no-collirionr data-sent data-recvd drt-addrerr)) 
:return-rtatirtia-only-p t) 
(vector-purh (1 cm-time teat-loop) valua))) 
(concentration dest-addrear) 
(atatirticr valuer timeloop) 
(*ret temp (the (Reld-pvar cm:*cubeaddraclength*) 
(self-addrar!!)))))))) 
Timing #21 
Writ ten by: David Myerr 
Description: Thir program report8 the time it take the connection 
7/ia/aa 
machine to rimulate the shuffleexchange from code 
written in *lisp. The calculation of the datination 
addreri ir included in thir timing. 
Active Procersorr: All 
Sire of Data Uned: 32 bit unirigned integer: ... 
I , ,  
(*defun time21 (tirneloap teat-loop) 
(format *fp* "-%Timing 21: perfect rhuffle'%") 
format *data* "-%Timing 21: perfect rhuffle'%") 
(retq valua (makearray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
... 
I l l  
,,, 
111 
, I 1  
I # ,  
111 
I l l  
, , I  
111 
I I I  








(*let ((dat-addresr (!! (the Rxnum 0))) 
(data-rent (random!! (!! (the Rxnum (aah 132))))) 
(data-recvd (random!! (!! (the Bxnum (ah 1 32))))) 
(number-pea (!! (the fixnum em:*user-cubeaddrar-limit;)))) 
(declare type (field-pvar cm:*eube-ddreaclength*) deat-addrar)) 
(declare [type (field-pvar cm:*cube-addraclcngth*) number-pa)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 32) data-rent)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 32) data-recvd)) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(em: time 
(dotima (j teatloop) 
('when (<!! (the (Reld-pvar cm:*cubcaddrai-length*) 
(self-addrear!!))(/!! number-pa (I! (the fixnum 2)))) 
(the (Reld-pvar cm:*cubeaddreaclength*) 
(relf-addrar!!)) ( I !  (the Bxnum 2))) number-pea))) 
(self-addreas!!))(/!! number-pes (I! (the Rxnum 2)))) 
the (field-pvnr cm:*cubcddr~clength*) I self-ddrrr!!)) (!I (the 5xnum 2)))) number-pen))) 
(*ret dat-addrar (mod!! (*!! 
(*when (>=!I (the (field-pvar cm: *cubeddreaclength*) 
(*ret deat-addrur (mod!! (+!I  (!! (the 5xnum l))(*!l 
(*pact :no-collirionr data-rent data-recvd deat-addrear)) 
:return-rtatirtiu-only-p t) 
(vector-puah (/ cm-time teat-loop) valuea))) 
(concentration d a t - d d r a r )  
(atatirtiu v d u a  timaloop))))) 
Timing #22 
Written by: David Myerr 
Dacription: Thir program reportr the time it take the connection 
machine to rimulate the rhufflbexchangs from code 
written in *lirp. The calculation of the dutination addrar  
ir done by bit rhifting, and the calculation of the 
deatination addrear ir not included in the time. 
7/18/88 
Active Pr0ca:on: All 
Sire of Data U r d  32 bit uniriped integer# ... 
) I *  
(*defun time22 (timaloop tat-loop) 
format *fp* "'%Timing 21: perfect rhu& - bit rhift'%") 
format *data* "'%Timing 22: perfect rhuae - bit rhiR'%") 
let ( ( v d u a  0)) 
(retq valuer (makearray '(100) :fill-poinkr 0)) 


























- 46 - 
(*dl 
(*let ((dest-address (the (field-pvar cm:*cub*address-length.) 
data-sent (random!! (!! (the fixnum (ash 1 32))))) I data-recvd (random!! (!! (the Bxnum (zsh 1 32))))) 
(shiftamt (!! (the Bxnum 1))) 
(number-pes (!! (the Bxnum cm:*user-cubeaddress-limit*)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubeaddrcsr-length*) dest-address)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubcrddrerr-length*~ number-pes)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 32) data-sent)) 
declare (type (field-pvar 32) data-recvd)) 
declare (type (signed-pvar 2) shift-amt)) 
with-paris-from-*lisp 
(cm:unaigned-shift (pvar-location dest-addrwr)(pvar-location shift-mt) 
(self- addr cas!!))) 
(pvar-length dest-addresr)(pvar-length shift-amt))) 
i 
(*when (q!! (the (pvar boolean)(*lispi::overBow-Bag!!)) 
(the (pvar boolean) t!!)) 
('set dwt-address (logxor!! dest-address (!! (the fixnum 1))))) 
(format *fp* "procaror 2000: -D'%" (pref dwt-addrear 2000)) 
(format *fp* "procaror 7000 -De%" (pref dest-address 7000) 
(format *fp* "processor 8191: 'D'%" (pref dabaddress 8191) 
(dotimes ( i  timeloop) 
fformat t "'de%'' il 
(multiplevalue-binb (a em-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotima (j teat-loop) 
:return-statistics-only-p t) 
(concentration dest-address) 
(statirtiu valua timeloop))))) 
('poet :no-collisions data-rent data-recvd dabaddress)) 
(vector-push (/ em-time test-loop) values))) 
Timing #23 
7/18/88 
W ri tten by: 
Description: This program reports the time it take the connection 
David Myers 
machine to simulate the shuffleexchange from code 
written in *lisp. The calculation of the destination addresr 
is done by bit shifting, and the calculation of the 
dwtination address ir included in the time. 
Active Procasore.: All 
Sire of Data Used: 32 bit unisigned integers 
(*defun time23 (time-loop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%Timing 23: perfect shuffle - bit shift - eale. incl.'%") 
(format *data: "'%Timing 23 perfect shuffle - bit shift - calc. incl."%") 
(let ( ( v d u a  0))  * 
(setq valua (makcarray '(100) :Bll-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((dest-addrar (the (field-pvar cm:*eubeaddrea~length*) 
data-rent (random!! (!! (the fixnum (ash 1 32))))) 
data-recvd (random!! (!I (the Bxnum ( a h  1 32))))) 
shifbunt (!! (the Bxnum 1))) 
number-pa (!! (the fixnurn cm:*urer-cube.ddresrlimit*)))) 
(declare (type field-pvar cm:*cube-addrerelength*) dest-addrema)) 
declare (type Beld-pvar cm:*cubcaddreaclength*) number-pa)) 
declare (type (field-pvar 32) data-sent)) 
declare (type (field-pvar 32) data-recvd)) 
declare (type (signed-pvar 2) shift-amt)) 
dotimea (i time-loop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(em:time 




(dotima (j teatloop) 
I 
(with-parii-from-*lisp 
(cm:unsiped-shift (pvar-location d a t d d r e s r )  
(pvar-location shift-amt)(pvar-length dat-addran) 
(pvar-length shift-amt))) 
(the (pvar boolean) t!!)) 
(*when (q!! (the ( p v u  boolean)( *lirpi::overRow-flr(lll)) 
(*pet :no-collisions data-sent da t a - rwd  d a t - d d r a r ) )  
(*set dat-addrar (logxor!! des t -dd rw (!I (the Bxnum 1))))) 
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(*set dd-addresr (the (5eld-pvu cm:*cubcaddreaa-length') 
(self-addrear!!))) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time teat-loop) valuea))) 
concentration deet-address) I statistics values timaloop))))) 
Timing #24 
Written by: David Myerr 
Description: This program reports the time i t  take the connection 
T/ia/aa 
machine to simulate the shuffleexchange from code 
written in *lirp. The calculation of the destination address 
ir done by bit rhifting, rod the calculation of the 
destination addrar is included in the time. Timing #24 
differ1 from timing #23 in that the number one "1" used 
in the calculation of the destination address is not 
broadcart during the calculation. Inatead, the broadcuting 
is done upon initialisation of the variable "one". 
Active Proceasorr: All 
Siae of Data Used: 32 bit unirigned integerr 
... 
I , ,  
I , ,  
I I I  
111 
(0 
, , I  
I O  
I l l  
I l l  










I , ,  
(*defun time24 (timaloop tabloop) 
(format *fp* "'%Timing 24: perfect shuffle - bit shift - calc. incl. - 1 bdcat'%;") 
(format *data* "-%Timing 24: perfect shW - bit shift - cale. incl - 1 bdcat.-%") 
(let ((valua 0))  
(setq valuu (makcarray '(loo) :811-pointer 0))  
f'all 
(*let ((deabaddrcsr (the (field-pvu cm:*cubeaddreaa-length*) 
(self-addr e18 ! ! ))) 
(data-sent (random!! (!! (the 5xnum (aah 1 32))))) 
(data-recvd (random!! ( I !  (the 5xnum (aah 1 32))))) 
(shift-amt ( I !  (the 5xnum 1))) 
(one ( I !  (the 5xnum 1))) 
(number-pea (!I (the fixnum cm:*urer-cubaaddrear-limit')))) 
(declare (type (field-pvrr cm:*cubeaddrwa-length*) deahaddress)) 
declare (type (field-pvrr cm:*cubaaddresa-length*) one)) 
declare (type (field-pvu cm:*cubcaddreaa-length*) number-pes)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 32) data-rent)) 
declare (type (field-pvu 32) data-recvd)) 
declare (type (signed-pvar 2) shift-amt)) 
dotimes (i timaloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 




(dotimes (j test-loop) 
.(with-paria-from-*lisp 
(cm:unrigned-rhift (pvu-location deat-address) 
pvu-location ahiftam)) 
[pvar - 1 ength dabaddrar)(pvar-length shifhamt))) 
(the ( p v u  boolean) t!!)) 
[*when (eq!! [the [pvu  boolean)(*lirgi::over50~-5ag!!)) 
(*set deat-addras (lopor!! dabaddrear one))) 
('pact :no-collisions data-lcnt data-rccvd dut-address)) 
(*ret deat-addrcu (the (5eld-pvu cm:*cubaaddrear-length*) 
~-addrcu ! ! ) ) )  
(vator-purh / cm-time tabloop) vdua)))  
:return-rtatirticr-only-p t) 
(concentration dat-addrur) 
(at  at irticr v a h a  timeloop))))) 
Timing #25 
Wtitten by: David MYWI 
Dacription: Thir program tab the time required for PEI to get information 
7/23/88 
from their four nearest neighborr. The NEWS operation ir 
ir urd, and v d u w  received are rtored. Border PEI u e  
not membra of the active ret. 
Active Procarorr: All 
Si& of Data Ured: 32 bit unirigned integers ... 
pdefun t ime25 (timaloop tubloop) 
(format *fp* "'%Timing 25: NEWS grid - 4 n e u a t  neighbod%") 
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(format *data* "-%Timing 25: NEWS grid - 4 nearest neighbors-%") 
(let ((values 0))  
(aetq valuea (maktarray '(100) :fiIl-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((x-addr (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(y-addr (!! (the Bxnum 0))) 
(a (random!! (I! (the Bxnum (ash 132))))) 
(data-recvd (random!! (!! (the 6xnum (ash 132)))))) 
' 
(declare type (field-pvar em:* physical-x-dimcnrion-limit*) x-addr)) 
(declare It y pe (field-pvar cm:*physical-y-dimension-limi t*) y-addr)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 32) a)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 32) data-recvd)) 
(with-par is-from-*lisp 
(cm:my-x-addrai (pvar-location x-addr)) 
(cm:my-y-addreas (pvar-location y-addr))) 
(*when (and!! (/=!I x-addr (I! (the fixnum 0)) 
(!! (the fixnum (- em:*physical-x-dimension-limit* 1)))) 
(!! (the fixnum (- cm:*physical-y-dimension-limit* 1))))) 
(/=!! y-addr (!! (the Bxnum 0)) 
(dotimu (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplevalutbind (a em-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotimes (j tat-loop) 
(*set data-recvd (pref-grid-relative!! a (!! (the fixnum -1)) 
(*set data-recvd (pref-grid-relative!! a (!! (the Bxnum 1)) 
(*set data-recvd (pref-grid-relative!! a (I! (the fixnum 0)) 
(*set data-recvd (pref-grid-relative!! a (!! (the fixnum 0)) 
(!! (the fixnum 0)))) 
(!! (the h u m  0)))) 
(!! (the fixnum -1)))) 
(I! (the Bxnum 1))))) 
:return-rtatirticconly-p t) 
(vector-push (/ em-time testloop) values))) 
(statintics values timeloop)))))) ... 
I,, 
;;; Timing #26 
;;; 7/23/88 
;;; Written by: David Myeri 
;;; Description: This program t a t s  the time rquired for PEr to get information 
... ,I, 
,I, ...
... $ 8 ,
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Size of Data Used: 32 bit unisigned integers 
(*defun time26 (timc-loop tat-loop) 
from their eight nearest neighborr. The NEWS operation is 
in  used, and valuer received are stored. Border PEE are 
not members of the active set. 
... 
111 
(format *fp* "'%Timing 26: NEWS grid - 8 nearest neighbors'%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 2 6  NEWS grid - 8 neueat neighbors'%") 
(let ((values 0))  
(netq valuer (makeuray  '(100) :Bll-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((x-addr (!! (the Kxnum 0))) 
(y-addr (!! (the h u m  0))) 
a (random!! (t! (the Bxnum (orb 1 32))))) t data-recvd (random!! (!! (the 5xnum (ash 1 32)))))) 
(declare type (Reld-pvar em:*phyrical-x-dimension-limit*) x-addr)) 
declare I type (field-pvu cm:*physical-y-dimemion-limit*) y-addr)) I declare type (Reld-pvar 32) a)) 
(declart [type (Reld-pvar 32) data-recvd)) 
(wi th-paril-from-*lirp 
(emmy-x-addras (pvu-loeation x-addr)) 
(cm:my-y-addrar (pvu-location y-addr))) 
(*when (and!! (/=!! x-addr (I!  (the h u m  0)) 
(!I (the h u m  (- un:*phyrical-x-dimension-limit* 1)))) 
(I! (the h u m  (- un:*phyc.ical-y-dimeniion-limit* 1))))) 
(/=!! y-add, ( I1  (the 6xnum 0)) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotima (j tert-loop) 
I 
(*ret d a t e r m d  (pref-grid-relativell a (!I (the h u m  -1)) 
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(!! (the Bxnum 0)))) 
(I! (the Bxnum 0)))) 
(!! (the Bxnum -1)))) 
(I! (the Bxnum 1)))) 
(!! (the Bxnum 1)))) 
(!! (the Bxnum -1)))) 
(!! (the Bxnum -1)))) 
(!! (the fixnum 1))))) 
(*set data-recvd (pref-grid-relative!! a (!! (the fixnum 1)) 
(*set data-recvd (pref-grid-relative!! a (!! (the fixnum 0)) 
(*set data-recvd (pref-grid-relative!! a (!! (the Bxnum 0)) 
(*set data-recvd (pref-grid-relative!! a (!! (the fixnum 1)) 
(*set data-recvd (pref-grid-relative!! a (!! (the Bxnum 1)) 
(*set data-recvd (pref-grid-relative!! a (I! (the fixnum -1)) 
(*ret data-recvd (prcf-grid-relative!! a (!! (the Bxnum -1)) 
:return-rtatiatics-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ em-time teat-loop) value#))) 
(statigticr valuea timtloop)))))) 
Timing #28-2 
Q/03/88 
Written by: David Myerr 
Description: Thin program reportr the time it t a k a  the CM-2 to 
Active Procerrorr: All 
Sire of Data U B ~ :  
simulate the pmti network. 
2 bit unisigned integers 
(8defun time28-2 (timeloop teat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%Timing 28-2: pm2i - 2 bit-%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 28-2: pm2i - 2-%") 
(let ((valuer 0)) 
(setq valuea (makerrray '(10) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
('let ((dedt-addr (the (pvar (unsigned-byte cm:*cubeaddrear-length*)) 
(self-address!!))) 
(data-rent (random!! (!! (the 5xnum 3)))) 
(data-recvd (!! (the fixnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubeaddrear-length*) deat-addr)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 2) data-Bent)) 
(declare (type (Ecld-pvar 2) data-recvd)) 
(dotima (k cm:*cubeaddresi-length*) 
(format *fp* "i = -D-%" k) 
(*ad dwt-addr (+!! (!! (the Bxnum ( a p t  2 k))) 
(the ( p v u  (unrigned-byte cm: *cubtaddredclength*))(clelf-addrwr!!)))) 
(dotimes (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotima ( j  teat-loop) 
(*poet :no-collisionr data-rent data-recvd deat-addr) 
(*poet :no-collisionr data-rent data-recvd deat-addr 
*poet :no-collirionr data-rent data-recvd dat-addr 
*pret :no-colliriona data-rent data-rccvd dat-addr 1 *pact :no-collisionr data-gent data-recvd dat-addr 
(*pact :no-collisionr data-gent da ta - rwd dat-addr 
('pset :no-collisionr data-rent data-recvd dent-addr 
(*poet :no-collirionr data-gent data-recvd dat-addr 
(*pset :no-collirionr data-rent data-rccvd dat-addr 
(*pret :no-collirionr data-rent d a t m w d  deat-addr)) 
1 
:return-statiitia-only-p t) 
(vector-purh (/ em-time (* t a t l o o p  10.0)) values))) 
(rtatirtiu valuu timeloop)))))) ... 
, I ,  
;;; Timing #28-4 
;;; 9/03/88 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Deauiption: Thin program reportr the time i t  t a k a  the CM-2 to 
... I t #
;;; Active Proeagora: All 
;;; Sire of Data U r d  
(*defun time-28-4 (timeloop test-loop) 
rimulate the pm2i network. 
4 bit unirignd integerr ... 
111 
(format *fp* "'%Timing 28-4: pm2i - 4 bit'%") 
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(format *data* "'%Timing 28-4 pm2i - 4-%") 
(let ((values 0 ) )  
tetq valuen (makcarray '(10) :Rll-pointer 0)) 
[*all 
(*let ((dest-addr (the (pvar (unsigned-byte em: *cubcaddrear-length*)) 
(self-addreas!!))) 
(data-sent (random!! (!! (the fixnum 15)))) 
(data-recvd (!! (the Rxnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubcadd?eadength*) dest-addr)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 4) data-sent)) 
(declare (type (Beld-pvar 4) data-recvd)) 
(dotimes (k cm:*cubcaddrerr-length*) 
(format *fp* "i = -D-%" k) 
(*set dcst-addr (+!! (!! (the Rxnum ( u p t  2 k))) 
(the (pvar (unsigned-byte em: *cubtaddreselength*))(relf-address!!)))) 
(dotimes (i timtloop) 
(format t "-d'%" i) 
(multipltvalutbind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotimea (j test-loop) 
(*pset :no-collision8 data-sent data-recvd deat-addr) 
('pset :no-collisiona data-sent data-recvd dent-addr) 
(*poet :no-colliriona data-sent data-recvd dat-addr) 
('pset :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd dat-addr 
(*pset :no-colliaions data-sent data-recvd dat-addr 
(*pset :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd dat-add, 
(*pset :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd deat-addr 
(*pset :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd dest-addr) 
(*pset :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd deat-addr) 
(*pier :no-collisions data-rent data-recvd dat-addr)) 
I 
:return-rtatisticr-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ em-time (* teat-loop 10.0)) valuea))) 
(statistics values timcloop)))))) 
, .  ... 
I I I  
;;; Timing #28-8 
;;; 9/03/88 
;;; Written by: David Myers 
;;; Description: This program reports the time it takea the CM-2 to 
... 111
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Size of Data Used: 8 bit unisigned integer8 
simulate the pm2i network. 
... 
I # ,  
('defun time-28-8 (timeloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%Timing 28-8 pm2i - 8 bit'%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 28-8: pm2i - am%") 
(let ((values 0)) 
(setq values (makcarray '(lo) :Rll-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((dest-addr (the (pvar (unrigned-byte cm:*cubtaddress-length*)) 
(self-addrear!!))) 
(data-rent (randomll (I! (the Rxnum ( u h  1 8))))) 
(data-remd (!I (the 6xnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (Reld-pvar cm:*cubcaddreaa-length*) dest-addr)) 
(declare (type (Beld-pvu 8) data-sent)) 
(declare (type (6eld-pvar 8) data-rcevd)) 
(dotimea (k cm: *cubwddreaa-length*) 
(format *fp* "i = 'D'%" k) 
(*set deat-addr (+!! (!! (the Bxnum ( u p t  2 k))) 
(the (pvar (unsigned-byte cm:*cubcaddrear-len~h*))(self-addreas!!)))) 
(dotimea (i timcloop) 
(format t *'d'%" i) 
(multiplevalucbind (a cm-time b e) 
(em: time 
(dotimea (j teat-loop) 
(*poet :no-collirions data-sent data-recvd dat-addr) 
(*pset :no-collisions data-rent datcrecvd d a t a d d r  
(*pact :no-collirions data-sent data-rcevd d a t a d d r  
(*pset :no-collirionm datw-wnt data-rmd dat-addr 
*poet :no-collisioni data-lent d a t c r m d  d a t a d d r  I *pset :no-collisions data-sent data-recvd dat-addr 
(*poet :no-collirionm data-sent datcrecvd dat-add? 
(*pi& :no-collisionm data-sent datcrcevd dat-addr 
(*poet :no-colliriona data-ment data-rcevd d a t a d d r  
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(*pact :no-collirionr data-rent data-recvd deat-addr)) 
:return-rtatirtiersnly-p t) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time (* tat-loop 10.0)) valuea))) 
(rtatirtiu v d u a  timaloop)))))) ... ,,, 
;;; Timing #28-16 
;;; 9/03/88 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Demiption: This program reports lhe time it taker the CM-2 to 
;;; Active Procerrorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 
rimulate the pm2i network. ... # I #  
18 bit unisigned integer8 ... 
, I ,  
(*defun time-28-16 (timtloop tat-loop) 
(format *fp' "'%Timing 28-16 pm2i - 16 bit'%") 
format *data* "'%Timing 28-16: pm2i - 16'%") 
let ((valuer 0 ) )  
(aetq va lua  (maktarray '(10) :fiil-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(relf-addrar!!))) 
(data-rent (random!! (!! (the fixnum (aah 1 16))))) 
(data-recvd (!! (the Bxnum 0)))) 
(declare type (field-pvar cm:*cube-addresr-length*) dat-addr)) 
(declare [type (fleld-pvar 16) data-rent)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 16) data-recvd)) 
(dotima (k cm:*cubaaddreaclength*) 
I 
('let ((deat-addr (the (pvar (unsigned-byte cm:*cube-address-length*)) 
(format *fp* "i = -D'%" k) 
(*set dat-addr (+!! (!! (the Exnum (expt 2 k))) 
(the (pvar (unrigned-byte cm:*cube-addres~-length*))(relf-addrar!!)))) 
(dotimu (i timtloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiple-valucbind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotimu (j teat-loop) 
(*pa& :no-collisionr data-sent data-recvd deat-addr) 
(*pset :no-collirionr data-sent data-recvd deat-addr) 
(*pset :nctcollisionr data-sent data-recvd dat-addr) 
('pact :nc-collisionr data-sent data-recvd deat-addr) 
(:ped :nctcollirionr data-rent data-recvd d a t a d d r )  
( p ~ e t  :no-collirionr data-sent data-recvd dat-addr) 
(*pa& :no-collbionr data-sent data-recvd dat-addr) 
(*pa& :no-collisionr data-sent data-recvd deat-addr) 
(*pact :no-collisionr data-sent data-recvd deat-addr) 
(*pret :nctcollirionr data-sent data-recvd dest-addr)) 
- 
:return-rtatirtica-only.p t)  
(vector-purh (/ cm-time (* ted-loop 10.0)) valuea))) 
(statirtiu v a h a  timeloop)))))) ... 
111 
;;; Timing #28-32 
;;; 9/03/88 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Dacription: Thir program report8 the time it t a k a  the CM-2 to 
... I l l
;;; Active Proea~orr :  All 
;;; Sire of Data Urd: 
(*defun time-28-32 (time-loop tat-loop) 
airnulate the pm2i network. 
32 bit unisigned integer1 ... 
, , I  
format *fp* "'%Timing 28-32 pm2i - 32 bit'%") 
forma' 'data* ""%Timing 28-32 pm2i - 32'%") 
let ((b .. 'er 0) )  
retq va lua  (make-array '(10) :Bll-pointu 0)) 
[*all 
('let ((dat-addr (the (pvar (unrigned-byte cm:*cube-addresr-length*)) 
(relf-addread!))) 
data-rcnt (random11 ( I 1  (the h u m  (arh 132))))) I da ta - rmd (!I (the Bxnum 0)))) 
(declare type (Eeld-pvu cm:*cubcaddrcu-length*) dat-addr)) 
(declare type (Eeld-pvar 32 data-rent)) 
declare i type (field-pvar 32 1 data-rmd)) 
do t ima (k cm:*cubaaddraclength*) 
(format *fp* "i = 'D'W k) 
('ret d u t a d d r  (+I! (!! (the h u m  ( a p t  2 k))) 
I 
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(the (pvar (unriped-byte cm:*cubtaddraclength*))(self-address!!)))) 
(dotimea (i timtloop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
multiplc-valutbind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotima (j tat-loop) 
I 
(*pact :no-collirionr data-rent data-recvd dcrt-addr) 
(*p& :no-collirionr data-rent data-recvd dwt-rddr) 
(*poet :no-collirions data-rent data-recvd dat-add:) 
(*pset :no-collirionr data-sent data-recvd dwt-addr) 
(*poet :no-collirionr data-rent data-recvd dat-addr) 
(*poet :no-collision8 data-rent data-recvd dwt-addr) 
(*pact :no-collirionr data-rent data-recvd dwt-rddr) 
(*poet :no-collirions data-rent data-recvd d a t a d d r )  
(*plat :no-collirionr data-rent data-recvd dat-addr) 
(*poet :no-collision8 data-rent data-rccvd dat-rddr)) 
:return-Etatirti~-only-p t) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time (* tat-loop 10.0)) valua))) 
(rtatirtiu valuw timeloop)))))) 
Timing #28-64 
9/03/88 
W ri tten by: 
Dwcription: Thii program reportr the time it t a k a  the CM-2 to 
Active Procarorr: All 
Sire of Data Urd: 
David Myeri 
simulate the pmti  network. 
64 bit unirigned intcgerr 
(*defun timc-28-64 (timtloop teat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%Timing 28-81: pmti - 84 bit'%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 2 8 8 4  pmli - 84'%") 
(let ((valuer 0)) 
(retq valuer (makearray '(10) :5ll-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(self-addr am!!))) 
(data-rcnt (random!! (!! (the fixnum (ash 1 64))))) 
(data-recvd (I! (the 5xnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (5eld-pvar cm:*cubc-addrar-length*) deat-addr)) 
(declare type 5eld-pvu 64 data-sent)) 
(declare [type [field-pvar 641 data-recvd)) 
(dotimw (k cm:*cube-addraclcngth*) 
(*let ((dat-addr (the (pvar (uniiped-byte cm:*cubtaddresa-length*)) 
(format *$* "i = 'D'%" k) 
(*eet dwt-addr (+!! (!! (the 5xnum (expt 2 k))) 
(the (pvar (unriped-byte cm: *cubtaddress-length*))(relf-addran!!)))) 
(dotimw (i time-loop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiple-valuc-bind (a em-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotimw (j tut-loop) 
(,pret :no-collirioni data-rent data-recvd dut-addr) 
(*pi& :no-collirionr data-rent data-recvd dent-addr) 
(*poet :no-colliiionr data-rent data-recvd dat-addr) 
(*poet :no-collirionr data-rent d a t a - r e d  dwt-addr 
(*piel :no-collirionr data-rent data-rccvd dwt-addr 
(*poet :no-collirionr data-rent data-recvd dat-addr 
(*poet :no-collisions data-rent data-recvd dat-addr 
(*poet :no-collirionr data-rent data-recvd dnt-addr 
('pret :no-collirionr data-rent da ta - rwd dat-addr) 




(vector-purh (/ cm-time (* tat-loop 10.0)) values))) 
(st a t i r t iu  v d u w  timaloop)))))) ... 
, I ,  
;;; Timing #28-80 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Description: Thii program repork the time it taka the CM-2 to 
... I l l
;;; Active Procwrorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data U r d  
(*defun time-28-80 (time-loop t a t l o o p )  
;;; 9/03/88 
rimulate the pm2i network. 
80 bit uniriped integur ... 
9 1 1  
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(format *fp* "'%Timing 28-80 pm2i - 80 bit'%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 28-80: pm2i - SO'%") 
(let ((values 0))  
(setq values (make-array '(10) :RIl-pointer 0)) 
('all 
(*let ((dest-addr (the ( p v u  (unsigned-byte cm:*cube-addresr-length*)) 
(self-address!!))) 
(data-rent (random!! (!I (the fixnum (ah 180))))) 
(data-rrvd (!! (the 5xnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cube-addres&length*) dat-addr)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 80) data-rent)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 80) data-recvd)) 
(dotimes (k cm:*cube-addreu-length') 
(format *fp* "i = 'D'%" k) 
(*set dest-addr (+!! (!! (the fixnum (expt 2 k))) 
(the (pvar (unsigned-byte cm: *cubbaddras-length*))(self-address! I)))) 
(dotimes (i time-loop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiple-value-bind (a em-time b E) 
(cm:time 
(dotima (j test-loop) I (*pret :no-collisions data-sent da ta - rmd dat-add, (*poet :no-collisions data-sent da ta - rmd dest-addr (*pact :no-collirionr data-sent da ta - rmd dat-add, (*pset :no-collirions data-sent data-recvd dat-addr 
(*pret :no-collisions data-rent da ta - rmd dmt-addr 
(*pset :no-collisions data-sent da ta - rmd dat-addr 
(*pset :no-collision8 data-sent da ta - rmd dat-addr 
(*psct :no-collisions data-rent data-rccvd dest-addr 
(*pact :no-collisions data-rent da t a - rmd  dest-addr 
(*pret :no-collirions data-sent da t a - rmd  dest-addr 
:return-statistics-only-p t)  
(vector-push (/ em-time (* test-loop 10.0)) values))) 
(statistics values time-loop)))))) ... 
, I #  
;;; Timing #28-128 
;;; 9/03/88 
;;; Written by: David Myers 
;;; Description: This program reports the time i t  t a k a  the CM-2 to 
$ 1 ,  ...
;;; Active Procwrorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 
(*defun time-28-128 (timeloop t a t loop)  
simulate the pm2i network. 
128 bit unisigned integers ... 
I , ,  
(format *fp* "'%Timing 28-128: pm2i - 128 bit'%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 28-128: pm2i - 128'%") 
(let ((values 0))  
(setq values (make-array '(10) :filI-pointer 0)) 
('all 
(*let ((dwt-addr (the ( p v u  (unsigned-byte cm:*cube-addrws-length*)) 
(self-addred!))) 
(data-sent (random!! (I! (the Rxnum ( u h  1 128))))) 
(data-rmd (I! (the Rxnum 0)))) 
(declare type (field-pvar cm:*cubbaddraclength*) dertaddr)) 
(declare [type field-pvu 128 data-lent)) 
(declare (type t field-pvu 128 1 data-rmd)) 
(dotima (k cm:*cubaaddrcrr-length*) 
(format *fp* "i = 'D'%" k) 
('set dest-addr (+!I (I! (the Rxnum ( a p t  2 k))) 
(the ( p v u  (unsigned-byte cm:*cabc-addraclen~h*))(lclf-addra~!!)))) 
(dotimes (i time-loop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplevalue-bind (a em-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotimw (j tat-loop) 
*pact :no-collirionr data-sent da ta - rmd dat-add, 
*pwt :no-collisionr da t cmnt  data-recvd dat-addr 
(*p& :no-collilionr data-lent da ta - rmd d a t a d d r  
*pact :no-allisionr data-lent da t a - rmd  d a t a d d r  
*pset :no-colliaionr data-lent da ta - rmd dat-add, 1 *pact :no-collisionI data-lent data-recvd dat-addr 
(*PI& :no-collisionr data-Mnt da ta - rmd d a t a d d r  
(*pret :no-collilionr data-lent da ta - rmd dat-addr 
t 
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(*pset :no-collirionr data-sent data-recvd dest-addr) 
(*pset :no-collirions data-sent data-recvd dest-addr)) 
:return-statirticr-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time (* test-loop 10.0)) values))) 
(ntatistiu valuer timtloop)))))) 
Timing #29 
Written by: David Myerr 
Description: This program tests the time rquired for PEI to get information 
7/24/aa 
from their eight nearest neighbors. The NEWS operation is 
is u r d ,  and values received are stored. Border P t  are 
not members of the active set. All numbers used in the 
grid command are broadcast prior to their use. 
Active Processors: All 
Sire of Data Urd:  32 bit unisigned integers 
(*defun time29 (timtloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%Timing 29: NEWS grid - 8 nearest neighbors, numbers not brdut'%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 29: NEWS grid - 8 nearest neighborr, nmbrr not brdcrt'%") 
(let ((valuea 0)) 
(retq valuer (makcarray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((x-addr (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(y-addr (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(zero (!! (the 6xnum 0))) 
(one (!! (the Bxnum 1))) 
(neg-one ( ! I  (the fixnum -1))) 
(a (random!! (I! (the fixnum (ash 1 32))))) 
(data-recvd (random!! (!! (the fixnum ( a h  132)))))) 
(declare (type (fleld-pvar cm:*physical-x-dimension-limit*) x-addr)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*phyrical-y-dimension-limit*) y-addr)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 32) a)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 2) zero)) 
(with-pariefrom-*lisp 
(cm:my-x-addrers pvar-location x-addr)) 
(cm:my-y-address [pvar-locat ion y-addr))) 
(*when (and!! (/=!I x-addr (!! (the 6xnum 0)) 
(!! (the Bxnum (- em:*physical-x-dimenlion-limit* 1)))) 
(!! (the fixnum (- cm:*physical-y-dimension-limit* 1))))) 
(I=!! y-addr (!! (the fixnum 0)) 
..... 
(dotimes (i tim&loop) 
[format t 'I'd-%" il 
(multiplcvalutbinh (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotimes (j test-loop) 
(*set data-recvd (pref-grid-relative!! a neg-one zero)) 
(*set da ta - rmd (pref-grid-relative!! a one zero)) 
*set da ta - rmd pref-grid-relative!! a zero neg-one)) 
*set data-recvd pref-grid-relative!! a aero one ) 
(*set data-recvd (pref-grid-relative!! a one neg-one)) 
I *set data-recvd (pref-grid-relative!! a neg-one one))) 
I (*set data-recvd I (pref-grid-relative!! a one one) 1 
*set data-recvd (pref-grid-relative!! a neg-one neg-one)) 
:return-statistiu-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time test-loop) valuer))) 
(statisticr d u e s  timtloop)))))) ... 
# I 1  
;;; Timing #30 
;;; Written by: David Myers 
;;; Description: This program reportr the time it t a k a  the CM-2 to 
... I l l  
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Size of Data Urd: 
;;; 7/24/aa 
pori data in ring. 
32 bit unisigned integerr 
... . 
1,l 
(*defun time30 (timeloop test-loop) 
format *fp* "'%Timing 3 0  ring send'%" 
format *data* "'%Timing 3 0  ring send&") 
let ( ( d u m  0)) 
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(setq values (make-array '(100) :RlCpointer 0)) 
(*all 
(gray-dat-addr (!! (the Rxnum 0))) 
(data-sent (the (pvar (unaiped-byte cm:*cube-address-length*)) 
(self-addrean!!))) 
(data-recvd (!! (the fixnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cube-addr-s-lcngth*) dent-addr)) 
(declare (type (Reld-pvar cm:*cube-addrua-length*) gray-deat-addr)) 
(declare type (field-pvar 32) data-aent)) 
(declare Itype (field-pvar 32) data-rcvd)) 
(*set dut-addr (mod!! (+!! (!! (the Rxnum 1)) 
(*let ((dat-addr (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(the (pvar (un*ned-byte cm:*cube-addrarlength*))(self-addreas!!))) 
(!I (the Rxnum cm:*user-cube-addreas-limit*)))) 
(with-paria-from-*lisp 
(cm:gray-code-from-integer (prn-location gray-deat-addr) 
(pvnf-location deat-addr) cm:*cube-addrus-length.)) 
(dotima (I time-loop) 
(format t "-d-%" i) 
(multiple-value-bind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotima (j teat-loop) 
('pact :n*colliaiona data-Mnt data-recvd dat-addr)) 
:return-rtatiatiu-only-p t)  
(statiatiu valua time-loop))))) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time ta t loop)  valuea))) 
... ,,, 
;;; Timing #31 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Description: This program reportr the time it takes the CM-2 to 
;;; Active Procaaora: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 
(*defun time-31 (time-loop teat-loop) 
;;; 7/24/88 
pas1 data in a linear array. ... 111 
32 bit uniriped integer8 ... ,,, 
(format *fp* "'%Timing 31: ring acnd - m u  PE number not active-%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 31: ring send - max PE  number not active-%") 
(let ((valua 0)) 
(setq v d u a  (make-array '(100) :RlI-pointer 0)) 
('all 
(*let ((dent-addr (!! (the Rxnum 0))) 
(gay-dertaddr (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(data-rent (the ( p v u  (unaiped-byte cm:*cube-address-length*)) 
(self-addr ws!!))) 
(data-recvd (!! (the Rxnum 0)))) 
(field-pvu cm:*cube-address-length*) dest-addr)) 
(fleld-pvar cm:*cub~.ddreia-length*) gray-deataddr)) 
(fleld-pvu 32 data-acnt)) 
(Reld-pvar 32 data-recvd)) 
(*act deat-addr (mod!! (+!! I !! (the Rxnum 1)) 
(the ( p v u  (unsigned-byte em:*cube-addresa-length*))(self-addrelrl!))) 
(!! (the h u m  cm:*urer-cubbaddresr-limit*)))) 
(with-puir-from-*lirp 
(cm:grry-code-from-integer (pvar-location gray-deat-addr) 
(pvu-location deat-addr) cm:*cube-address-length*)) 
(*when (/=!! !I (the Rxnum (- cm:*user-cube-addrear-limit* 1))) 
(the ( p v u  [unrigned-byte em:*cube-addreaa-length*))(self-address!!))) 
(dotimea (i timaloop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
. [multiple-vdue-bind (a cm-time b c) 
(em: time 
:return-rtrtirtiu-only-p t) 
(atatirtiu values timaloop)))))) 
;;; Timing #40 - Hamming distance test. 
;;; Written by: David Myarr 
;;; Dauiption: Thim program rcportr the amount of time rquired to complete 
lend opuationr to unique addraa which are a specified 
(dotimes (j tat-loop) 
(*pa& :no-eolliaionr data-Mnt data-ravd dut-addr)) 
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hamming distance from the originating proceuorr. Thir test 
is the same as test #12 in hamming-tcrtoff-ehip.lirp 
except the rend addresses u e  calculated from MSB to LSB. 
... ,,, 
... 1*1  
;;; Active Procerrorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data Ured: 
(*defun time-40 (time-loop teatloop) 
... 
8,s 
80 bit unsigned integerr ... 
111 
(format *fp* "-%time-lO 80 bit rwerre hamming test'%") 
(format *data* "-%time-lO: 80 bit reverse hamming tat'%") 
(*all 
(let ((mask 0) 
(valuen 0)) 
(setq valuen (maktarray '(100) :Rll-pointer 0)) 
(*let ((dent-address (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(data-value-rent (random!! (!! (the fixnum (ash 180))))) 
(data-value-rcvd (!! (the Exnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (Reld-pvar cm:*cubeddrar-length*) deataddrcrr)) 
(declare (type (Reld-pvar 80) data-valuerent)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 80) data-vduarcvd)) 
(do ((k (- cm:*cubeaddresr-length* 1)(- k 1))(1 1 (+ 1 1)))((= k -1)) 
(format *fp* "Hamming Dirtance -D-%" 1) 
(retq mask (logior ( u h  1 k) mask)) 
(*net dent-addrur (logxor!! (I! (the Rxnum mask)) 
(dotimea (i time-loop) 
lormat t "'d'%" i) 
multiple-valuebind (a cm-time b c) 
(crn:time 
(the (field-pvu cm:*cubeaddrear-length*)(relf-addrenrII)))) 
(dotimen (j  teat-loop) 
I 











(vector-purh (/ cm-time (* t a t l o o p  10.0)) values))) 
(*poet :no-collirionr data-valucrent data-valuarcvd 
(*pret :no-collirionr data-value-rent data-valuercvd 
(*poet :no-collirionr data-valuerent data-value-rcvd 
(*poet :no-collirionr data-valuerent data-value-rcvd 
(*pact :no-collirionr data-valuercnt data-valuarcvd 
('poet :no-collirionr data-value-rent data-value-rcvd 
(*pret :no-collirionr data-valuerent data-value-rcvd 
(*pe t  :no-collirionr data-value-rent data-value-rcvd 
(*poet :no-collirionr data-valuerent data-value-rcvd 
:return-rtatirtiusnly-p t) 
(concentration dat-addreu) 
(rtatirtiu vdues timaloop)))))) ... 
I * ,  
;;; Timing #4Z - Hamming dirtance tut. 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Description: This program repork the amount of time required to complete 
... , I ,  rend operations when the number of active PJ&/chip ... 111 ir varied. All active PEr are rending to P L  located 
... SI1  at other chips. 
;;; Size of Data Ured: 
(*defun time42 (timaloop tatloop) 
;;; a p / a a  
;;; Active Procworr: All 
80 bit unriped integerr ... 
3 0  
format *fp* "'%time-43: # active pa-per-ehip'%" 
[format *data* "'%time42 # active pea-per-chip-k") 
(*all 
(let ((muk 8191) 
(valuar 0)) 
(1-index (/ tat-loop 10)) 
(mtq v d u a  (makearray '(60) :Rll-pointar 0)) 
(*let ((dent-ddrw (!! (the h u m  0))) 
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(data-valuesent (random!! (!! (the fixnum (ash 1 80))))) 
(on (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(data-valucrcvd (!! (the h u m  0)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvu cm:*cubtaddral-length*) dat-addran)) 
declare (type (field-pvar 2) on)) I declare (type (field-pvar 80) data-valucaent)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 80) data-valucrcvd)) 
(*set dest-address (logxor!! (!! (the fixnum mask)) 
(dotimes (k 18) 
(the (field-pvar cm:*cub+addraa-length*)(self-address!!)))) 
(format *fp* "# of P D  -D-%" (+ k 1)) 
(dotimes (I (+ k 1)) 
(*when (=!! (mod!! (the (Eeld-pvar crn:*cubcaddral-length*) 
(self-address!!))(!! (the fixnum 16)))(!! (the fixnum 1))) 
(*set on (!! (the fixnum 1))))) 
(*when (=!! on (!! (the fixnum 1))) 
(dotimen (i timeloop) 
(format t "-d-%" i) 
(multipltvalutbind (a cm-time b e) 
(cm: time 
(dotima (j 1-index) 
(*pi& :no-colliaionr data-valucaent data-valucrcvd 
(*pact :no-colliaiona data-valucaent data-valucrcvd 
('pset :no-collisions data-valueaent data-valutrcvd 
(*pset :no-collisions data-valuesent data-valucrcvd 
(*pset :no-collisions data-valucncnt data-valutrcvd 
(*pi& :no-collisionr data-valuesent data-valuercvd 
('pset :no-collisions data-valuerent data-valucrcvd 
(*pset :no-collisions data-valucaent data-valucrcvd 
(*pret :no-collision8 data-valuesent data-valucrcvd 











' :return-statistics-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time test-loop) valuee))) 
(concentration dat-address) 
(atatistiu valua timeloop)) 
(*set on (!! (the Exnum 0)))))))) 
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... 
I , ,  
;;; Timing #5 - Hamming distance test. 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Ducription: Thir program reports the amount of time rquired to  complete 
... I , ,  
... 111
;;; Active Procesaorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 1 bit unsigned integers 
(*defun time05 (timeloop teat-loop) 
;;; r/13/aa 
send operations to unique address which are a speci6ed 
hamming distance from the originating processors. 
... 
I , ,  
(format *fp* "'%time05: 1 bit hamming teat'%") 
(format *data* "'%timc05: 1 bit hamming test'%") 
(*all 
... 
, I #  
I , ,  
I , ,  
, I 1  
I , ,  
I , ,  
I , ,  
, I ,  
111 










(let ((maak (1- cm:*user-cubeaddress-limit*)) 
(valua 0)) 
(setq va1ue.n (makcarray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
('let ((dest-address (!! (the 6xnum 0))) 
(data-valuerent (!! (the fixnum 1))) 
(data-valuercvd (I! (the fixnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (6eld-pvar cm:*cubcrddral-length*) dat-addrar)) 
(declare [type (6eld-pvar 1) data-value-rent)) 
(declare (type (6eld-pvar 1) data-valuarcvd)) 
(*set deat-addreas (logxor!! (!! (the fixnum maak)) 
(dotimes (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplcvalutbind (a cm-time b c) 
(the (field-pvar cm:*cubcaddreas-length*)(self-addras!!)))) 
(cm:time 
(dotimes (j  tat-loop) 
(*poet :no-collisions data-valucscnt data-value-rcvd 
deat-addrear)) 
:return-statirtier-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time teat-loop) values))) 
(concentration dest-addreaa) 
(statistics va lua  timeloop))))) 
Timing #6 - Hamming distance test. 
Written by: David Myerr 
Description: Thir program reports the amount of time rquired to complete 
7/13/88 
send operations to unique address which are a rpeci6ed 
hamming diatancc from the originating processors. 
Active Procusors: All 
Size of Data Usd: 2 bit unsigned integers 
(*defun time06 (timeloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%time06 2 bit hamming test'%") 
(format *data* "'%time-06: 2 bit hamming test-%") 
(*all 
(let ((muk (1- em: *user-cubcddras-limit*)) 
( v d u a  0)) 
(setq va lua  (mrkauray  '(100) :6ll-pointer 0)) 
(*let ((dat-ddrcu (!I (the h u m  0))) 
data-valuerent (!! (the Bxnum 1))) 
data-valuarcvd (!! (the 5xnum 0)))) 
Beld-pvu cm:*cube-addrcu-lcngth*) dat-addrar)) 
(*set d a t - d d r a r  (loporll (!! (the 5xnum muk)) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
format t "'de%" i) 
multiplevalue-bind (a em-time b c) 
(em: time 
(the (6eld-pvar cm:*cubaddresr-len~h*)(~elf-~draslI)))) 
(dotima (j test-loop) 
I 
(*pad :no-collisions data-vducsent data-valuercvd 
dataddresr)) 
: r etur n-at atirtiu-only-p t) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time tat-laop) valua))) 
concentration dcrt-ddrcrr) I r t r t i i t iu  va lua  timeloop))))) ... 
111 
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;;; Timing #7 - Hamming distance teat. 
;;; 7/13/88 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Dacription: This program reporti the amount of time rquired to complete 
... ,,e send operations to unique addrear which are a specified 
... 111 hamming distance from the originating proceasorr. 
;;; Active Proccssorr: All 
;;; Size of Data Used: 4 bit unsigned integers 
(*defun time-07 (time-loop test-loop) 
... 
* I *  
(format *fp* "'%time07: 4 bit hamming tat-%") 
IFar;lat *data* "-%timtO7: 4 bit hamming test-%") 
(let ((mask (1- cm:*urer-cube-addrearlimit')) 
(values 0)) 
(aetq values (make-array '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
('let ((deat-address (!! (the Bxnum 0))) 
(data-value-sent (!! (the Bxnum 3))) 
(data-value-rcvd (!! (the Bxnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cube-addrar-length') dat-addreu)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 4) data-value-sent)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 4) data-valuarcvd)) 
(*set deat-addrear (logxor!! (I! (the Bxnum maak)) 
(dotimea (i time-loop) 
(format t 'I'd'%" i) 
(multiple-valuabind (a em-time b c) 
(the ( Bcld-pv ar cm: *cube-addr ar-length *)( self-addr ear!!)))) 
(cm:time 
(dotimer (j test-loop) 
('pset :no-collirionr data-value-sent data-valuarcvd 
deat-addrar)) 
:return-statiatic&only-p t)  
(vector-push (/ cm-time tat-loop) values))) 
(concentration deat-addrw) 
(atatisti- values time-loop))))) 
1.. 
$ 8 ,  
;;; Timing #e - Hamming distance tat. 
;;; 7/13/88 
;;; Written by: David Myers 
;;; Deacription: This program reporti the amount of time rquired to complete 
... ,I,
... I , ,  
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Size of Data Used: 8 bit unsigned integer1 
(*defun time-08 (time-loop tat-loop) 
send operations to unique addras  which are a speciBed 
hamming distance from the originating processors. 
... 
I , ,  
(format *fp* "'%time-O8: 8 bit hamming tat'%") 
(format *data* "'%time-08: 8 bit hamming test-%") 
(*all 
(let ((maak (1- cm:*user-cubaaddrear-limit*)) 
setq va lua  (make-array '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) I 'let ((deat-addrar O)) (!I (the 5xnum 0))) 
data-value-rent (random!! (!! (the h u m  (aah 1 8))))) I data-vduarcvd (!! (the Bxnum 0)))) 
(declare (type field-pvu cm:*cube-addrar-length*) dat-addreu)) 
(declare (type field-pvu 8) data-value-rent)) 
declare (type i field-pvu 8) data-value-rcvd)) 
*set da t -addras  (logxor!! (!! (the h u m  mask)) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
multiple-valuabind (a em-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(the (field-pvu cm:*cube-addraclength*)(relf-addras!!)))) 
t 
I 
(dotimea (j tat-loop) 
(*pa& :no-collisionr data-value-sent data-value-rcvd 
dat-addrar)) 
:return-rtatirtiu-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time tat-loop) vdua) ) )  
(concentration dat-addran) 




;;; Timing #O - Hamming distance tat. 
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;;; 7 p p a  
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Description: This program rcportr the amount of time required to complete 
... $ 8 ,  send operation: to  unique address which are a specified 
... , I ,  hamming dirtance from the originating processorr. 
;;; Active Processorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 16 bit unsigned integers 
... 
$ 8 ,  
(*dcfun time09 (timeloop test-loop) 
format *Ip* "'%time09: 16 bit hamming test-%") 
format *data* "-%time09: 16 bit hamming test-%") 
[*all 
(let ( (muk (1- cm:*urer-cubeaddraa-limit*)) 
(values 0)) 
(mtq values (makcarray '(100) :flll-pointer 0)) 
('let ((dest-addresr (I! (the flxnum 0)))  
data-valuesent (random!! (!I (the flxnum ( u h  1 16))))) I data-vrluercvd (!I (the 5xnum 0)))) 
(declare (type Rcld-pvu cm:*cubeaddress-length*) dest-addresr)) 
(declare (type I 5eld-pvar 16) data-valuesent)) 
(declare (type (Reld-pvar 16) data-valuercvd)) 
(*ret dabaddresr (logxor!l (I! (the fixnum mask)) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplcvalucbind (a em-time b c) 
(the (5eld-pvrr cm:*cuberddresr-length*)(reltladdressll)))) 
(cm:time 
(dotimes (j test-loop) 
(*pact :no-collisions data-valuesent data-vduercvd 
dabaddress)) 
:rcturn-rtatMtiu-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time test-loop) values))) 
concentration dartaddresr) I s t r t is t iu  values timeloop))))) ... 
, # I  
;;; Timing #lo - Hamming distance test. 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Description: Thir program rcportr the amount of time rquired to complete 
... $ 1 )  
... I I I
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 32 bit unsigned integers 
(*defun time10 (timeloop test-loop) 
;;; 7/13/aa 
send operationr to unique address which are a specifled 
hamming dirtance from the originating processors. 
... 
I , ,  
format *fp* "'%timelo: 32 bit hamming ta t -%")  
format *data* "'%timelo: 32 bit hamming test'%") 
/*all 
(let ( ( m u k  (1- cm:*user-cubeaddress-limit*)) 
(values 0)) 
(setq values (makearray '(loo) :flll-pointcr 0)) 
(*let ((dartaddress (I1 (the flxnum 0)))  
data-valuerent (random!l (!I (the flxnum ( u h  1 32))))) 
data-valuercvd (I1  (the fixnum 0)))) 
declare (type fleld-pvar cm:*cubeaddresn-length.) dest-addma)) 
declare (type Reld-pvu 32 data-vduerent)) 
*ret dest-address (logxorll (!! (the flxnum muk))  
(dotimes (i timeloop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
multiplevduabind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
d d u e  (type I (fleld-pvar 32 1 data-vrluercvd)) 
(the (field-pvu cm:*cube.ddr~r-1ength*)(self-addressII)))) 
I [  
(dotimes (j test-loop) 
I 
(*pset :no-collirions data-valuesent data-vdubrcvd 
dest-address)) 
:return-statirtieconly-p t) 
(vector-push (1 em-time krt-loop) vdues))) 
concentration destaddrar)  I stat i r t iu  vdues timeloop))))) 
;;; Timing #ll - Hamming dirtance test. 
... 
I l l  
;;; 7/13/aa 
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;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Description: Thin program report8 the amount of time rquired to  complete 
... 111
... 111
;;; Active Proceasorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 
('defun t ime11 (timeloop tat-loop) 
send operationr to unique addrear which are a specifled 
hamming distance from the originating procearorr. 
64 bit unsigned integer8 ... 
1 9 1  
(format *fp* "'%timell: 64 bit hamming teat'%") 
(format *data* "'%timcll: 64 bit hamming teat-%") 
(*all 
(let ((mark (1- cm:*urer-cubcaddrear-limit*)) 
(values 0 ) )  
(aetq valuea (makcarray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
('let ((deat-addrar (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(data-valuerent (random!! (!! (the fixnum (ah I 64))))) 
(data-valuercvd (!I (the flxnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (fleld-pvu cm:*cubeaddrear-length*) deat-addrar)) 
declare (type (6eld-pvu 64) data-valuerent)) 
declare (type (fleld-pvu 64) data-valucrcvd)) 
(*ret dest-addrar (logxor!! (!I (the 5xnum mrsk)) 
(dotimea (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a em-time b c) 
(the (fleld-pvar cm:*cubcaddrwr-length*)(aelf-addrarll)))) 
I 
(cm:time 
(dotimea (j teat-loop) 
(*poet :no-collirionr data-valuerent data-valucrcvd 
dest-addrear)) 
:return-atatirtica-only-p t) 
(vector-punh (/ cm-time teat-loop) values))) 
(concentration deat-addrar) 
(statisticr valua timeloop))))) ... 
$ 1 ,  
;;; Timing #12 - Hamming dirtance teat. 
;;; 7/13/88 
;;; Written by: David Myera 
;;; Description: This program report8 the amount of time required to  complete 
... I , ,  
... I , ,  
;;; Active Proceasorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 80 bit unrigned integer8 
(*defun time12 (timeloop teat-loop) 
send opcrationr to unique addrear which are a Epeeifled 
hamming diatance from the originating procearorr. 
... 
$ 8 ,  
(format *fp* "'%time12 80 bit hamming teat'%") 
(format *data* "'%time12 80 bit hamming test'%") 
(*all 
(let ( (muk 15 
(values 011 
(setq valuea (makcarray '(100) :fill-pointer 0))  
(*let ((dent-addmr (!I (the 6xnam 0))) 
(data-valuerent (randoml! (I! (the 6xnum (ah 1 80))))) 
(data-valuarcvd (I! (the h u m  0)))) 
(declare type fleld-pvu cm:*cubcaddrar-length*) dentaddrear)) 
declare I I  type field-pvu 80 data-valuaient)) 
declare (type (5eld-pvu 801 dats-valuarcvd)) 
do ((k 4 (+ k 1)))((= k cm:*cubaaddresa-length*)) 
(format *fp* "Hamming Din tma  -D-%" (+ 1 k)) 
setq mrsk (logior ( a h  1 k))) 
*set dentaddrear (logxorll (I! (the ixnum maak)) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
I 
(the (fleld-pvu cm:*cubaddreu-length*)(aelf-addreasl!)))) 
I 
(cm:time 
(dotima (j teat-loop) 
(*pact :no-collirionr data-vduaaent data-valucrcvd 
dat-addrar)) 
:return-rtatirtiusnly-p t) 
(vector-puah (/ cm-time tat-loop) valua))) 
concentration dat-addrar) I statir t iu v d u a  timaloop)))))) ... 
I l l  
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;;; Timing #13 - Hamming distance test. 
;;; 7/13/88 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Description: This program reports the amount of time rquired to complete 
... I,,... 111
;;; Active Processorr: All 
;;; Size of Data Used: 
(*dcfun time13 (timeloop teat-loop) 
send operationr to unique addrar  which are a 8peciEed 
hamming distance from the originating procasors. 
128 bit unsigned in tyer i  ... 
81,  
(format *fp* "-%time13: 128 bit hamming teat'%" 
(format *data* "-%time13 128 bit hamming tal-&) 
(*all 
(let ((mask (1- cm: 'user-cubcaddr ear-limit*)) 
(valuer 0 ) )  
(setq va lua  (makearray '(100) :Ell-pointer 0)) 
(*let ((dert-addrar (!! (the Exnum 0))) 
(data-value-sent (random!! (!! (the h u m  ( a h  1 128))))) 
(data-value-rcvd ( I !  (the fixnum 0)))) 
(declare type (field-pvar cm:*cubcddrar-length*) deit-addrcu)) 
(declare [type (field-pvar 128) data-valuesent)) 
(declare (type (Eeld-pvar 128) data-valucrcvd)) 
('set dat-addraa (lopor!! (!! (the Bxnum muk)) 
(dotimea (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a em-time b c) 
(the (Eeld-pvar cm:'cubcaddrcu-length*)(self-addrasll)))) 
(cm:time 
(dotimes (j test-loop) 
(*psct :no-collisionr data-valuerent data-valuercvd 
deat-addr em)) 
:ret ur n-s t atist ia-only-p t) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time t a t l o o p )  valua))) 
(concentration deat-addresi) 
(statistiu valuer timeloop))))) ... 
, I ,  
;;; Timing #l4 - Hamming distance t a t .  
;;; 7/13/88 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Description: This program reporti the amount of time rquired to  complete 
... 111
... I , ,  
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Size of Data Used: 256 bit uniigned integer8 
( * d e b  time-14 (time-loop test-loop) 
send operations to  unique addrar  which are a rpeciied 
hamming distance from the originating processors. 
... 
I O  
(format *fp* "'%timel4: 256 bit hamming test") 
(format *data* "-%timel4: 256 bit hamming ta t" )  
(*all 
(let ((mask (1- cm:*user-cubeaddrerr-limit*)) 
(valua 0)) 
(aetq v d u a  (make-array '(loo) :fill-pointer 0)) 
('let ( (da t addraa  (!I (the Exnum 0))) 
(data-valuerent (random!! (!I (the Exnum (ah 1 256))))) 
(data-valucrcvd (11 (the 6xnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (Eeld-pvar cm:*cube-lddrar-length*) dert-addresr)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 256) data-valuarent)) 
($xlare (type (6eld-pvar 256) data-vduarcvd)) 
( set dat-addrar (loporll (!I (the Bxnum muk)) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(the (Eeld-pvar cm:*cubcrddrar-length*)(i~f-addrarlI)))) 
(cm:time 
(dotima (j teat-loop) 
(*pad :no-collirionr data-valuarent data-valuarnd 
dat-addrar)) 
:return-statirtiu-only-p t) 
(vector-purh (/ em-time test-loop) valua))) 
concentration dat-addrar) 
itatirtica v d u a  timeloop))))) 
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;;; Timing #5 - Hamming distance teat. 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Deacription: This program reportr the amount of time required to complete 
... 1,1 
... 111 
;;; Active Procearorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 1 bit unsigned integerr 
(*defun time05 (timeloop tat-loop) 
;;; 7/13/88 
send operation8 to unique addrar which are a specified 
hamming diitance from the originating processorr. 
... 
1,1 
(format *fp* "'%time05 1 bit hamming tat'%" ) 
(format *data* "'%timc05: 1 bit hamming tent'%" ) 
(*?I1 _ _  
(let ( (muk 15) 
(valuer 0)) 
(setq valua (makcarray '(100) :fill-pointcr 0)) 
(*let ((dut-addrear (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(data-valuerent (I! (the fixnum 1))) 
(data-valucrcvd (!I (the fixnum 0))))  
(declare (type field-pvar cm:*cubcaddrar-length*) deat-addrar)) 
(declare (type I field-pvu 1) data-valuerent)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 1) data-valucrevd)) 
(*set dut-addreai (lopor!! (!! (the fixnum matik)) 
(dotimu (i timcloop) 
(format t "'d-%" i) 
(multiplcvalucbind (a cm-time b c) 
(the (field-pvar cm:*cubeaddresr-length*)(relf-addrear!!)))) 
(cm:time 
(dotimea (j t a t l oop)  
(*poet :nc-colliiionr data-valucnent data-valucrcvd 
dest-addrear)) 
:return-rtatirtiu-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/. em-time tat-loop) values))) 
(concentration deat-addresr) 
(rtatistiu v d u u  time-loop))))) 
Timing #6 - Hamming distance t a t .  
Written by: David Myerr 
Description: This program report8 the amount of time required to  complete 
7 p l a a  
send operationr to unique addrear which are a rpecified 
hamming dirtance from the originating processor,. 
Active Procerrorr: All 
Sire of Data Urd :  2 bit unsigned integerr ... 
1,s 
(*defun time-06 (time-loop twt-loop) c 
(format *fp* "'%time-O(l: 2 bit hamming teat-%" ) 
(format *data* "-%timcO6 2 bit hamming test-%") 
(*all 
retq v d u a  (makcarray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
*let ((dat-addrw (!! (the flxnum 0))) 
data-valuerent (!! (the fixnum 1))) I data-value-rcvd (I! (the fixnum 0)))) 
Reld-pvar cm:*eube-addredength*) deat-addran)) 
field-pvar 2) data-valuerent)) 
Bcld-pvar 2) data-value-revd)) 
('ret dut-addrear (lopor!! (I! (the fixnum mark)) 
(dotima (i time-loop) 
(format t "'d-96" i) 
(multiplavduebind (a em-time b c) 
(the (field-pvar cm:*cubcaddreaclength*)(relf-addrarl!)))) 
(cm:time 
(dotima (j t a t loop)  
(*pact :no-collirionr data-valucmnt data-value-revd 
da taddra r ) )  
:return-itatirtiu-only-p t) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time tut-loop) valua))) 
(concentration dataddrear) 
(rtatiatia v d u a  time-loop))))) ... 
9 9 9  
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;;; Timing #7 - Hamming distance tat. 
;;; 7/13/88 
;;; Written by: David Myers 
;;; Description: This program reports the amount of time rquired to complete 
... 8 , )  send operations to unique addrear which are a specified 
... 1 1 1  hamming dirtancc from the originating procearors. 
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 4 bit unsigned integers 
(*defun t imt07  (timeloop test-loop) 
... 
I , ,  
(format *fp* "'%time-O7: 4 bit hamming teat'%" ) 
(format *data* "'%timcO7: 4 bit hamming tat'%" ) 
(*all 
(let ((mask 15) 
(valuea 0))  
(retq vrluea (maktarray '(100) :filI-pointer 0)) 
(*let ((deataddress (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(data-valucsmt (!! (the fixnum 3))) 
(data-valuercvd I!! (the fixnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubc-addrar-length*) dtlt-addreas)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 4 data-valucsent)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 4 I data-valucrcvd)) 
(*set deat-address ilogxor!! (!! {the h u m  mprk)) 
(dotimea (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multipl~vrlucbind (a em-time b c) 
(the (field-pvar cm:*cubarddrear-length*)(self-address!!)))) 
(cm: time 
(dotimes (j teat-loop) 
(*pset :no-collisions data-valuesent data-value-rcvd 
deataddreas)) 
:return-atatirtieconly-p t) 
(vector-push (/ em-time ta t loop)  valua))) 
concentration deat-addrar) I statir t iu valuer timeloop))))) ... ,,, 
;;; Timing #8 - Hamming dirtance teat. 
;;; 7/13/88 
;;; Written by: David Myers 
;;; Description: Thir program reports the amount of time required to complete 
... , e ,  
... , I ,  
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 
('defun time08 (timeloop teat-loop) 
send operations to unique addreas which are a specified 
hamming distance from the originating processorr. 
8 bit unsigned integers ... 
I O  
(format *fp* "'%timc08: 8 bit hamming teat'%" ) 
(format *data* "-%time08 8 bit hamming teat'%" ) 
(*all 
(let ((maak 15) 
(valuer 0))  
(setq valuea (makcarray '(loo) :fill-pointer 0) )  
(*let ((dat-addrau (I! (the h u m  0))) 
(data-valuerent (randoml! (!! (the h u m  (ash 1 8))))) 
(data-valuarcvd (I! (the h u m  0)))) 
declare type (field-pvar cm:*cubtaddras-lcngth*) dent-addreas)) 
declare type (field-pvu 8) data-valuerent)) 
declare (type (field-pvu 8) data-valuercvd)) I [  *set deat-addrws (logxor!! (!! (the h u m  mask)) 
(dotimea (i timeloop) 
format t "-d-%" i) 
multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b e) 
(cm:time 
(the (field-pvu em:*cube-.ddrar-length*)(self-addreas!!)))) 
(dotimea (j teatloop) 
t 
(*poet :no-collisions data-valuesent data-valutrcvd 
d a b  addr em)) 
:return-statirtiusnty-p t) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time ta t loop)  values))) 
concentration deataddreu) I statistiu v d u a  timeloop))))) 
;;; Timing #O -Hamming dirtance tat. 
... 
I , ,  
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;;; 7/13/88 
;;; Written by: David Myers 
;;; Deacription: Thin propam reports the amount of time rquired to complete 
... I,,
... $11 
;;; Active Proceisorr: All 
;;; Siie of Data Used: 16 bit unsigned integer8 
aend operationr to unique addrar which are a rpecified 
hamming dirtance from the originating procearorr. 
... 
$ 8 ,  
, # I  
* , I  
111 
111 
I * ,  
I , ,  
S I ,  










I ) ,  
(*defun time09 (timeloop teat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%time09: 16 bit hamming teat'%;") 
(format *data* "'%time09: 16 bit hamming test'%" ) 
('all 
(let ((mrrk 15) 
(valuw 0)) 
(setq values (makearray '(100) :Bll-pointer 0)) 
('let ((dent-addrear (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(data-valuerent (random!! (!! (the Bxnum ( a h  1 16))))) 
(data-valucrcvd (!I (the Bxnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cube-addreaclength*) dest-address)) 
(declare (type (Beld-pvar 16) data-valuernd)) 
(*set dentaddrear (lopor!! (!! (the Bxnum muk)) 
(dotimes (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%;" i) 
(multiple-valurbind (a cm-time b c) 
(declare (type (Beld-pvar 16) data-valuerent)) . .  
(the (field-pvar cm:*cubaaddreaclength*)(relf-addrur!!)~)) 
(cm:time 
(dotima (j tert-loop) 
(*pset :no-collirionr data-valucrcnt data-valucrcvd 
deat-addrar)) 
:return-rtatirtiu-only-p t) 
(vector-puih (/ cm-time teat-loop) values))) 
(concentration deat-addrear) 
(statirticr valuea timeloop))))) 
Timing #lo - Hammingdirtance test. 
Written by: David Myerr 
Description: This program reporti the amount of time rquired to complete 
7/13/a8 
send operation8 to unique addrar which are a rpeciEed 
hamming diitance from the originating procearorr. 
Active Procenorr: All 
Size of Data U r d  32 bit uniigned integers ... ,,, 
(*defun time-10 (timeloop testloop) 
(format *fp* "'%timelO: 32 bit hamming teat'%" ) 
(format *data* "'%time10 32 bit hamming test'%" ) 
('all 
(let ((molk 15) 
(valuea 0))  
(retq vrluea (mrke-uray '(100) :511-pointu 0)) 
(*let ((dest-addrar (!I (the Bxnum 0))) 
(data-value-rent (rmdoml! ( I 1  (the h u m  ( a h  132))))) 
(data-valuernd (I! (the Bxnum 0)))) 
cm:*cubaaddraclength*) da t addra r ) )  
32) data-valuerent)) 
32) data-valuercvd)) 
(*net deat-addrar (loporll (I! (the h u m  muk)) 
(dotima (i timaloop) 
(format t "'d'%;" i) 
(multiplavdue-bind (a un-time b c) 
(the (field-pvar cm:*cube-addrcKlength*)(relf-addradI)))) 
(cm:time 
(dotima (j teat-loop) 
(*poet :no-collirionr data-valuerent data-vduercvd 
dat-addram)) 
:return-rtatirtiu-only-p t) 
(vector-purh (/ em-time tubloop) vduu))) 
concentration dest-addr a) I rtatirtiu values timeloop))))) ... 
I l l  
;;; Timing #11- Hamming dirtance krt. 
;;; 7/13/88 
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W ri tten by: 
Ducription: This program reports the amount of time required to complete 
David Myers 
send operations to  unique address which are a ipeci5ed 
hamming distance from the originating procesaorn. 
Active Procensors: All 
Sire of Data Used: 64 bit unsigned integcri 
(*dcfun t ime11 (timeloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* " '%timtll :  64 bit hamming test'%" ) 
(format *data* "-%timell: 64 bit hamming test'%") 
(*all 
(setq values (makcarray '(100) :Ell-pointer 0)) 
(*let ((dest-address (!! (the Bxnum 0))) 
(data-valuesent (random!! (!! (the 5xnum ( a h  1 64))))) 
(data-valuercvd ( I !  (the 5xnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubeaddrus-length*) dent-address)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 64) data-value-sent)) 
(declare (type (5eld-pvar 64) data-valucrcvd)) 
('set dest-address (logxor!! (!! (the 5xnum mask)) 
(dotimes (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d-%", i) 
(multiplcvalucbind (a em-time b c) 
(the (5eld-pvar cm:*cubeaddras-length*)(~lf-addre~s!!)))) 
(cm: time 
(dotimw (j teat-loop) 
(*pact :no-collinions data-valuesent data-valuercvd 
dcst-address)) 
:return-rtrtisticr-only-p t )  
(vector-push (/ em-time test-loop) values))) 
(concentr at ion dut-addrur) 
(atatiitiu values timeloop))))) ... #,, 
;;; Timing #12 - Hamming distance tut. 
;;; 7/13/88 
;;; Written by: David Myers 
;;; Description: This program reports the amount of time required to complete 
I, ,  ... send operations to  unique address which are a npeci5ed 
... I , ,  hamming distance from the originating processors. 
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 80 bit unsigned integers 
('defun time12 (timeloop test-loop) 
... 
I , ,  
(format *fp* ""%timel2: 80 bit hamming test'%") 
(format *data* "'%timcl2: 80 bit hamming test'%") 
(*all 
(let ((mask 0) 
(valucl 0)) 
(setq va lua  (makearray '(100) :Ell-pointer 0)) 
(*let ((dest-address (!! (the Bxnum 0))) 
(data-valuesent (random!! (I!  (the 5xnum (ash 1 80))))) 
dat-address)) 
do t ima (k 4) 
format *fp* "Hamming Distance -D'%" (+ 1 k)) 
setq rnuk (logior ( u h  1 k))) 
(*met dat-addrui (logxor!! (!! (the h u m  muk)) 
(dotima (i time-loop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
multiple-value-bind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(the (5eld-pvu cm:*cubcaddresclength*)(mlf-addrcul!)))) 
I 
(dotima (j tent-loop) 
(*poet :no-collisions data-valuesent data-vducrcvd 
da taddreu) )  
:return-statistiusnly-p t) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time tut-loop) vduu))) 
concentration dat-addras) I stati i t iu v d u a  timaloop)))))) ... 
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(*defun t ime13 (timtloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%timel3: 128 bit hamming '-,st'%") 
(format *data* "-%timel3: 128 bit hamm:. . :eat-%") 
(*all 
[let ffmask 151 
Timing #13 - Hamming distance test. 
Written by: David Myers 
Description: This program reports the amount of time required to complete 
7/13/aa 
send operations to unique address which are a speciEed 
hamming distance from the originating procwsors. 
Active Processors: All 
Size of Data Used: 128 bit unsigned integers 
... 
, I *  
I # ,  
$ 8 ,  
$ 8 ,  
$ 9 ,  
' I ,  
I , ,  
I , ,  









' (balues o)j 
(setq va luu  (makearray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*let ((dest-address (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(data-value-sent (random!! (!! (the Exnum (ah 1 128))))) 
(data-value-rcvd (!! (the fixnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm: *cubeaddresclength*) dat-addrwr)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 128) data-valutaent)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 128) data-valutrcvd)) 
{*set dent-address (logxor!! (!! (the Bxnum mlak)) 
(dotimes (i timtloop) 
(format t "'d-%" i) 
(multiplcvalutbind (a cm-time b c) 
(the (Eeld-pvar cm:*cubtaddresclength*)(self-address!!)))) 
(cm: time 
(dotimes (j tat-loop) 
(*pact :no-colliaiona data-valuesent data-valurrcvd 
dest-addreas)) 
:return-statistics-only-p t)  
(vector-push (/ cm-time twt-loop) values))) 
(concentration dest-addrar) 
(statistics values timtloop))))) 
Timing #14 - Hamming distance test. 
7/13/88 
Written by: David Myers 
Description: This program reports the amount of time required to complete 
send operations to unique addreas which are a specified 
hamming distance from the originating processorr. 
Active Procasors: All 
Sire of Data Used: 256 bit unsigned integers ... 
,I, 
(*defun t i q e l 4  (timtloop teat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%time-14: 256 bit hamming teat'%") 
(format *data* "-%timall:  256 bit hamming test-%") 
f*all 
(let ((mlak 15 
(metq valuer (makearray '(100) :Ell-pointer 0)) 
(*let ((dabaddreas (!I (the Ixnum 0))) 
data-valuasent (random!! (!I (the Exnum ( a h  1 256))))) 
data-valuerevd (I!  (the Exnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvu cm:*cubeaddresi-length*) dest-addrar)) 
declare (type field-pvar 256) data-valutsent)) 
[declare (type [Eeld-pvu 256) data-vduercvd)) 
(*set dabaddreas (logxor!! (I! (the h u m  mlak)) 
(ddtima (i timeloop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
multiplcvduebind (a em-time b e) 
(cm:time 
(the (field-pvar cm:*cubaaddraclength*)(self-addras!!)))) 
(dotima (j tat-loop) 
(*pset :no-collirionr data-value-sent data-vduercvd 
dest-address)) 
:return-statistiu-only-p t) 
(vector-pnrb (/ em-time ta t loop)  vdua)))  
concentration der taddrar )  I statir t iu v d u u  timaloop))))) 
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;;; Timing #32 
;;; 7/26/88 
;;; Written by: David Myera 
;;; Description: This program t a t s  the time rquired for an unsigned add. 
;;; Active Procesrora: All 
;;; Sire of Data Ured: 32 bit unisigned integer8 
(*defun t ime32 (timaloop t a t loop)  
... 
# I ,  
(format *fp* "'%Timing 32: unsigned add'%;") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 32: unsigned add %") 
(let ((valuer 0)) 
(aetq va lua  (makrarray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
('all 
(*let ((x (!! (the fixnum 100999))) 
(y (!! (the Bxnum 372826))) 
(deet (I! (the Bxnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvu 32) x)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 32) y)) 
(declare (type (field-pvu 32) da t ) )  
(dotimea (i timcloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotima (j tat-loop) 
(with-pari#-from-*lisp 
(cm:unsigned-add (pvar-location dcat)(pvar-location x) 
(pvar-location y)(pvar-kngth dut)(pvar-length x) 
(pvar-le.xth Y)))) 
:return-statirtiu-only-p t) 
(vector-puah (/ cm-time tat-loop) valuu))) 
(at  at is tics v aluea timcloop)))))) ... 
I , ,  
;;; Timing #33 
;;; 7/26/88 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Deacription: This program tat8 the time rquired for an unaigned multiply. 
;;; Active Proceasorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 33 bit unisigned integerr ... 
1 9 ,  
(*defun t ime33 (timeloop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%Timing 33: unsigned multiply'%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 33: unsigned multiply'%") 
(let ((values 0)) 
(setq values (makcarray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((x (!! (the fixnum 3874738))) 
(y (!! (the Bxnum 2743878))) 
( d a t  (!! (the Bxnum 0)))) 
(declare (type Beld-pvar 32) x)) 
(declare (type t Beld-pvu 32) y)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 32) da t ) )  
(dotima (i timaloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multipl+valu+bind (a cm-time b c) 
(em: time 
dot ima (j t a t l oop)  
with-paria-from-*lirp 
(cm:unaigned-multiply (pvu-location dat)(pvar-location x) 
(pvar-location y)(pvar-length dut)(pvar-length x) 
I 
( p v a r - h t h  Y)))) 
:return-atatirtiu-only-p t) 
(atatiatiu v d u a  timcloop))))) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time t a t loop)  vdua) ) )  
... 
111 
;;; Timing #34 
;;; 7/28/80 
;;; Written by: David Myur  
;;; Dacription: Thin program t u t r  the time rquired for an unsigned nubtract. 
;;; Active Procurorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data U r d  
(*defun t ime34 (timaloop t a t loop)  
34 bit unirigand integarr ... 
,*I 
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(format *fp* "'%Timing 34: unaigned iubtract'%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 34: uniigned subtract'%") 
(let ((valua 0)) 
aetq valua  (make-array '(100) :BlI-pointer 0)) 
(*let ((x (!I (the Bxnum 7645838))) 
(y (!I the Bxnum 3838629))) 
(de& [!! (the Bxnum 0)))) 
type (Beld-pvar 32) x) 
type Beld-pvar 32) y) 
type [Beld-pvar 32) deat)) 
dotimes (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplevalue-bind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotimea (j teat-loop) 
(with-paritfrom-*liap 
(cm:unaigned-iubtract (pvar-location dwt)(pvar-location x) 
(pvar-location y)(pvar-length dest)(pvar-length x) 
(pvar-length Y)))) 
:return-atatiaticr-only-p t) 
(atatistier valuea timc1oop))j)) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time teat-loop) valuea))) 
... 
s,, 
;;; Timing #35 
;;; 7/26/88 
;;; Written by: David Myera 
;;; Description: Thin program teats the time rquired for an unaigned divide. 
;;; Active Procwaorr: AI1 
;;; Sire of Data Uaed: 32 bit uniaigned integera ... 
I , ,  
(*defun time-36 (time-loop teat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%Timing 35: unaigned divide'%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 35: unaigned divide'%") 
(let ((valuea 0))  
(setq valua  (make-array '(100) :ill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((x (!I (the Bxnum 5892633))) 
(y (!I (the Bxnum 9752466))) 
(dent (I! (the Bxnum 0)))) 
(dotima (i time-loop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
multiple-valuebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
dotimea (j teat-loop) 
with-paril-from-*lirp 
(cm:unaigned-truncate-divide (pvar-location deat)(pvar-location x) 




(atatintier va lua  time-loop))))) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time teatloop) valuea))) 
... 
8 , )  
;;; Timing #36 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Dacription: Thin program teats the time rquired for a Boating-point add. 
;;; Active Procawra: All 
;;; Sire of Data Uaed: 
;;; 7/26/88 
32 bit uniaigned integer8 ... 
8 , )  
(*defua t ime36 (timeloop teat-loop) 
format *fp* "'%Timing 36: floating point add'%") 
format *data* "'%Timing 3 6  Boating point add'%n) 
let ((valuea 0)) 
setq v d u a  (makearray '(100) :BIl-pointer 0)) 
(*let ((x (I! (the singlafloat 0.2))) 
[*dl 
i 
(y (I! (the iingle-float 1.1))) 
( d a t  (I! (the ringlafloat 0.0)))) 
(declare (type ( p v u  singIe-Boat) x)) 
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(declare (type (pvar singlafloat) y)) 
(declare (type (pvar oingle-float) da t ) )  
(dotimco (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a em-time b e) 
(cm: time 
(dotima (j test-loop) 
(wi th-paris-from-*lirp 
:return-itatistics-only-p t) 
(*set x (!I (the singleaoat 0.0))) 
(cm:f+ (pvrr-location x)(pvar-location y)))) 
(vector-puoh (/ cm-time test-loop) values))) 
(statiotier valuea timeloop))))) ... 
I I I  
;;; Timing #37 
;;; 7/26/88 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Description: This program tests the time required for a floating-point iubt. 
;;; Active Proceaiori: All 
;;; Size of Data Used: 32 bit unisiped integeri ... 
# I ,  
(*defun time37 (timcloop testloop) 
"'%Timing 37: Boating point rubtract'%") 
"'%Timing 37: floating point subtract'%") 
(let ((values 0)) 
(setq valuer (makcarray '(100) :511-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((x (!! (the single-float 100000.0))) 
(y (!! (the singlefloat 1.0))) 
(dest (!! (the singlefloat 0.0)))) 
(declare (type (pvar oinglefloat) x))  
(declare (type (pvar single-float) y)) 
(declare (type (pvar singlafloat) da t ) )  
(dotimer (i timcloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotima (j test-loop) 
(wi th-puis-from-'lisp 
:return-statistiea-only-p t) 
(*set x (!! (the singlefloat 100000.0))) 
(cm:f- (pvar-location x)(pvu-location y)))) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time test-loop) values))) 
(8 tatii t i u  values timeloop))))) ... 
I I ,  
;;; Timing #38 
;;; 7/26/88 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Description: Thii program ta t r  the time required for a floating-point mult. 
;;; Active Procaiori: All 
;;; Siie of Data Used: 
(*defun time38 (timeloop tat-loop) 
32 bit u n i i i p d  intcgcrr ... 
I I #  
(format *fp* "'%Timing 38: Boating point multiply'%") 
format *data* "'%Timing 38: floating point multipl'%") 
(inner-loop (/ tat-loop 10))) 
(oetq va lua  (makcarray '(100) :flll-pointer 0)) 
(*dl  
('let ((x (!! (the singlefloat 2.0))) 
(y (!! the ainglcfloat 1.72))) 
(dest 111 (the iinglcfloat 0.0)))) 
type (pvar r ingb5oat  
type (pvar ringbfloat 
type (pvar singlefloat 
(dotimer (i timcloop) 
(format t "'d-56" i) 
(multiplavduebind (a cm-time b e) 
(cm:tirne 
(dotima (j inner-loop) 
(with-paria-from-*lirp 
(with-parir-from-*liip 
(cm:F (pvu-location x)(pvar-loeation y))) 
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(cm:P (pvu-location x)(pvu-location y))) 
(cm:P (pvu-location x)(pvu-location y))) 
(cm:P (pvar-location x)(pvu-location y))) 
(cm:P (pvar-location x)(pvar-location y))) 
(cm:P (pvar-location x)(pvu-location y))) 
(cm:P (pvar-location x)(pvu-location y))) 
(cm:P (pvar-location x)(pvu-location y))) 
(cm:P (pvar-location x)(pvar-location y))) 










('ret x (!! (the ringlefloat 2.0))) 
(vector-purh (/ em-time teat-loop) valuen))) 
(rtatistiu valua timeloop))))) ... ,,, 
;;; Timing #3S2 
;;; Written by: David Myers 
;;; Dacription: Thir program t a t 8  the time rquired for a floating-point mult. 
;;; Active Procurorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 
(*defun timc38-2 (timeloop tat-loop) 
;;; 7/26/88 
32 bit unidped integers ... 
, , I  
(format *fp* "'%Timing 38: floating point multiply: using nice numbers'%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 38: floating point multipl'%") 
(let ((valua 0)  
(inner-loop (/ tut-loop 10))) 
(retq v a h a  (makearray '(loo) :ill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((x (!! (the singlefloat 2.0))) 
(y (!! (the ringlcfloat 1.0))) 
(dent (!! (the ainglefloat 0.0)))) 
(declare (type (pvar ringlcfloat x)) 
(declare (type ( p v u  ringlefloat 1 y)) 
(declare (type (pvar ringlefloat) dent)) 
(dotimen (i timeloop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
multiplevaluebind (a em-time b c) 
(cm:time 
dot ima (j inner-loop) 
with-paricfrom-*lirp 
(cm:P (pvar-location x)(pvar-location y))) 
(with-parir-from-'lirp 
(cm:P (pvar-location x)(pvar-location y))) 
(with-puicfrom-*lirp 
(cm:P (pvar-location x)(pvar-location y))) 
(with-parichom-*lisp 
(cm:F (pvu-location x)(pvu-location y))) 
(with-paricfrom-*lirp 
(cm:P (pvu-location x)(pvar-location y))) 
(with-puir-from-*lisp 
(cm:P (pvar-location x)(pvar-location y))) 
(with-puidrom-*lirp 
(cm:P (pvar-location x)(pvu-location y))) 
(with-paricfrom-*lirp 
(cm:F (pvu-location x)(pvu-location y))) 
(with-puicfrom-*lirp 
(cm:P (pvar-location x)(pvu-location y))) 
(with-paridrom-*li#p 
(crn:F (pvu-location x)(pvar-location y)))) 
:return-statirtiusnly-p t) 
(*ret x (!! (the ringlefloat 2.0))) 
I 
I 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time tat-loop) valua))) 
I (statirtiu valuu timeloop))))) 
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;;; 7/26/80 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Dacription: This program tab the time rquired for a floating-point mult. 
;;; Active Procearorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data Ud: 
(*defun time39 (timeloop teat-loop) 
32 bit unirigned integer, ... 
$0 
(format *fp* "'%Timing 3 9  floating point divide'%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 39: floating point divide'%") 
(let ((valua 0)) 
(ietq valuer (makearray '(100) :flll-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((x (!I (the ringletloat 45098732.0))) 
(y (I1 (the hg le f loa t  1.72))) 
(deat (!! (the ringletloat 0.0)))) 
(declare (type pvar ningletloat) x)) 
declare (type I pvar ringlefloat) y)) 
declare (type (pvar ringlefloat) da t ) )  
(dotimm (i timeloop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 




dotimer (j tat-loop) 
with-paria-from-*liap 
(cm:f/ (pvar-location x)(pvu-location y)))) 
:return-rtatirtiu-only-p t)  
(.ret x (I! (the ringlefloat 2.0))) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time tat-loop) valua))) 
(statiitiu valucr time-loop))))) 
(dehn main () 
retq *fp* (open "arith-rtatr" :direction :output)) 
ietq *data* (open "arith-data" :direction :output)) 
Itime32 100 20000) 
time33 100 6000) 
time34 100 50000) 
(time35 100 4000 
(time36 100 8000 
l i m e 3 7  100 8000 
time38 100 6000) 
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(defvar *fp*) 
(defvar *data*) 
(defun enablc-all () 
fcrn:movcconrtant-always cm:contut-flag 1 1) 
(cm:moveconitantaIwayi cm:overflow-flag O 1)) 
(*defun concentration (address-pvu) 
(declare (type (fleld-pvu cm: *cubcaddrear-length*) addreacpvar)) 
(*let ((rcvd-count)) 
(declare (type (fleld-pvar 16) rcvd-count)) 
(*all 
(*pset :add (!! (the fixnum 1)) rcvd-count addrrr-pvar) 
(let ((n-a-p (cm:global-count cm:contut-flag))) 
(*when (/=!! rcvd-count (!! (the flxnum 0))) 
(*set rcvd-count (!! (the fixnum 0)))) 
(format *fp* " number of active procarorr: 'D'%" n-a-p) 
(*all 
(let* ((n-receiving (cm:global-count cm:context-flag)) 
I (totahurn (*sum rcvd-count) (mu-rcvd ( * m u  rcvd-count) 
(av-received (1 (float total-rum) (float n-receiving)))) 
(format *fp* " number receiving: 'D (',lF%)'%" n-receiving 
(format *fp* " average receivcd: -,2F-%" av-received) 
(format *fp* " m u  received: -D-%" max-rcvd))))))) 
(* 100.0 (/ n-receiving (float n-a-p)))) 
(defun rtatirticr (valuet timeloop) 





minimum 0)  
(dotima (i timeloop) 
L P  0)) 
(setq temp (vector-pop valuea)) 
(format *data* "'F'%" temp) 
(setq num (+rum temp)) 
(setq rqr-sum (+ rqr-rum (* temp temp))) 
(setq maximum (mu maximum temp)) 
(if (= i 0) 
(netq minimum (min minimum temp))) 
(setq minimum temp)) 
(setq average (/ sum timeloop)) 
(retq std-dev (rqrt (- (1 rqr-rum (- timeloop 1)) 
(format *fp Averaga: 'r%" average) 
(format *fp* " Standard Deviation: 'r%" itddev) 
(format *fp* " Minimum: -r%" minimum) 1 ) (format *fp* " Maximum: T%" maximum 
(! ("* timeloop (* average average))(- timeloop 1))))) 
... 
111 
;;; Timing #4 
;;; Written by: David Myerr 
;;; Dueription: Thii program timet the calculation of an 
... $1) inner product on the CM2. 
;;; Active Procarori: All 
;;; Sire of data: 32 bit uniiped integeri 
;;; t~po/aa 
... 
9 0  
(*defun t ime4 (timeloop t a t loop)  
format *fp* "time4'%" 
format *data* "timc4-k") 
let ((valur 0)) 
enableall) 
wtq valuer (makearray '(100) :flll-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((a (I! (the h u m  1))) 
I 
I 
b (I! (the h u m  4))) 
c (I! (the h u m  0))) I re tur  (!I (!he Rxnum 
declue typc fleld-pvu 
declare type fleld-pvu 
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I . .  
... 
... 
- 74 - 
(declare (type (field-pvar 32) c)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 32) rclult)) 
;; Instruction to be timed. 
, I  
8 1  
(dotime: (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotimen (i test-loop) 
(*set c (*!! ab)) 
(*set result (scanl! c '+!I))) 
: r etur n-statistier-only-p t) 
(statistict valuer timeloop))))) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time tabloop)  value^))) 
Timing #15 
Written by: David Myers 
Description: Tbis program reports the time it take the connection 
7/18/88 
machine to do the following calculation, 
u(i) = rin( 2*pi*i / n ). 
Active Processor:: All 
Sire of Data Used: !!!I ... 
I , ,  
(*defun time15 (timeloop tclt-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%tima16 u(i) = sin( 2*pi*i / n ) '%") 
(format *data* "-%timel5: u(i) = sin( 2*pi*i / n ) '%? 
(let ((values 0)) 
(setq values (makearray '(100) :fill-pointu 0)) 
i*all 
3 --- 
(*let ((i (float!! (+!! (!I (the flxnum l))(the (&Id-pvar 
em: *cubc.ddrcrr-lcn&h*)(lalT-rddrarll))))) 
(twctpi (*!I (!! (the singlefloat 2.0)) 
(number-pa (!I (the singlefloat (float 
(u (!I (the singlefloat 0.0)))) 
(declare type (pvar singlefloat i)) 
(declare type ( p v u  singlefloat number-pes)) 
(declare (type (pvar singlefloat) two-pi)) 
(dotimea (k timeloop) 
(format t "'de%;" k) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b e) 
(!! (the singlefloat 3.146927)))) 
cm: *user-cubtaddreal-limit')))) 
(declare I (type ( p v u  ringleaoat i u)) 
(em: time 
(dotimea (j tat-loop) 
:return-rtatirticrsnly-p t) 
(statirtiu vduea timeloop))))) 
(*set u (sin!! (/!I (*!! two-pi i) number-pa)))) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time tabloop) valua))) 
... 
Ill 
;;; Timing #lo 
;;; 7/18/08 
;;; Written by: David Myers 
;;; Dacription: Thi: program report: the time i t  take the connection 
... I , '  
;;; Active Procwrorr: All 
;;; Sise of Data Used: 
( * d e b  time19 (timeloop tabloop) 
machine to calculate a random numba in each PE. 
32 bit uniiiped integers ... 
, I '  
format *fp* "'%Timing 19 randomll'%") 
format *data* "'%Timing 19: randomll'%") 
(let ((valua 0)) 
(retq vduea (makearray '(100) :flll-pointu 0)) 
(seed (!I (the h u m  (ash 132))))) 
I 
(*dl 
('let ((number ( I 1  (the h u m  0))) 
declare type fleld-pvu cm:*cub.ddreu-length*) number)) 
declare type fldd-pvu cm:*cube.ddreu-len&h*) 14)) I do t ima I '  (i timaloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
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, , I  
I , ,  
I , ,  
,,, 
,,, 
$ 0 ,  
111 
I , ,  
$ 8 ,  











(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotimw (j tat-loop) 
:return-statistics-only-p t) 
(statisticr values timeloop))))) 
('set number (random!! led))) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time test-loop) values))) 
Timing #27 
7/23/88 
Written by: David Myers 
Description: This program reports the time it taker the CM-2 to perform 
image smoothing. NEWS operatioar are used. Float v d u a  
are used instead of integers because the current 
implementation of /!! always returns a float value. 
32 bit unisigned intcgerr 
Active Procwrorr: All 
Size of Data Used: 
(*defun time27 (timeloop testloop) 
(format *fp* "'%Timing 27: NEWS grid - image smoothing'%") 
(format *data* "'%Timing 27: NEWS grid - image smoothing'%") 
(let ( ( v d u a  0)) 
(setq va lua  (makearray '(100) :BIl-pointu 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((x-addr (!! (the 6xnum 0))) 
(y-addr (!! (the Bxnum 0))) 
(sum (I! (the Bxnum 0))) 
(a (randoml! (I! (the 5xnum (aah 1 8))))) 
(data-recvd (random!! (!! (the Bxnum ( a h  18)))))) 
(declare (type (6eld-pvar cm:*physical-x-dimenaion-limit.) x-addr)) 
(declare (type (6eld-pvar cm:*phyrical-y-dimenaion-limit*) y-addr)) 
(declare (type (pvar ringle5oat) a)) 
(declare (type (pvar single5oat) data-recvd)) 
(declare (type (pvar single6oat) sum)) 
(with-pari&from-*lisp 
(cm:my-x-addrerr (pvar-location x-addr)) 
(cm:my-y-addrar (pvar-location y-addr))) 
(*when (and!! (/=!! x-addr (!! (the Bxnum 0)) 
(I! (the 5xnum (- cm:*physical-x-dimension-limit* 1))
(!! (the 5xnum (- cm:*physical-y-dimension-limit* 1))) 
(/=!! y-addr (!! (the Bxnum 0)) 
(dotimes (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiple-valuebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotima (j tent-loop) 
(*set sum (/!! (+!! a 







(pref-grid-relative!! a (!I (the 5xnum -1)) 
(!I (the 5xnum l))))(!! (the Bxnum 0))))) 
:return-rtatirtia-only-p t) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time tertloop) vduw))) 
(statirticr v d u a  timeloop)))))) 
(defun main () 
setq *fp* (open "algorithm-rtatr" :direction :output)) 
retq *data* (open "algorithm-data" :direction :output)) 
t ime4 100 3000 
time10 100 4000) 
time27 100 600) 
clore *data*) 
clore *fp*)) 
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;;; Timing #1 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
;;; Modified by: Descritpion 
;;; Description: This program reportr the time rquired for multiplication 
... I t ,  
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Data Size: 
(*defun time-test01 (time-loop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETESTOl'%" 
(format *data* "-%TIMETESTOl~&"' 
(enableall) 
(setq values (make-array '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
('all 
;;; 7/5/88 
of two unsigned integer#. 
2 bit and 97 bit unsigned integers ... 
I , ,  
(*let ((three (!! (the Exnum 1))) 
(curr (random!! (!! (the fixnum ( u h  1 94)))))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 2) three)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 97) curr)) 
(dotimea (i time-loop) 
(format t "-d-%" i) 
(multiple-valuebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotimea (j teat-loop) 
(*set curr (*!! curr three))) :return-statirti~-only-p t) 
(vector-push (1 cm-time tat-loop) values))) 
(atatistica valuea time-loop)))) ... 
,,I 
;;; Timing #3 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
;;; Modified by: David Myerr 
;;; Deacription: This program performr the nunc test u timel.lisp 
... 111 except a 35 bit number is used instead of a two bit 
number. 
;;; Active PEE: All 
;;; Size of Data: 
(*defun time-test03 (time-loop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* '"%TIMETESTOI'%") 
(format *data* "-%TIMETESTOI'%") 
(enableall) 





35 and 97 bit unsigned integerr ... 
11' 
(*let ((v35 (!!.(the Bxnum (ash 1 35)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 35) v35)) 
(declare (type (Eeld-pvar 97) curr)) 
(dotima (i time-loop) 
(format t "'d'%", i) 
(multiplcvaluebind (a em-time b c) 
(cum (random!! (!! (the Bxnum ( a h  1 94)))))) 
(cm:time 
dot ima (j tat-loop) I *set curr (*!! curr ~35))) :return-rtatistiu-only-p t) 
(vector-push (1 cm-time t a t loop)  values))) 
(statistier va luu  timeloop)))) ... ,,, 
;;; Timing 4 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Furell 
;;; Modified by: 
;;; Dacription: This program times a send with overwrite of two 
... $ 8 )  
;;; Active Procarore: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 
( * d e b  t ime ta t04  (timeloop t a t loop)  
(format *fp* "'%TIMETESTO4'%") 
format *data* "'%TIMETESTO4'%") 
enableall) i aetq va luu  (makearray '(100) :filI-poinkr 0)) 
(*all 
;;; 7/5/88 
David W. Myerr 
45 bit unsigned integur to random locationr 
45 bit unsigned integers ... 
I , ,  
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(*let ((v45 (randomll (I! (the h u m  (ash 1 45))))) 
v45dat (randomll (!I (the 5xnum (ash 145))))) 
dat-addreu (randomll (!I (the 5xnum ( u h  1 
cm:*cubeaddrm.-length*)))))) 
(declare (type (ield-pvar 45) v45)) 
(declare (type ield-pvar 45) v45d-t)) 
(declare (type [ield-pvar cm:*cubeaddraclength*) dat-addrar))  
(dotima (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplcvaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotima (j tat-loop) 
(*poet :overwrite v45 v45dert dat-addrar)) 
:return-rtatirti~-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time tat-loop) valua))) 
(concentration dat-addrws) 
(statirtiu va lua  timeloop)))) 
Timing #5 
Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
Modified by: David Myerr 
Dauiption: Each PE rend8 to another PE  that ir a small hamming 
Active Procmrorr: All 
Sire of Data U r d  
7/5/88 
distance away. 
45 bit unsigned integers. 
(*defun t ime ta t05  (timaloop tat-loop) 
format *fp* "'%TIMETESTO5'%") 1 format *data* "'%TIMETESTOS'%") 
(enableall) 
(retq valua (makauray  '(100) :ilI-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((v45 (randomll (I! (the 5xnum (ash 1 45))))) 
(v45d-t (random!! (!I (the ixnum (uh 1 45))))) 
(dat-addraa (!I (the ixnum 0))) 
(mask (I! (the h u m  0)))) 
(declare type (field-pvar 45) v45)) 
(declare [type (ield-pvar 45) v45d-t)) 
(declare (type (ield-pvar cm:*cubeaddresa-length*) dat-addrar)) 
(declare (type (ield-pvar cm:*cubeaddresclength*) muk) )  
(dotimes (i 6) 
(*let mask (+!I mask (ash!l (I! (the Bxnum 1)) 
(random!! ( I !  (the ixnum cm:*cubcaddras-length;))))))) 
(*ret dat-addreu (logior!! mask (the (field-pvar 
cm:*cub~addraa-length*)(self-addresr!!)))) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotima (j tat-loop) 
I 
('pret :overwrite v45 v45d-t dat-addras)) 
:return-rtatirtiu-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time tat-loop) valua))) 
(concentr ation d a t a d d r  ar) 
(rtatirtiu va lua  timaloop)))) ... ,,, 
;;; Timing #f3 
;;; 7/5/88 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
;;; Modified by: David Myerr 
;;; Dacription: Each PE send8 to another PE that ir a t  mort a hamming 
, # I  ... dirtance of 6 away. 
;;; Active Procmrorr: All 
;;; Sise of Data Used: 
(*defun t ime ta t06  (timeloop tat-loop) 
45 bit unrigned integers. ... 
I,' 
"'%TIMBTEST06'%") r- format *rp* data* "'%TIMETEST06'%") 
cnablcall) 
retq valu- (makauray  '(100) :ill-pointer 0)) 
(*let ((v45 (randomll (!I (the 5xnum (ash 1 46))))) 
/*all 
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(v45dert (random!! (!! (the fixnum ( u h  1 45))))) 
(muk  (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(dent-addresr (!! (the fixnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 45) v45)) 
(declare type (field-pvar 45) v45d-t)) 
(declare ,type (field-pvar cm:*cubtaddresm-length*) dut-addrear)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubeaddrao-length*) mark)) 
(dotimw (i 5) 
(*net mask (logior!! maak (arh!! (!! (the Bxnum 1)) 
(random!! (!I (the fixnum cm:*cubtaddrwclength*))))))) 
(*set dest-addrear (logxor!! m u k  (the (field-pvar 
cm:*cu btaddress-length*)(relf-addras!!)))) 
(dotimu (i timtloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multipltvalutbind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(d$imu (j test-loop) 
:return-rtatisticr-only-p t)  
( poet :overwrite v45 v45deat dest-addreaa)) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time teat-loop) values))) 
(concentration dnt-addrear) 
(rtatiatiu valua timeloop)))) ... 
111 
;;; Timing #7 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
;;; Modified by: 
;;; Description: Send to unique addresser with a Hamming diatance of exactly 
9. 
;;; Active Procarorr: 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 
;;; 7/7/88 




I l l  
(*defun timetest07 (timeloop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETESTO7'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST07'%") 
(enabltdl)  
(retq valua (maktarray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((v45 (random!! (!! (the fixnum (uh 1 45))))) 







((<= (*when (not!! dat-fixed) (*rum (I! (the fixnum 1)))) 200)) 
(format t "'D: computing addranen for 'D proceaiorr'%" ita 
(*sum (I! (the Bxnum 1)))) 
*ret dat-addrar (I! (the h u m  0))) 
*ret bit-lint (!I (the fixnum 0))) 
*ret found-index (!I (the h u m  0))) 
(*when (not11 dat-fixed) 
declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubcaddreu-lcngth*) return-address)) 
(do ((its 1 (1+ ita))) 
(do 0 
((= 0 (*when (e!! found-index (!! (the fixnum 9))) 
(*rum (I! (the h u m  1)))))) 
(*when (<!! found-index (I! (the h u m  9))) 
(*let ((ran-porition (random!! (!! (the fixnum 15)))) 
(not-unique nil!!)) 
I 
type (field-pvu 5) ran-poiition)) 
type boolean-pvu not-unique)) 
do ((i 0 (1+ i))) 
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((= i 0)) 
(*when (<!! (!! (the Bxnum i)) found-index) 
(!! (the fixnum 5)))(!! (the fixnum 6))) 
(*set not-unique t!!)))) 
(*when (=!! (load-byte!! bit-lirt (*I! (!I (the Bxnum i)) 
ran-position) 
(*when (not!! not-unique) 
(deposit-byte!! bit-list (*!! found-index 
(*set bit-list 
(!! (the 5xnum 5))) (!! (the h u m  5)) 
ran-ponition)) 
('set found-indu (l+!! found-index)))))) 
(dotimea (i 0) 
' (*set d&addraa 
[loaior!! deat-addrear . -  
(ash!! (!! 1) 
(load-byte!! bit-liit [*!! I!! [the Bxnum iN 
(!! (the fixnim i)))(!! (the Bxnum 5))))))) 
('let ((bit-rum (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(dest-addreactemp dat-addrar)) 
(declare (type field-pvu 5) bit-num)) 
(declare (type [Beld-pvu 16) dat-addraa-temp)) 
(dotima (i 15) 
(*set bit-rum (t!! bit-sum (load-byte!! deat-addraa-temp 
(*set deat-addrar-kmp (uhl! dat-addraa-temp 
(!! (the fixnum O))(!! (the Bxnum 1))))) 
(!! (the fixnum -1))))) 
(*when (/=!! bit-num (!! (the 5xnum 9))) 
(do-for-selccted-pr6arori (cubadd)  
(format t "Procearror 'D har a bit-rum not q u d  to 0'%" 
cube-add)))) 
(*set deat-addran (logxor!! dat-addrar 
(*all (*set received-romething nil!!)) 
(*pset :overwrite ' 
(the (field-pvar cm:*cubcaddr~length*)(aelf-addrar!!)))) 
(the (field-pvar cm:*cubtaddrear-lcngth*)(relf-addrear!!)) 
return-addreas deat-addraa received-nomething) 
(*all 
(*when (and!! received-something (notl! my-addraa-taken)) 
(*net my-addrcu-taken tll) 
(*pset :nctcollisioni t!! dat-fhed return-addreas))))) 
(dotimes (i timeloop) 
(format t 'I'd'%" i) 
(*when deat-fixed 
(format t "'%number active: -D-%" (*sum (!! (the Bxnum 1)))) 




(statiitia v d u a  time-loop)))) 
(dotima (j teatloop) 
('pret :overwrite v4S v4Sdeat dat-addrear)) 
(vector-push (/ em-time tat-loop) valum)))) 
, I t  
;;; Timing #8 
;;; Writkn by: Bill O'Farrcll 
;;; Modified by: 
;;; Dacription: Send to unique a d d r a m  with a Hamming dirtance of exactly 
6. 
;;; Active Procenorr: 
;;; Sire of Data Ured: 
('defun t ime ta t08  (timeloop tat-loop) 
format *data* "'%TIMETESTOB' 1 ")format *fp* "-%TIMETESTO8-% 
enabledl) 
ictq vduu (make-uray '(100) :811-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((v46 (random11 (I! (the 6xnum (uh 1 46))))) 
v45dat (random!! (!I (the h u m  (arh 1 46))))) 
deat-addrar) I bit-lint) 
;;; 1/7/88 
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(declare (type (field-pvu 45 v45)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 45 v45dat)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 15) dabaddrar ) )  
(declare (type (field-pvar 45) bit-lilt)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 4) found-index)) 
(declare (type boolean-pvar received-lomething)) 
(declare (type boolean-pvar my-addrwo-taken)) 
(declare (type boolean-pvar dat5xed)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubcaddrwclength*) return-addrar)) 
(do ((iti 1 (1+ ita))) 
((<= (*when (not!! deob5xed) (*rum (!! (the 5xnum 1)))) 200)) 
(format t "'D: computing addresra for 'D procersori'%" it8 
(*rum (!I (the 5xnum 1)))) 
('set dertaddrtsr (I! (the 5xnum 0))) 
(*act biblirt (!! (the 5xnum 0))) 
(*set found-index (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(*when (not!! dert5xed) 
(do 0 
((= 0 (*when (<!I found-index (!! (the 5xnum 6))) 
(*!urn (!! (the 5xnum 1)))))) 
('when (<!! found-index (!I (the fixnum 6))) 
(*let ((ran-potition (random!! (!! (the fixnum 15)))) 
(not-unique nil!!)) 
type (5eld-pvar 5 )  ran-position)) 
type boolean-pvar not-unique)) 
do ((i 0 (1+ i))) 
('when (e!! ( I (the 5xnum i)) found-index) 
( I !  (the 5xnum 5)))(!!  (the fixnum 5))) 
r an-poiition) 
(*ret not-unique t!!)))) 
(*when (not!! not-unique) 
(deposit-byte!! biblirt (*!! found-index 
I an-porition)) 
((= i 6)) 
('when (=!! (load-byte!! biblist (*I! (!! (the 5xnum i)) 
(*ret bit-lirt 
(!! (the fixnum 5) ) )  (I! (the 5xnum 5) )  
(*set found-index (l+!! found-index)))))) 
(dotimer (i 6) 
('set dut-address 
(logior!! dat-addrar . -  
(aahl! (!! 1) 
(load-byte!! bit l ir t  (*!! (!! (the b u m  i)) 
(*let ((bitrum (I! (the 5xnum 0))) 
fde8taddrer~-t~mD dabaddrear)) 
(!! (the 5xnum 5)))(!! (the 5xnum 5)))))))  
declare (type (Eeld-pvar 5) bii-rum)) 
declare (type (field-pvar 15) dert-addrar-temp)) 
dotima (i 16) 
(*ret bibrum (+!! bitrum (load-byte!! dat-addrear-temp 
(*ret dent-addrwa-temp (aah!! dest-addratitemp 
(I! (the 5xnum O))(!! (the 5xnum 1))))) 
(!! (the h u m  -1))))) 
(*when ( /= ! I  bit-rum (I! (the 5xnum 6))) 
(do-for-relected-procarorr (cubeadd) 
(format t "Procauor 'D hm a bit-ium not q u a l  to 6%" 
cu beadd)))) 
(*ret dwt-addreoi (logxor!! dabaddreor 
(*all (*ret received-iomething nil!!)) 
(*pact :overwrite 
(*all 
(the (field-pvu cm:*cubeaddrcu-length*)(relf-addrai!!)))) 
(the (5eld-pvu cm:*cubeaddrcu-len~h*)(rel~-~dr~~!!))  
return-addreu dak-addrar received-romething) 
(*when (and!! received-romething (not!! my-addrrr-taken)) 
*net my-addrma-taken t!!) t *pact : n~o l l i r i on r  t!! dea t5xd  return-ddreu))))) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
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(format t "'d'%" i) 
(*when d a t - 6 x 4  
(format t "'%number active: 'D'%" (*rum (!! (the 6xnum 1)))) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b e) 
(cm:time 
(dotimn (j test-loop) 
(*pset :overwrite v45 v45dest dest-address)) 
:return-statirtics-only-p t) 
(vector-push (1 cm-time test-loop) values)))) 
(concentration dwt-address) 
(statistiu valuea timeloop)))) 
Timing #11 
Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
Modified by: David Myers 
Description: Each PE  sends to another PE  that is at most a hamming 
distance of 3 away. 
Active Processors: All 
Sire of Data Used: 
7/5/aa 
45 bit unsigned integers. ... 
I l l  
(*defun t i m c t u t l l  (timeloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETESTll-%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETESTll'%") 
(enableall) 
(aetq valuer (makearray '(100) :611-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((v45 (random!! (!! (the fixnum (ash 145))))) 
(v45dcst (random!! (!I (the 6xnum (ash 145))))) 
(mask (!! (the 5xnum 0))) 
(dest-address (!I (the 5xnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (Reld-pvar 45) v45)) 
(declare (type (5eld-pvar 45) v45dest)) 
(declare type (field-pvar cm:*cube-address-length* d-t-addras)) 
(declare I type (field-pvar cm:*cube addrtss-length*{ mask)) 
... 
I,, 
I , ,  
I , )  
l l l  
l * l  
I , ,  
11, 










(dztimes'(i 3) . 
(random!! (!! (the fixnum cm:*cubtaddresclength*))))))) 
(*set dentaddress (logxor!! mask (the (field-pvar 
cm:*cubcaddress-length*)(self-address!!)))) 
(dotimes (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplc-valucbind (a cm-time b e) 
( set mask (logior!! mask (ash!! (!! (the fixnum 1)) 
(cm: time 
(dotimes (j tabloop) 
:teturn-statistier-only-p t) 
(concentration dat-addrur) 
(statistics values time-loop)))) 
(*pset :overwrite v45 v45dest dest-address)) 
(vector-puah (/ cm-time test-loop) valuea))) 
Timing #l2 
W ritten by: Bill O'Farrell 
Modi5ed by: David W. Myera 
Dueription: Send to unique addresses with a Hamming distance of exactly 
6. 
Active Procnrors: 
Sise of Data Used: 
7p /aa  
... 
i;(defun t ime- tu t l t  (timeloop tabloop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST12'%") 
format *data* "'%TIME-TESTlt'%") 
enablcall) 
sctq valuu (makearray '(100) :511-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((v46 (random!! (!I (the h u m  ( u h  1 46))))) 
v4Sdest (random!! (!I (the 5xnum ( u h  145))))) 
dabaddru r )  
(bitlist) 
found-index) 
received-something) I my-addraa-taken nil!!) 
I 
I 
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(dat-fixed ni!!!) 
(r etur n-address)) 
declare (type (field-pvar 45) v45)) 
declare (type (field-pvu 45) v45dat)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 15) dest-addreas)) 
declare (type (field-pvar 45) bit-list)) 
declare type (field-pvar 4) found-index)) 
(declare [type boolean-pvar received-something)) 
(declare (type boolean-pvar my-addresctaken)) 
(declare (type boolean-pvar dest-fixed)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubcaddresr-length,) return-addresr)) 
I 
(do ((its l-(l+.its)))- 
(I<= (*when (not!! deat-fixed) ('aum (!! (the fixnum 1)))) 200)) . .  . .  
(<when (not!! dest-fixed) 
(format t "-D: computing addrarw for 'D procasorr'%" its 
(*rum (!! (the fixnum 1)))) 
(*set dest-addreas (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(*set bit-list (!! (the funum 0))) 
(*set found-index (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
(do 0 
((= 0 (*when (<!I found-index (I!  (the fixnum 3))) 
(*sum (!! (the fixnum 1)))))) 
(*when (<!! found-index (!I (the fixnum 3))) 
(*let ((ran-position (random!! (I! (the fixnum 15)))) 
(not-unique nil!!)) 
(declare (type (field-pvrr 5) ran-position)) 
(declare (type boolean-pvu not-unique)) 
(do ((i 0 (1+ i))) 
((= i 3)) 
(*when (<!I (!! (the 5xnum i)) found-index) 
(!! (the fixnum 5)))(!1 (the 5xnum 5))) 
(*set not-unique t!!)))) 
(*when (=!! (load-byte!! bit l ir t  (*!I (!! (the fixnum i)) 
ran-position) 
(*when (notll not-unique) 
(deposit-byte!! bit-list (*!I found-index 
ran-poiition)) 
(*set biblist 
(!! (the fixnum 5))) (I! (the flxnum 5)) 
(*set found-index (l+!! found-index)))))) 
(dotima (i 3) 
(*#et deat-address 
(logior!! deat-addras 
(ash!! (!I 1) 
(load-byte!! bit-list (*!! (!! (the fixnum i)) 
('let ((bit-sum (!! (the fixnum 0))) 
( d a t a d d r a c t e m p  dat-address)) 
(!! (the fixnum 5)))(!! (the fixnum 5))))))) 
(declare (type (field-pvu 5) bit-sum)) 
(declare (type (field-pvu 15) dataddrar-temp)) 
(dotimw (i 15) 
(*set bit-rum (+I! bitaum (load-byte!! du taddra t i t emp  
(!! (the 5xnum O))(!! (the 5xnum 1))))) 
(*set dat-addrear-temp (ash!! dataddrar - temp 
(!! (the fixnum -1))))) 
('when (/=!! bi t rum (!I (the 5xnum 3))) 
(do-for-selected-pr~uror~ (cubaadd) 
(*ret da t -addrar  (lopor!! d w t a d d r a r  
(*all (*set received-something nilll)) 
(*pact :overwrite 
(format t "Proccarror 'D has a bi t rum not q u a l  to 3%;" 
cubaadd)))) 
(the (Reldlpvu cm:*cubc-addrar-langlhZ)(ralT-.ddrcul!)))) 
(the (field-pvu cm:*cubcaddrwclcn~h*)(ielf-~drwr!!)) 
return-addreu dwt-rddreu received-something) 
(*all 
(*when (and!! received-something (notll my-addrar-taken)) 
*set my-addractaken tl!) t *pact :no-colliaionr tll d a t e x e d  return-addran))))) 
(dotimcr (i timcloop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
*when dat-5xed 
(format t "'%number active: -D'%;" (*rum (I! (the h u m  1)))) 
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(multipltvalucbind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:timc 
(dotima (j teat-loop) 
(*poet :overwrite v45 v45d-t dentaddrear)) 
:return-rtatiaticr-only-p t) 
(vector-puah (/ cm-time tat-loop) valuea)))) 
(concentration deat-addrerr) 
(rtatiatia vduea timtloopj))) ... 
I , ,  
;;; Timing #14 
;;; 7/5/00 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
;;; Modifled by: David Myera 
;;; Description: Each PE send8 to another PE that is at moat a hamming 
distance of 1 away. 
;;; Active Procwrorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data Ured: 
(*defun t i m e t w t l l  (timeloop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST14'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIM&TESTl4'%") 
enableall) 
retq va lua  (makearray (100) :flll-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((v45 (random!! (!! the flxnum (ash 1 45))))) 
... 
111 
45 bit unrigned integerr. ... 
, I ,  
I 
(v45dat (random!! I!! (the flxnum (uh 1 45))))) 
(rnuk (!! (the flxnum 0))) 
(dat-addrerr (!! (the flxnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (fleld-pvar 45 v45)) 
(declare (type (6eld-pvar 45 1 v45dat)) 
(declare type (fleld-pvar cm:*cubc-addrar-length*) deat-addrear)) 
(declare I type (fleld-pvar cm: *cubeaddrear-length*) mark)) 
(*set m u k  (logier!! m u k  (ash!! (!! (the flxnum 1)) 
(random!! (!I (the flxnum cm:*cubeaddras-length*)))))) 
(*ret dat-addrear (logxor!! m u k  (the (fleld-pvar 
cm:*cubeaddrar-length*)(relf-addreanll)))) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multipltvaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotimea (j teat-loop) 
:return-rtatirtics-only-p t) 
(concentration dat-addrerr) 
(statistics va lua  timeloop)))) 
('poet :overwrite v45 v45dest dent-address)) 
(vector-purh (/ em-time teat-loop) values))) 
... ... 
;;; Timing #IS 
;;; 7/5/08 
::: Written by: Bill O'Farrell .., 
;;; Modifled 6: David Myers 
;;; Deacription: Each PE rend1 to  itrelf with overwrite. 
;;; Active Procearorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 45 bit unsigned integers. 
(*defun timeteat16 (time-loop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST15'%" 
(format *data* "'%TIME-TESTIFkn) 
(retq va lua  (makearray '(loo) :flll-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
... 
, , I  
(*let ((v46 (random11 (!! the Uxnum ( u h  1 45))))) 
v45dat (rmdomlt [I1 (the flxnum (ash 1 46))))) 
relf (the (fleld-pvar cm:*cubtaddreas-length*)(aelf-addraa!!))) 
(enableall) 
(dotimea (i timeloop) 
. (format t "'d-96" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
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(dotima ( j  tat-loop) 
:return-rtatistiu-only-p t) 
(*poet :overwrite v45 v45dat self)) 
(vector-push (1 cm-time t a t l o o p )  valua))) 
(concentration nelf) 
(statistiu values timeloop)))) ... 
111 
;;; Timing #lS 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
;;; Modified by: David Myers 
;;; Dencription: Each P E  sendn to itself with :no-collisions. 
;;; Active Procesnora: All 
;;; Siie of Data Used: 
i;'defun t imata t16  (timtloop t a t l o o p )  
(format *fp* "-%TIME-TESTlS'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETESTlS'%.") 
(setq valua (make-array '(100) :filI-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
;;; 7 p p a  
45 bit unnigned integers. ... 
(*let ((v45 (randomf! I!! (tbe fixnum (ash 1 45))))) 
(v45dert (random!! (I! (the Bxnum (ash 145))))) 
(self (the (5eld-pvar cm:"cube-addraclength*)(e.elf-addrarl!))) 
(dat-addrar (!I (the Bxnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 45) v45)) 
(declare (type (field-pvu 45) v45dat)) 
(declare (type (Beld-pvu cm:*cube-addrear-length* dat-addrar)) 
(declare (type (5eld-pvu cm:*cubc-addran-length*{ relf)) 
(enabltall) 
(dotimem (i timeloop) 
(format t "-d-%" i) 
(multiple-valuabind (a an-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotimas (j test-loop) 
:return-statistiu-only-p t) 
(*pact :no-collisionr v45 v45dat  relr)) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time tubloop) valua))) 
(concentration self) 
(statiitiu valuer timeloop)))) ... 
, I 1  
::: Timing #17 ... 
;;; 7/5/sa  .. 
::: Written by: Bill O'Farrell ... 
;;; Modified b;y: David Myeri 
;;; Description: Each PE rends to  a random location with overwrite. 
... 111
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Size of Data U s d  45 bit unrigned integers. 
('defun t imeta t17  (timc-loop t a t l o o p )  
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST17'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIME-TEST17'%6") 
(setq valua (make-array '(100) :flll-pointer 0)) 
The paris call cm:send-with-overwrite is used. 
... 
I * *  
(*all 
(*let ((v45 (randomll (!I (the h u m  ( u h  145))))) 
(v45dat (random!! (I!  (the h u m  ( u h  1 45))))) 
(dat-addrar (random!! (I! (the h u m  (ash 1 
cm:*cubeaddrar-length*)))))) 
(declare (type field-pvu 45 v45)) 
declare type Ifield-pvu 451 v46dast)) 
[declare [type (field-pbr cm:*cubaaddrem-length*) dabaddrear)) 
(enableall) 
(let ((v4S-addr (pvu-loeation v4S)) 
v45dataddr  (pvar-location v46dat)) I dat-addrear-addr (pvar-loeation dd-addrar))) 
(declare (type integer v4S-addr v45dat-addr dabaddress-addr)) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiple-value-bind (a em-time b c) 
(cm:time 
wit h-par ir-fr om-*lirp 
dot ima (j tentloop) 
(cm:send-with-overwrite v4Sdataddr  da taddrar -addr  
I 
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(vector-purh (/ cm-time tat-loop) vdua)))  
(concentration dat-addresr) 
(rtatirtia v d u a  timtloop))))) 
Timing #18 
7/5/88 
Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
ModiRed by: David Myers 
Description: Each PE rends to (max-PE# - rclf-addrar). The pari8 call 
cm:send is used. 
Active Proccssorr: All 
Sire of Data Used: 45 bit unsigned integers. ... 
$ 8 ,  
(*defun t imctcr t l8  (timtloop testloop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST18'%") 
format *data* "'%TIMETESTl8'%.") 
[aetq valua (makearray '(100) :811-pointer 0)) 
(*d l  , ~ - -  
(*let ((v45 (random!! (!! (the Rxnum (ah 1 45))))) 
(v45dat (random!! (!! (the Rxnum (ah 1 45))))) 
(dataddresr  (-!! (!! (the Rxnum (- cm:*usu-cubaaddrau-Iimit' 1))) 
(the (field-pvar cm:*cubtaddrerr-length*)(relf-addraa!!))))) 
(declare type (Reld-pvar 45) v45)) 
(declare [type (field-pvar 45) v45dest)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubtaddresr-length*) dat-address)) 
(enableall) 
(let ((v45-addr (pvar-location v45)) 
v45dert-addr (pvar-location v45d-t)) I dent-address-addr (pvar-location dent-addran))) 
(declare (type integer v lbaddr  v45dertaddr dat-addrar-addr)) 
(dotimes (i timtloop) 
(format t 'I'd'%;" i) 
(multipkvalutbind (a em-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(with-paris-from-*lisp 
(dotima (j test-loop) 
(cm:send v45deat-addr dent-address-addr v lbaddr  45))) 
:return-itatirticr-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ em-time tat-loop) valua))) 
concentration deat-address) 
r ta t i r t ia  valua timtloop))))) ... 
, , I  
;;; Timing #10 
;;; 7/5/88 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
;;; Modified by: David Myerr 
;;; Dacription: 
... I I I :no-collirionr. 
;;; Sire of Data Urd: 45 bit unrigned integerr. 
('defun timateat19 (timcloop tat-loop) 
format *fp* "'%TIMETESTlQ'%;" 
format *dah* n'%TMJ&TESTIO'k*) 
retq valua (makearray '(100) :Rll-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((v45 (random!! (!I (the h u m  (rrh 1 45))))) 
Each PE rends to (- max-pcaddrtsr relf-address) with 
;;; Active Proccrrorr: All 
... 
, I1 
v45d-t (random!! (I! (the h u m  (ash 145))))) 
d a t a d d r a r  (-I! (!I (the h u m  (- cm:*uiu-cubaaddrcu-limit* 1))) 
(the (field-pvar cm:*cubcaddr~r-length*)(ull-.ddrear!!))))) 
d a t a d d r a r ) )  
enableall) 
dot ima (i timtloop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
multiplavdutbind (a em-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotima (j tat-loop) 
:return-itatirtiu-only-p t) 
(*poet :no-collirioni v46 v45dest dcr taddrar))  
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- 86 - 
(vector-push (/ cm-time tabloop) valua))) 
(concentration deabaddrar) 
(rtatirtia valuer timeloop)))) 
Timing #20 
Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
Modi5ed by: David Myerr 
Description: Each PE  sendr to (- max-pe-addrear se!f-addrem) with 
:overwri te 
Active Procarorr: All 
Sire of Data U r d  
7/5/88 
45 bit unsigned integers. ... 
1 9 1  
(*defun time-teat20 (time-loop teat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETESTZO'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIME-TEST20-%") 
setq valuer (makearray '(100) :Bll-pointer 0)) 
, --- 
(*let ((v45 (random!! (I! (the 5xnum (ah 145))))) 
v45dat (random!! (!! (the Bxnum ( a h  1 45))))) 
dabaddrear (-!! (I! (the 6xnum (- cm:*uaer-cubtaddrear-limit* 1))) 
(the (5eld-pvar cm:*cubeaddras-length*)(relf-address!!))))) 
I 
(declare type (6eld-pvar 45 v45)) 
(declare [type (5eld-pvar 451 v45dat)) 




, I #  
$ 8 1  
, , I  
, I #  
















(dotima (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotiman (j tat-loop) 
:return-rtatirtia-only-p t )  
(+put :overwrite v46 v4Sdut dabaddress)) 
(vator-push (/ cm-time tabloop) valua))) 
(concentration dabaddr  ear) 
(rtatirtiu valuw time-loop)))) 
Timing #2l 
Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
Modi5ed by: David Myers 
Dauiption: All PES rend to a random address, with :overwrite, 
7/5/88 
then the receiving PEa (64% of all PES) rend data 
back to one of their original sending PEE. 
Active Procarorr: All 
Sire of Data Ured: 45 bit unsigned integers. 
('defun timeteat21 (timeloop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST21'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIME-TEST21'%") 
(retq v d u a  (makauray  '(100) :511-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((v46 (random!! (!I the h u m  (ah 1 45))))) 
v46dat (random!! [I! (the 5xnum (ah 1 45))))) 
rcvd-addrar (I! (the b u m  0))) 
dat-addrar (random!! (!! (the 5xnum (ah 1 
, cm: *cu bc-addr ens-lengt h*)))))) 
dotima (i timaloop) 
enabladl) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
*pset :overwrite (the (field-pvu cm:*cube-addras-length') 
(*when (/=!I rcvd-addrar (!! (the Bxnum 0))) 
(self-addrar!!)) rcvd-addrar dabaddrear) 
(multiplavduebind (a an-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotima (j tat-loop) 
:return-rtatirtia-only-p t) 
( * p t  :nw1lirionr v45 v45dat rcvd-addrar)) 
(vector-parh (/ cm-time tat-loop) vduea)))) 
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(concentration dat-addrear) 
(rtatirticr vduea timeloop)))) ... 
, , I  
;;; Timing #22 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
;;; Modihed by: David Myerr 
;;; Description: Every procaror receiving data receiva exactly 2 
;;; Active Procearorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 45 bit unsigned integers. 
('defun t imeta t22  (timcloop teatloop) 
(format *fp* "-%TIMETEST22'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST22'%") 
(setq valua (makearray '(100) :fiIl-pointer 0)) 
;;; 1 /5 /88  
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(*let ((v46 (random!! (!! (the hxnum ( u h  1 45))))) 
(v45deat (random!! (!! (the hxnum ( a h  1 45))))) 
(da t addras  (-!! (!! (the fixnum (- cm:*urer-cubeaddreda-limit' 1))) 
(the (Reld-pvar cm:*cubcaddrear-length*)(relf-addrear!!))))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 45) v45)) 
(declare (type (Reld-pvar 45) v45dat)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubeaddrar-length*) dat-addrear)) 
(enableall) 
(.when (oddp!! dat-address) 
(*act dedt-addrcrr (1-!! dent-addrar))) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
(format t "-d'%" i) 
(multiple-value-bind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotima (j teat-loop) 
:return-rtatirtica-only-p t) 
(*poet :overwrite v45 v45dedt dat-addreu)) 
(vector-purb (1 em-time teatloop) values))) c '- 
(concentration dat-addrear) 
(statirtiu valued timeloop)))) 
Timing #23 
Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
Modihed by: David Myers 
Dewription: Every procanor receiving data receiva exactly 4 
medsaga. 
Active Prmearorr: All 
Size of Data Urd :  
7/5/88 
45 bit unrigned integers. ... 
111 
('dchn t imeta t23  (timeloop tclt-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST23'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST23'%") 
(re@ valua (make-array '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
. (*let ((v45 (random!! (I! the h u m  (plh 1 45))))) 
(v45dat (randomll [!I (the h u m  ( u h  1 46))))) 
(dat-addrar (-!I (I1 (the h u m  (- cm:*urer-cubcaddreaclimit* 1))) 
(the (field-pvu cm:*cubeaddrar-length*)(rdf-addrear!!))))) 
type (field-pvu cm:*cubeaddreu-length*) dat-address)) 
(enableall) 
('ret dat-addrear (the (Reld-pvu cm:*cube-addrcrr-length*) 
deporit-byte!! dabaddrew (!I (the b u m  0)) I !I (the fixnam 2))(!! (the h u m  0))))) 
(dotima (i time-loop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
multiplevduebind (a un-time b e) 
(cm:timr 
(dotima (j t a t l oop)  
:return-rtatirtiu-only-p t) 
(*pret :overwrik v46 v46dat da t addra r ) )  
(vector-purh (/ un-time te~bloop) vdua)))  
(concentration dat-addrar) 
(rtatirtiu r d u a  timeloop)))) 
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... 
8 ) )  
;;; Timing #24 
;;; 7/5/88 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Furell 
;;; Modifled by: David Myur 
;;; Description: Every procanor receiving data r ce iva  exactly 8 
;;; Active Procesrorr: All 
;;; Size of Data Used: 45  bit unnigned integers. 
(*defun timetest24 (timeloop ta t loop)  
(format 'fp* "'%TIMETEST24-%;") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETESTZ4'%") 
(setq valuer (makearray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
('all 
mensages. ... , I ,  
... ,,, 
(*let ((v45 (random!! (!! (the fixnum (ash 145))))) 
(v45d-t (random!! (!! (the Bxnum ( u h  1 45))))) 
(dest-addresr (-!! (I! (the flxnum (- cm:*uru-cubeaddress-limit' 1))) 
(the (fleld-pvu cm: *cu beaddras-length*)(rclf-addrar! I))))) 
(declare (type (fleld-pvar 45) v45)) 
(declare (type (fleld-pvar 45) v45dat)) 
(declare (type (fleld-pvar cm:*cubcaddraclength*) dat-addrar)) 
... 
8 8 ,  
I , ,  
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('set dent-addracl (the (fleld-pvar cm:*cube-addraclength*)(depoiit-byte!! 
dent-addrar (!! (the fixnum O))(!! (the flxnum 3)) 
(!! (the fixnum 0))))) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d-%" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a em-time b c) 
(crn:tirne 
(dotima (j test-loop) 
:return-statistics-only-p t) 
('poet :overwrite v45 v45dbt dat-addrar)) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time test-loop) valua))) 
(concentr ation dent-addmi) 
(sta tirticr Val u a  timeloop)))) 
Timing #25 
7/5/88 
Writ ten by: Bill O'Furell 
Modifled by: David Myur 
Dacription: Every procaror receiving data receiva exactly 16 
mearaga. 
Active Procearorr: All 
Size of Data Used: 45 bit uniigned integeri. 
('defun t imetu t25  (timeloop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST25'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST25'%") 
(setq va lua  (makeuray  '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((1-46 (random!! (!! (the fixnum (ash 1 45))))) 
v45dat (rmdoml! (I! (the h u m  (mh 1 46))))) 
dat-addras (-I! (!I (the 6xnum (- un:*urcr-cubeaddredimit* 1))) 




*net dat-addrar (the (fleld-pvu em:*cubaaddras-length*)(de~sit-bytelI 
dat-addrar (11 (the Bxnum O))(Il (the h u m  4)) 
(!! (the 5xnum 0))))) 
(dotima (i timaloop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
multiplevalu+bind (a em-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotima (j t a t l oop)  
:return-rtatirticr-only-p t) 
concentration dest-addrw) I rtatistiu v d u a  timeloop)))) 
I 
('pad :overwrite v46 v46ddat dut-addrw)) 
(vector-purh (/ em-time tat-loop) raha))) 
... 
, , I  
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Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
Modifled by: David Myerr 
Description: Every procentor receiving data receiver exactly 32 
meaiaga. 
Active Procarorr: All 
Size of Data Ured: 45 bit unsigned integers. ... 
I , ,  
(*defun timetent26 (timaloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST28-%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST26'%") 
(setq valuer (makcarray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
f*all 
(*let ((v45 (random!! (!! (the fixnum (arh 145))))) 
(v45dut (random!! (!! (the fixnum (mh 1 45))))) 
(deat-addrur (-!I (!! (the fixnum (- cm:*uaer-cubeaddr~rlimit* 1))) 
(the (5eld-pvar cm:*cubcaddrar-length*)(aelf-addrear!!))))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 45) v45)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 45) v45dat)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubcaddreaelength*) dest-addrar)) 
(en ableall) 
(*set deat-address (the (5eld-pvar cnx'cubcaddrens-length*)(depoiit-bytcll 
dwt-addrenr (!! the 5xnum O))(!! (the fixnum 5)) 
(!! (the 5xnum 6)))) 
(dotimer (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplcvaluebind (a em-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotima (j tat-loop) 
:return-itatirticr-only-p t)  
(*pret :overwrite v45 v45dert dut-addrar)) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time teatloop) valuer))) 
(concentration deat-addreas) 
(itatirticr valuer timeloop)))) 
111 
;;; Timing #27 
;;; 7/5/00 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
;;; Modified by: David Myeri 
;;; Description: Every procesior receiving data receives exactly 64 
;; Active Procarorr: All 
;;; Size of Data Urd: 45 bit unsigned integer:. 
(*defun timeteat27 (timeloop teat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST27'%") 
(format *data* "-%TIMETEST27'%") 
(setq valuer (makearray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 




(*let ((v45 (randomll (!I the 5xnum ( u h  1 45))))) 
v4Sdat (randomll 111 (the 5xnum (nrh 1 45))))) 
[dat-addrar (-11 (!! (the 5xnum (- cm:*urer-cube-addrerrlimit. 1))) 
(the (5eld-pvu cm:*cubcaddraa-length*)(self-addrear!l))))) 
type (5eld-pvar 45) v45)) 
type (5eld-pvu 45) v45dat)) 
type (field-pvu cm:*cubaaddrenclength*) dent-addrar)) 
enableall) 
*set dert-addrear (the (field-pvar cm:*cubeaddrear-length*)(deporit-bytell 
(dotimer (i timaloop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
multiplavaluabind (a cm-time b e) 
(cm:time 
dat-addrar (I! the 5xnum O))(!! (the 5xnum 6)) 
(!! (the b u m  &))I 
(dotima (j t a t l oop)  
:return-rtrtirtiu-only-p t) 
concentration dat-addrcu) 
rtatiatiu va lua  timeloop)))) 
I 
(*pret :overwrite v45 v45deat deat-addrar)) 
(vector-purh (/ em-time teatloop) values))) 
... 
I l l  
;;; Timing #28 
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;;; 7/s/aa 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
;;; Modified by: David Myerr 
;;; Description: 
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Size of Data Used: 45 bit unsigned integera. 
(*defun timeteat28 (timeloop testloop) 
(format *fp* '"%TIMETEST28'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST28-%") 
(setq values (makearray '(100) :fill-pointcr 0)) 
f*all 
Every processor receiving data receiva exactly 128 
messages. ... I l l  
... 
, , I  
(*let ((v45 (random!! (!! (the fixnum (ash 145))))) 
(v45d-t (random!! (!! (the fixnum (ash 1 45))))) 
(deat-addreas (-!! (!! (the fixnum (- cm:*user-cubtaddraclimit* 1))) 
(the (field-pvar cm:*cubeaddra~-length*)(self-address!!))))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 45) v45)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 45) vlbdeat)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubeaddreaclength*) deat-addrar)) . 
(enableall) 
(*set dc8taddree.s (the (field-pvar cm:*cube-addreas-length*)(deporitbyte!l 
deat-address (!! (the fixnum O))(!! (the fixnum 7)) 
(!! (the fixnum 0))))) 
(dotimu (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multipltvaluebiod (a cm-time b c) 
(em: time 
(dotimes (j test-loop) 
:return-statistics-only-p t) 
('poet :overwrite v45 v45dcat dent-addreas)) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time teatloop) values))) 
(concentration dest-address) 
(statistia va luu  timeloop)))) ... 
111 
;;; Timing #29 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
;;; Modified by: David Myerr 
;;; Description: Every processor receiving data receiva exactly 256 
... I , ,  mesaagu. 
;;; Active Proceosora: All 
;;; Size of Data Used: 45 bit unsigned integerr. 
( * d e b  timetest29 (timeloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST29'%") 
(format *data* "-%TIMETEST29'%") 





(*let ((v45 (random!! (!! (the Exnum (uh 1 45))))) 
(v45deat (random!! (!! (the Bxnum ( a h  1 45))))) 
(destaddresr (-!! (I! (the fixnum (- cm:*urer-cubeaddrearlimit* 1))) 
(the (field-pvu cm:*cubaaddresclength*)(self-addrar!!))))) 
(declare (type (Eeld-pvu 45) v45)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 45) v45dat)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubeaddresr-length*) dest-addrar)) 
... 
I , ,  
111 
, I 1  
... 
... 
. - -  . ~ 
(enableall) 
(*set deob addrao (the (field-pvu un:*cubaaddresclength*)(depoaitbyte!I 
deat-addrear (!! (the h u m  O))(!! (the tlxnum 8)) 
(!! (the fixnum 0))))) 
(dotimea (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotimes (j teat-loop) 
:return-atatisticr-ouly-p t) 
(*pact :overwrite v45 v45dat destaddresr)) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time tat-loop) values))) 
(concentration destaddrear) 
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Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
Modified by: David W. Myerr 
Dacription: Thin program timm a rend with overwrite of two 
10 bit unrigned integerr to random locationr 
Active Procesrorr: All 
Sire of Data Uaed: 10 bit unrigned integerr 
(*defun t i m e t a t 3 0  (timcloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST30'%") 
(format *data* "-%TIMETEST30'%") 
(setq valua (makearray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((vl0 (random!! (!! (the Exnum (anh 1 lo))))) 
(vlOdart (random!! (!! (the fixnum (anh 1 lo))))) 
(dert-addrerr (random!! (!! (the Exnum (anh 1 
cm:*cubeaddresr-length*)))))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 10) v10)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 10) vl0d-t)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubeaddress-length.) dest-addrmr)) 
... 
111 
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(dotimm (i timeloop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
multiplcvaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotimm (j tat-loop) 
I 
(*pret :overwrite v10 vlOdert dat-addrmr)) 
:return-rtatirtica-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time test-loop) values))) 
(concentration dat-address) 
(rtatirticr va lua  timeloop)))) 
Timing #31 
7/5/88 
Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
Modified by: David Myerr 
Dacription: Each PE rendr to (- max-pcaddrmr rclf-addrmr) with 
Active Procarorr: All 
Siie of Data Used: 
:no-collirionr rpecified within *pret. 
10 bit unrigned integerr. 
, I ,  
(*defun timeteit31 (timeloop teat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST31'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST31'%.") 
(setq va lua  (makearray '(100) :fiIl-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((vl0 (random!! (I! (the Exnum (anh 1 lo))))) 
(vlOdat (randoml! (!! (the Exnum (anh 1 lo))))) 
(dat-addrar  ( -11  ( I t  (the ixnum (- cm:*user-cubaaddresi-limit' 1))) 
(the (field-pvar cm:*cubeaddreas-length*)(selr-address!!))))) 
type (field-pvar 10 v10)) 
type (field-pvar cm:*cubeaddraelength*) dest-addrear)) 
type (field-pvar 10 1 vl0dmt)) 
... 
I l l  
I l l  
I l l  
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[ZE.;~) t i i e l o o p )  
format t "'d'%" i) 
multiplcvaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(em: time 
I 
(dotimar (j t a t loop) .  
:return-statistics-only-p t) 
concentration dat-addrar)  I rtatirticr vdum timeloop)))) 
Timing #32 
7/6/88 
Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
Modifid by: David MYUI 
Dacription: 2048 procmrorr a11 rend to  random locations 
(*pret :no-collirionr v10 vl0dmt dmt-addrmr)) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time test-loop) valuer))) 
and :overwrite is rpecified. Thio program ir written 
for 8k procmrorr. If more than 8k procmmrr are u r d ,  
then the (*when ...) nprmrion murt be changed. 
relf-addrar mod 4 = 0 Active Procauora: 
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;;; Sire of Data Ured: 45 bit unrigned integar. 
('defun t imeta t32  (timaloop tut-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST32'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIME-TEST32'%") 
(eetq valuer (makcarray '(100) :Rll-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
... 
11 ,  
(*let ((v45 (random!! (!I (the Rxnum ( a h  1 45))))) 
(v45dert (randomll (!! (the Bxnurn (uh 145))))) 
(dest-addrae frandomll (11  (the Rxnum 
December 1988 
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' ( u h  1 cm:*;ubeaddrar-length')))))) 
(declare (type (Eeld-pvar 45) v45)) 
(declare (type Reld-pvar 45) v45dat)) 
(declare (type [Eeld-pvar cm:*cubeaddrar-length*) d-t-addrean)) 
(dotima (i timcloop) 
(enablaall) 
(format t "'de%" i) 
(*when (=I1 (I! (the Rxnum O))(modll (the (Reld-pvar 
cm:*cubcaddrerclength*)(relf-addrearlI))(!! (the Rxnum 4)))) 
(format t "'%number of procearorr: 'D'%"(cm:global-count cm:context-Rag)) 
(multiplavduabind (a cm-time b e) 
(cm: time 
(dotima (j t a t ioop)  
:return-rtatirtiu-only-p t) 
(*pret :overwrite v45 v45dat deat-addrear)) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time test-loop) valuu)))) 
(concentration dat-addrear) 
(atatisticr values timeloop)))) 
Timing #33 
Written by: Bill O'Farrdl 
ModiEed by: David Myerr 
Dercription: 2048 procusorr rend to locationr ( m u - P E #  - df-addrar )  
7 / 6 / 0 0  
and :no-collirionr ir spciRed. Thir program ir written 
for 8k procalors. If more than 8k proceaiorr are ured, 
then the (*when ...) u p r a r i o n  must be changed. 
eelf-rddrur mod 4 = 0 
45 bit unrigned integers. 
Active P~OCUIOII: 
Sire of Data Ud: 
l I l  
(*defun t i m a t a t 3 3  (timaloop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST33'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST33'%") 
(eetq valuu (makearray '(100) :RIl-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((v45 (randomll (11  (the Rxnum (uh 1 45))))) 
(v45d-t (randomll (I!  (the Bxnum (rrh 1 45))))) 
(dabaddrear (-11 (I! (the 5xnum (- cm:*ueer-cubeaddreee-limit* 1))) 
(the (Reld-pvu cm:*cubeaddresr-length*)(self-addree8!l))))) 
deet-addrar)) 
... 
, I #  
$11 
, S I  
I I l  
I l l  
0 1  




... ... ... 
(dotima (i timaloop) 
(enableall)_ 
(format t de%" i) 
(*when (=!I (!I (the 5xnum O))(modll (the (Reld-pvar 
cm:*cubbaddraclen~h*)(eelf-addras!l))(!! (the Rxnum 4)))) 
format t "'%number of procarori: 'D'%"(cm:global-count cm:contat-Rag)) 
multiplavduebind (a un-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotima (j t a t l o o p )  
:return-rtatirticr-only-p t )  
concentration d a t - d d r a s )  I rtatirtiu vnlua timaloop)))) 
I 
(*pret :no-collirionr v4S v45dat  dabaddrear)) 
(vector-purh (/ a - t i m e  tat-loop) vdua))))  
Timing #34 
7/6/88 
Written by: Bill O'Furell 
Modi5ed by: David MYUI 
Dacription: 2048 procarorr rend to locationr (mu-PE# - re l taddrar)  
and :overwrite ir rpeciRed. Thir pro6ram ir written 
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for 8k procaror:. If more than 8k procunorr are ured, 
then the (*when ...) upranion  murt be changed. 
self-addrear mod 4 = 0 
45 bit unsigned integers. 
... 
,I ,  
... I , )  
;;; Active Procerrors: 
;;; Sise of Data Used: 
(*defun timetest34 (timeloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST34'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST34-%") 
(aetq valuu (makcarray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
... 
, , I  
(*let ((v45 (random!! (!! (the fixnum ( a h  1 45))))) 
(v45deat (random!! (!! (the fixnum (ash 145))))) 
(dabaddrear (-!! (!! (the fixnum (- crn:*urer-cube-addrwa-limit* 1))) 
(the (field-pvar cm:*cubcaddran-length*)(self-addraa!!))))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 45) v45)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 45) v45dest)) 






, , I  
, , I  
, I ,  
I , ,  
, I *  
,,, 
I , ,  











i *when ( = I !  (I! (the fixnum O))(mod!! (the (field-pvar 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
cm: *cubeaddress-length*)(relf-addran!!))(!! (the fixnum 4)))) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotima (j teatloop) 
:return-rtatirticr-only-p t)  
(concen tr ation d u t a d d r  as)) 
(atatisti- valuer timeloop)))) 
(*pad :overwrite v45 v45dat dwtaddreu)) 
(vector-purh (/ cm-time tertloop) valua))) 
Timing #35 
7/6/88 
Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
Modified by: David Myerr 
Description: 2048 procesmrs all rend t o  random location8 
and :overwrite is specified. Thin program ir written 
for 8k proceraora. If more than 8k procuror, are ured, 
then the (*when ...) expresrion murt be changed. 
Active Processorr: 
Size of Data Used: 
self-addrcrr mod 4 = 0 
10 bit unrigned integerr. 
(*defun timetest35 (timeloop test-loop) 
format *fp* "'%TIMETEST35'%") 
[for mat *data* "'%TIMETEST35'%,") 
(setq va lua  (make-array '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
('let ((vl0 (random!! (!! (the 5xnum (ash 1 lo))))) 
(vlOdest (random!! (!! (the fixnum (aah 1 lo))))) 
(deet-addrur (random!! 1!! (the fixnum 
... 
I l l  
I l l  
I , ,  
111 
111 
I l l  








' ( a h  1 cm:*;ubeaddraI-length*)))))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 10) vl0)) 
(declare (type (field-pvu 10) vl0dat))  
(declare (type (field-pvu cm:*cubeaddrar-lengtth+) dabaddrear)) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
(enableall) 
format t "'de%" i) 
[*when (=!! (!! (the 5xnum O))(mod!l (the (5eld-pvu 
(format t "'%number of procerrorr: 'D'%"(cm:global-count cm:contutfiag)) 
(multiplevaluebind (a em-time b e) 
cm:*cubeaddrar-length*)(aelf-addred!))(!! (the k n u m  4)))) 
(cm:time ' 
(dotima (j tat-loop) 
:ret ur n-n t atirtier-only-p t) 
(*poet :overwrite v10 v l 0 d a t  d a t a d d r a r ) )  
(vector-punh (/ cm-time tat-loop) values)))) 
(concentration d a t a d d r a r )  
(rtatirtiu values timeloop)))) 
Timing #39 
7/6/88 
Written by: Bill O'Furell 
Modi5ed by: David Myerr 
Description: 512 procarorr all rend to random locationr 
and :overwrite in rpeci5ed. Thin propsun ir written 
Appendix B: final-Syracuse-test.lisp 
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for 8k processors. If more than 8k processors are used, 
then the (*when ...) expression must be changed. 




;;; Active Processors: 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 10 bit unsigned integer#. 
(*defun t imeta t39  (timeloop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* "-%TIMETEST39-%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST39'%.') 




(*let ((vl0 (random!! (I! (the fixnum (ah 1 lo))))) 
(vlOdeat (random!! (!! (the 5xnum (ash 1 lo))))) 
(dest-address (random!! (!! (the fixnum 
( u h  1 cm:*cubeaddresclength*)))))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 10) v10)) 
(declare (type (6eld-pvu 10) vl0dest)) 
(declare (type (6eld-pvar cm:*cubeaddress-length*) dat-addrerr)) 
(datima (i timeloop) 
(enableall) 
(format t "'de%;" i) 
(*when (=!! (!! (the Exnum O))(mod!! (the (field-pvar 
cm:*cubcaddrestlength*)(self-addras!!))(!! (the Exnum 16)))) 
(format t "'%number of procesaors: 'D'%;"(cm:global-count cm:contut-dag)) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b e) 
(cm: time 
(do+tima (j tat-loop) 
:return-statistics-only-p t) 
(concentration de&-address) 
(statistics valuu timeloop)))) 
( poet :overwrite v10 vlOdest dest-address)) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time tat-loop) valua)))) 
... 
I , )  
;;; Timing #45 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
;;; ModiEed by: David Myers 
;;; Description: Each PE reads from a random location. 
... , I *  
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Sire of Data Uoad: 45 bit unsigned inbegerr. 
(*defun t imeta t45  (timeloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST45'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST45'%") 
(retq valua (makearray '(100) :611-pointer 0)) 
(*a11 
;;; 7/5/88 
The p u i s  call cm:get is used. 
... 
I , ,  
(*let ((v45 (random!! (I!  (the Bxnum (ash 1 45))))) 
(v45dat (randoml! (!! (the Exnum (ash 1 45))))) 
(dat-addrar (rmdoml! (!I (the Exnum (ash 1 
cm: *cubeaddr ess-length*)))))) 
(declare (type (Eeld-pvu 45) v45)) 
(declare (type Eeld-pvu 45) v45dest)) 
(declare (type [Eeld-pvar cm:*cubcaddras-length*) dest-address)) 
(let ( ( v l h d d r  (pvu-location v45)) 
( v 4 5 d a t d d r  (pvu-location v45d-t)) 
(deat-addresr-addr (pvar-location dat-addreas))) 
(declare (type integer v lbaddr  v45destaddr dat-address-addr)) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
r:;:;y-d-%. i) 
multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
with-parir-from-*lisp 
dotima (j teatloop) 
(em:@ v4Sdeat-addr dat-addracaddr v45-addr 45))) 
I 
:return-statisticr-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time teat-loop) valua))) 
concentration d a t a d d r a s )  I statistics v d u a  timeloop))))) ... 
I11 
;;; Timing #47 
;;; 7/5/88 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrdl 
- -  
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;;; ModiRed by: David Myerr 
;;; Dwription: Each P E  rcdr  from a random location. 
A 'lisp call ir u rd .  
;;; Active Procarorr: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 
(*defun time-teat47 (timeloop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST47'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST47'%") 
(aetq valua (makearray '(100) :Rll-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
... 
, I ,  
45 bit unsigned integers. ... 
,I* 
... 
I t *  
111 
,,, 
, , I  
111 
I , ,  
,,e 











(*let ((v45 (random!! (!! (the Rxnum (ash 1 45))))) 
(v45dat (!! (the Rxnum 0)))  
(dat-rddrmr (rmdoml! (I! (the fixnum (uh 1 
cm:*cube-addraclength*)))))) 
(declare (type (Reld-pvar 45) v45)) 
(declare (type (Reld-pvar 45) v45dat)) 
(declare (type (Reid-pvrr cm:*cube-addratlength*) dut-addreas)) 
(enableall) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multipltvaluc-bind (a cm-time b e) 
(cm:time 
(dotima (j tmt-loop) 
:return-statiitiu-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time test-loop) values))) 
(*set v45dcrt (prefll v4S dert-addrar :collisions-allowed))) 
(concentration dent-addrar) 




ModiRed by: David Myerr 
Description: Each PE  readr from a random location. 
A *lisp call is und. 
Active Proceuorr: All 
Size of Data Used: 
Bill O'Farrell 
45 bit unsigned integers. 
pdefun t imata t48  (timeloop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST48'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST48'%.") 
(setq vaiua (make-array '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
\*all 
('let ((v4S (random!! (!! (the Rxnum (ash 1 45))))) 
(v45dat (!! (the Rxnum 0)))  
(dat-addreai (-I! (!! (the Bxnum (- cm:*user-cubeaddrestlimit* 1))) 
(the (Beld-pvar cm:*cubtaddran-length*)(self-address!!))))) 
dest-address)) 
(enable-all) 
(dotimar (i time-loop) 
format t "'d'%" i) 
multiple-valuabind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotimea (j teat-loop) 
:return-rtatirticl-oniy-p t) 
(vector-purh (/ em-time tat-loop) vdua) ) )  
(*set v45dat (prefl! v45 dat-addrar :no-collisions))) 
(concentration d a t a d d r  ar) 
(statirticl v d u a  timeloop))))) ... 
111 
;;; Timing #49 ... 
;;; 7/6/8(1 
::: Written br: Bill O'Farrell ... 
;;; ModiRd by: David Myerrr 
;;; Dauiptioo: Each PE reads from a unique location. 
... , I ,  un:get it u rd .  
;;; Active Procaror#: All 
;;; Sim of Data urd: 
(*dehn timekst49 (timtloop tat-loop) 
46 bit unriped integerr. ... 
I t ,  
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(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST49-%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST49'%") 






(*let ((v45 (random!! (!! (the fixnum (aah 1 45))))) 
(v45deat (random!! (!! (the fixnum ( a h  1 45))))) 
(deat-address (-!! (!! (the fixnum (- un:*urer-cubeaddreaelimit* 1))) 
(the (6eld-pvu cm:*cubcaddraclength*)(relf-addrarlI))))) 
(declare (type (fieid-pvar 45) VU)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 45) v45dat)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar em: *cubeaddraclength*) dat-addrerr)) 
(let ((v45-addr (pvar-location v45)) 
(v45deat-addr (pvar-location v45dut)) 
(dat-address-addr (pvar-location dwt-address))) 
(declare (type integer v45-addr v45dat-addr dat-addrma-addr)) 
(dotimea (i  timeloop) 
( enableall) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(with-paria-from-*lisp 
(dotimea ( j  tabloop) 
(;m:get v45deat-addr dat-addracaddr v45-addr 45))) 
:return-atatistier-only-p t) 
(vector-puah (/ cm-time tat-loop) valua))) 
(concentration dent-addrear) 
(at atistica values timeloop))))) 
... 
, I ,  
I , ,  




I , ,  
I , ,  






I 8 8  
(*defun timetest50 (timeloop tmt-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST50'%;" 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST5O'k') 
(setq valuer (maktarray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
... 
l I I  
I l l  
I , ,  
$ 8 1  





Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
Modified by: David Myerr 
Deacription: Every procearor receiving a read r q u a t ,  receiva 
exactly 2 request. cm:get ir uaed. 
Active Proceraora: All 
Sile of Data Uaed: 
7p /aa  
45 bit unaigned integers. 
-._ 
('let ((v45 (random!! (!! (the fixnum (arb 145))))) 
(v45deat (random!! (!! (the fixnum (ah 145))))) 
(dert-address (-!! (!! (the fixnum (- cm:*urer-cubeaddreaelimit* 1))) 
(the (field-pvu cm:*cu beaddradength*)(relf-addreasft))))) 
(declare (typ; (field-pvar 45) v45)) 
(declare (type (6eld-pvar 45) v45dat)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm: *cubaaddras-length*) dat-addreal)) 
(enableall) 
(*when (oddp!! dat-addreri) 
(let ((v45-addr (pvar-location v45)) 
(*ret dert-addrnr (1-11 dat-addras))) 
v45dat-addr (pvu-location v4Sdat)) I dat-address-addr (pvar-location dat-rddrar))) 
(declare (type integer v4baddr v45dataddr dataddreacaddr)) 
(dotimer (i timeloop) 
(enableall) 
(format t "'d-%j" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a em-time b c) 
(em:time 
(with-parir-from-*lirp 
(dotima (j tat-loop) 
(cm:get v4Sdat-addr dataddrar-addr v46addr 45))) 
:return-statiaticconly-p t) 
(vector-purh (/ em-time tat-loop) vdua)))  
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;;; Description: Every proceasor receiving a read rquent, receiver 
... ,,, 
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Size of Data Used: 45 bit unsigned integers. 
(*defun timetest51 (timeloop tent-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST51'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIME-TEST51'%") 
(setq valua (makcarray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
exactly 4 requat. em:get ia used. 
... 
I , ,  
... 
, I ,  
I , ,  
I S ,  
> I ,  
,,I 
s,* 
I , ,  
, I ,  










(*let ((v45 (random!! (!! (the Bxnum ( u h  1 45))))) 
(v45dest (random!! (!! (the fixnum ( u h  1 46))))) 
(dest-address (-!! (I! (the Rxnum (- cm:*user-cubcaddrcu-limit* 1))) 
(the (field-pvar cm: *cubtaddress-length*)(self-addrear!!))))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 45) v45)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 45) v45deat)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubeaddrear-length*) dest-addreu)) 
(enableall) 
(*set dest-addreas (the (field-pvar cm:*cubcaddrenr--lcngth*~ 
(depositbyte!! dest-address (!! (the fixnum 0) )  
(!! (the fixnum 2))(!! (the fixnum 0))))) 
(let ((v45-addr (pvar-location v45)) 
(v45d-t-addr (pvar-location v45d-t)) 
(dest-address-addr (pvar-location dest-addrear))) 
(declare (type integer v4baddr v45d-t-addr dent-addresr-add?)) 
(dotimes (i timeloop) 
(enableall) 
(format t '"d-%" i) 
(multiplevalue-bind (a cm-time b e) 
(cm:time 
(with-paris-from-*lisp 
(dotimea (j tat-loop) 
(em:& v45dest-addr dest-address-add? v4kaddr 45))) 
:return-statistics-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time test-loop) values))) 
(concentration dest-address) 
(statistics values timeloop))))) 
Timing #52 
Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
ModiRed by: David Myers 
Description: Every processor receiving a read r q u a t ,  receiver 
Active Processors: All 
Size of Data Used: 
7/6/88 
exactly 16 request. cm:get is used. 
45 bit unaigned integers. 
I,, 
(*defun timc-tat62 (timeloop tat-loop) 
format *$* "'%TIMETEST52'%") 
[format *data* "'%TIMETESTS2'%") 
(setq va lua  (makcarray '(100) :Ell-pointer 0) )  
f*all 
(*let ((v46 (random11 (!! (the h u m  ( u h  1 46))))) 
v45dat (random!! (!! (the Rxnum ( u h  1 46))))) 
doat-addreas (-!! (!! (the Rxnum (- cm:*user-cubaaddreu-limit* 1))) 
(the (field-pvu cm:*cubcaddrear-length*)(relf-addrear!l))))) 
declare (type (Beld-pvu 46 v45)) 
type (Eeld-pvar 451 v45dent)) 
type (Eeld-pvar crn:*cubeaddresclength*) dat-addrear)) 
(enableall) 
(*set dentaddrear (the (field-pvu cm:*eubaaddrenr-length*) 
deporitbykll dat-addrar (!I (the h u m  0)) I I I  (the h u m  4))(11 (the h u m  0))))) 
(let (v46addr (pvar-location v46)) 
v4Sdeat-addr (pvu-location v4Sdat)) i dent-addreu-addr (pvu-location dentaddrear))) 
declare (type integer vlbaddr v lSdat -ddr  dent-ddrar-addr)) 
do t ima (i timaloop) 
enabladl) 
format t "-d-%" i) 
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(dotimes (j test-loop) 
(cm:gct v45deataddr dut-address-addr v45-addr 45))) 
:return-statistics.-only-p t)  
(vector-push (1 cm-time tat-loop) values))) 
(concentration dest-address) 
(statistia values timeloop))))) ... 
I # #  
;;; Timing #53 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
;;; Modified by: David Myers 
;;; Description: Every processor receiving a read rquest, receivcr 
, I ,  ... exactly 258 request. cm:get is used. 
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Siie of Data Used: 45 bit unsigned integers. 
;;; 7 p p a  
no 
(*defun timetest53 (timeloop testloop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMSTEST53'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST53'%") 
(mtq values (makearray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((v45 (random!! (!! (the Bxnum (ash 145))))) 
(v45deet (random!! (!! (the flxnum (ash 145))))) 
(dest-address (-!! (!! (the fixnum (- cm:*user-cubcaddress-limit* 1))) 
(the (field-pvar cm:*cubtaddreas-length')(sdf-address!!))))) 
(declare (type (field-pvnr 45) v45)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 45) v45dest)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar cm:*cubeaddress-length*) dest-address)) 
... 
1 1 1  
I , ,  
, , I  
I , ,  
I , ,  
, I ,  
I O  
, I ,  










(*set deet-address (the (field-pvar cm:*cubcaddresr-length*) 
(deposit-byte!! dest-address (!! (the hxnum 0)) 
(!! (the fixnum E))(!! (the fixnum 0))))) 
(let ((v45-addr (pvnr-location v45)) 
(v45dest-addr (pvu-location v45dest)) 
(dest-address-addr (pvar-location dest-address))) 
(declare (type integer v45-addr v45dest-addr dent-addreseaddr)) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
(enabltall) 
(format t "'d'%;" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(with-paris-from-*lisp 
(dotimes (j teet-loop) 
(cm:get v45deet-addr dest-address-addr v45-rddr 45))) 
:return-statistics-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time test-loop) values))) 
(concentration dedt-addresm) 
(st atistics values timeloop))))) 
Timing #54 
W ritten by: Bill O'Farrell 
Modified by: David W. Myers 
Dwcription: Timing of an additive scan with 16 bit numbers. 
Active Proceasorr: All 
Siie of Data Used: 16 bit uniigned integer8 
7 p j a a  
(*defun t imbta t54  (timtloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST54'%" 
(format *data* "~%TIMETEST54'!&"' 
(enableall) 
(setq valuw (makauray  '(100) :BIl-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((fvu (randomll (I!  (the Exnum ( u h  1 5))))) 
( r v u  (I! (the Exnum 0)))) 
(declare type Eeld-pvar 16 fvar)) 
declare [type [Eeld-pvu 161 rvar)) 
[dotima (i timeloop) 
(format t "-d-%" i) 
(multiplavaluabind (a em-time b c) 
(cm:timr 
(dotima (j testloop) 
(*set rvar (scan!! b a r  '+!!))) 
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T 
:return-atatiatia-only-p t) 
(atatirtiu values timeloop)))) 
(vector-push (1 cm-time teat-loop) valuer))) 
... 
I , ,  
;;; Timing #55 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
;;; Modified by: David W. Myera 
;;; Description: Timing of a max scan with 16 bit numbers. 
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 16 bit unsigned integer8 
(*defun time-tat55 (timeloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST55-%") 
(format *data* "-%TIMETEST55-%") 
(enableall) 




I # ,  
... 
111 
$ 8 ,  
, I ,  
, , I  
I , ,  












(*let ((fvar (random!! (!! (the fixnum ( a h  1 16))))) 
(war  (!I (the fixnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 16) fvar)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 16) rvar)) 
(dotimer (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplevaluebind (a em-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotimes (j teatloop) 
:return-itatistiu-only-p t) 
(statiaticr values timeloop)))) 
('set rvar (scan!! fvar 'max!!))) 
(vector-puah (/ em-time tat-loop) values))) 
Timing #56 
W ritten by: Bill O'Farrell 
Modified by: David W. Myera 
Description: Timing of an additive acan with 16 bit numbers. 
Active Procaaors: All 
Size of Data Used: 
7/6/aa 
The pari1 call cm:unsigned-plus-acan ir used. 
16 bit unrigned integers ... 
I , ,  
(*defun timeteat56 (timeloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "-%TIMETEST56-%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST56'%") 
enableall) t setq values (makearray I(l00) :fiIl-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((arc-var (random!! (11  (the 5xnum (ash 1 5)) ) ) )  
(dest-var (!! (the 5xnum 0) ) ) )  
(declare (type (Eeid-pvar 16) arc-var)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 16) dat -vu) )  
(let ((src-var-addr (pvar-location arc-var)) 
(dat-vu-addr (pvar-location dest-var))) 
(declare (type integer arc-var-addr dent-var-addr)) 
(dotimu (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
... 
, I ,  
, , I  
I I I  
I l l  
8 8 ,  
111 










(multiplevaluebind (a em-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(with-paria-from-*lirp 
(dotimes (j tert-loop) 
(cm:unaigned-plur-rcan dmt-var-addr arc-vu-addr 23 8))) 
:return-rtatistiu-only-p t) 
(atatiatia valuer time-loop))))) 
(vector-purh (/ an-time t a t loop)  vdua))) 
Timing #67 
W ritten by: Bill O'Farrell 
Modified by: David W. MYWI 
Dacription: Timing of a m u  scan with 16 bit numbur. 
Active Processors: All 
Sire of Data Ured: 
7 ~ a l a a  
The parir call cm:unoipd-mu-mean ir urd. 
16 bit unrigned integer1 
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... 
, I* 
(*defun t ime ta t57  (timcloop teat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST57'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST57'%") 
(enabltall) 
(setq va lua  (makearray '(100) :ill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((arc-var (random!! (!! (the Bxnum (ash 15))))) 
(dent-var (!! (the fixnum 0)))) 
(declare (type (ield-pvar 16) arc-var)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 16) dat-var)) 
(let ((src-var-addr (pvar-location arc-var)) 
(deat-var-addr (pvar-location dat-var))) 
(declare (type integer arc-var-addr dat-var-addr)) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multipltvaluc-bind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(with-paria-from-*lirp 
(dotimea (j tat-loop) 
(cm:unsigned-mu-scan dat-var-addr arc-var-add, 16))) 
:return-atatiaticr-only-p t) 
(rtatiatia valuer timcloop))))) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time tat-loop) values))) 
... 
, I t  
;;; Timing #58 ... 
;;; 7/6/80 
::: Written by: Bill O'Farrel! ... 
;;; Modified 6y: David Myers 
;;; Deacription: Thin program times the ranking operation. 
... I , ,  The *lisp function rank!! ia used. 
;;; Active Processors: 
;;; Size of Data Used: 
(*defun timeteat58 (timcloop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* " '%TIMETEST58 '~)  
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST58 %") 
(enabltall) 
(setq valuea (makcarray '(100) :Rll-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
... 
# , I  
(*let ((har (random!! (!! (the ixnum ( a h  1 16)))))) 
(declare (type (Reld-pvar 16) fvar)) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
format t "'d-%" i) 
multiplcvaluebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotimea (j tat-loop) 
(raakl! b a r  I<=!!)) 
:return-atatirticr-only-p t)  
(rtatisticr valuea timcloop)))) 
(vector-puih (/ cm-time tat-loop) valua))) 
... ,,* 
;;; Timing #59 
;;; 7/6/88 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
;;; Modified by: David Myera 
;;; Dacription: 
;;; Active Proceaaorr: 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 
(*defun timeteat59 (timeloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMBTEST59-%" 
(format *data* n'%TIME-TEST59'k") 
(enablcdl) 
(retq values (makearray '(100) :ill-pointer 0)) 
(*dl 
Time the counting of the car. 
... 
I , ,  
(dotima (i timeloop) 
format t "-de%" i) 
multiple-valutbind (a cm-time b e) 
(un:time 
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(vector-push (/ cm-time tat-loop) Vdua))) 
(statistics va lua  timeloop))) 
;;; Timing #SO 
;;; 7/6/88 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
;;; Modifled by: David Myers 
;;; Description: Every processor fetchen a 45 bit unsigned integer 
... I , ,  from a random procenror. Each fetch to a random P E  
... , I ,  can access one of a possible 64 locations in memory. 
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Size of Data Uaed: 45 bit unsigned integers. 
... 
8 8 )  
, , , , , , 0 , , 1 , , 1 , , , , , , 1 ) 1 1 ) ) ) 1 ) 1 ) 0 1 ) 1 , , , , , , , , , , , , l l I , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,  
1 1 1  
................................................................................ 
... 
::: Timing #63 ... 
;;; 7/6/88 
::: Written bv: Bill O'Farrell ... 
;;; Modified cy: David Myerr 
;;; Description: Each P E  sends rhifts a 45 bit unsigned integer a random 
, , I  ... 
;;; Active Processors: All 
;;; Sire of Data Used: 45 bit unsigned integers. 
number of pocitionr. The paria call cm:shift ir used. 
... 
... 
1 # 1  
1 1 1  
I l l  
, I ,  
I , ,  
, ,e 
,,, 
, I ,  









I , ,  
(*defun t ime ta t63  (timeloop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST63'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST63'%.") 
(setq valua (maktarray '(100) :flII-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((v45 (random!! (!! (the Bxnum (ash 145))))) 
(v45shift (random!! ( I !  (the Bxnum 45))))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 45) v45)) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 6) v45rhift)) 
(enableall) 
(let ((v45-addr (pvar-location v45)) 
(v45shift-addr (pvar-location v45shiR))) 
(declare (type integer v45-addr v45shiftaddr)) 
(dotimen (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(rnultipltvaluebind (a em-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(with-parir-from-*lisp 
(dotimes (j  tat-loop) 
(cm:ahift v4Caddr v45shift-addr 45 6))) 
:return-statistics-only-p t) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time teat-loop) valuen))) 
(statistics va lua  timeloop))))) 
Timing #65 
7/6/88 
Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
Modifled by: David W. Myerr 
Description: A load-byte of 34 bits taken from a 748 bit fleld is tented. 
Active Processors: All 
Size of Data Used: 
The parir call cm:aref ir uad .  
748 bit unrigned integers. ... 
I , ,  
(*defun timetest65 (time-loop teatloop) 
format *fp* "-%TIMETEST65'%") 
[format *data* "'%TIMETEST65'%") 
(enabltall) 
(setq valua  (mikearray '(100) :Bll-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((v748 (rmdoml! (I! (the Bxnum (uh 1748))))) 
(vda t  !I the Bxnum 0))) 
( i n d q  [!! [ t r  h u m  22)))) 
declare type Beld-pvar 34) vdent) 
declare (type field-pvu 5) index)) 
(enableall) 
declare type (field-pvu 748) v748 
(declare (type integer v748-addr vdat-addr index-addr)) 




, S I  
I , ,  
$ 8 ,  
111 
, 'I  
1 1 1  
,,I 
I , #  
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(dotima (i time-loop) 
(cm: time 
(dotimes (j test-loop) 
:return-itatiatics-only-p t) 
(statistia values timeloop))))) 
(cm:aref vdest-addr v748-addr index-addr 34 5 22 34)) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time test-loop) values))) 
Timing #67 
Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
Modified by: David W. Myers 
Deicription: 
Active Processors: All 
Sire of Data Used: 
t/e/aa 
1240 bit uniigned integera. 
(*defun timetest67 (timeloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST67'%") 
(format *data* "'%TiMLTEST67'%") 
(enable-all) 
(ietq values (makearray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ( (~1240 (random!! (!! (the Bxnum (arh 1 748))))) 
(vdest (!! (the fixnurn 0))) 
(index (!I (the fixnum 22)))) 
(declare (type (field-pvar 748) vl240)) 
(declare (type (Reld-pvu 34) vda t ) )  
[declare (type (field-pvar 5) index)) 
... 
I , ,  
I , ,  
, # I  
111 
$ 9 ,  
' I *  











(let ((~1240-addr (pvar-location ~1240) )  
(vdut-addr (pvar-location vdat))  
(index-addr (pvar-location index))) 
(declare (type integer vl240-addr vdat-addr index-addr)) 
(dotima (i time-loop) 
[enableall) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiplcvaluc-bind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotima (j test-loop) 
:return-statistics-only-p t)  
(statistics values timeloop))))) 
(cm:aref vdest-addr vl240-addr index-addr 31 6 40 31)) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time test-loop) values))) 
Timing #71 
7/6/88 
W ri tten by: 
Modified by: David W. Myeri 
Description: Thji program t i m a  the movement of one pvar to another pvu .  
Active Proccraorr All 
Sire of Data Uaed: 
Bill O'Farrell 
45 bit uniigned integerr. 
December 1988 
... 
I , ,  
(*defun timetest71 (time-loop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST71'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST71'%") 
enableall) I ietq va lua  (makearray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
Pall  
I ~~- 
(*let ((v45 (randomll (!! the Bxnum (uh 146))))) 
(v45dest (randoml! [!I (the h u m  ( a h  1 45)))))) 
(declare (type (field-pvu 45 
declare (type (field-pvar 45 
dotima (i timeloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiple-valuebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(dotima (j test-loop) 
('act v45dest v45)) 
:return-itatiatieconly-p t) 
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(vector-puah (/ cm-time test-loop) values))) 
(statistics valua timeloop)))) 
Timinr #72 
7/6/08 '. 
Written bv: Bill O'Farrell 
Modi5ed by: David W. Myers 
Description: This program times the movement of one pvar to another pvar. 
Act ive Pr ocesaor I: 
Size of Data Used: 
The paris function cm:move is used. 
All 
45 bit unsigned integers. 
... 
I , ,  
,,I 
1 1 1  
I , ,  
111 
$ 0 ,  
I # ,  








(*defun timetest72 (timeloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST72'%") 
(format *data* "'%TIMETEST72'%") 
(enableall) 
(cletq values (makcarray '(100) :Ill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
('let ((v45 (random!! (!! (the 5xnum (wh 1 45))))) 
(v45dat (random!! (!! (the flxnum (arh 1 45)))))) 
(declare (type (fleld-pvar 45) v45)) 
(declare (type (6eld-pvar 45) v45dut)) 
(let ((v45-addr (pvu-location v45)) 
(v45destaddr (pvar-location v45deat))) 
(dklare (type integer v45-addr v45dest-'ddr)) 
(dotimea (i timtloop) 
(format t "'d'%" i) 
(multiple-valutbind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:time 
(with-puicfrom-*lisp 
(dotima (j test-loop) 
(cm:move v45dut-addr v45-addr 45))) 
:return-statiitiu-only-p t) 
(vector-push (1 em-time teat-loop) values))) 
(statistics values timeloop))))) 
Timing #73 
7/6/00 
Written by: Bill O'Farreil 
Modi5ed by: David W. Myers 
Dacription: This program time8 the movement of one pvar to another pvar. 
Active Processors: All 
Siie of Data Uscd: 150 bit unsigned integers. ... 
a , ,  
(*defun t imeta t73  (timeloop test-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST73'%") 
(format**data* "'%TIMETEST73-%") 
(enableall) 
(setq values (makeuray '(100) :flll-pointer 0) )  
(*all 
(*let ((v150 (random!! (!! the flxnum (ash 1 150))))) 
(vl50dat (random!! I!! (the 5xnum (ash 1 150)))))) 
type (5eld-pvar 150) v150)) 
type (6eld-pvar 150) vl50dat)) 
dotimes (i timeloop) 
(format t "-d'%" i) 
(multipltvalue-bind (a em-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotima (j tat-loop) 
:return-rtati:tiu-only-p t) 
(statiitia valua timeloop)))) 
(*set vl50dat v150)) 
(vector-pumh (/ cm-time tabloop) values))) 
... 
111 
;;; Timing #74 
;;; Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
;;; Modifid by: 
;;; Dacription: Thia programs the amount of time it take to  do a floating 
... I l l  point addition. 
;;; Active Procarorr: All 
;;; Sise of Data U d  
;;; 7/6/08 
David W. Myeri 
double float ... 
* , I  
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(*defun t imeta t74  (tirncloop test-loop) 
format *fp* "'%TIMETEST74'%") 
format *data* "'%TIMETEST74'%") 
enable-all) 
(ietq values (make-array '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
[*all 
(*let ((x (!! (the doublcEoat 4.483624498))) 
(y (!! (the double-float 3.141592654)))) 
i 
(declare (type double-float-pvar x)) 
(declare (type double-Eoat-pvar y)) 
(dotimer (i timeloop) 
(format t "'de%" il 
... 
I , ,  
I , ,  
I , ,  
I , ,  
I# ,  
,*, 
8 8 ,  
, , I  










'net x (!! (the doudle-Eoat 4.483624498))) 
multiple-valucbind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm:timc 
(dotima (j test-loop) 
(*ret x (+!! x y))) 
:return-rtatirtia-only-p t) 
(atatirtiu valua timeloop)))) 
Timing #75 
7/6/88 
Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
ModiEed by: David W. Myerr 
Deacription: Thin programs report8 the time rquired to do a Boating 
Active Procarorr: All 
Size of Data Used: double-float 
i 
(vector-pueh (/ cm-time tat-loop) values))) 
point multiply. 
(*defun timeteit75 (time-loop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TIMETEST75'%" 
(format *data* "-%TIMETEST7S-kn) 
(enablcall) 
ietq values (makcarray '(100) :flIl-pointer 0)) 
(*let ((x (!! (the double-Eoat 4.483624498))) 
(y (!! (the doublefloat 3.141592654)))) 
(declare type doublcfloat-pvar x )  
(declare [type double-float-pvar y) 
(dotimes (i time-loop) 
(format t "'d'%" il 
... 
I , ,  
$ 8 ,  
I,, 
, I ,  
I l l  
I , ,  
, I 1  
I , ,  
, I ,  










(*set x (!! (the dou6leEoat 4.483624498))) 
(multiple-valuebind (a cm-time b c) 
(cm: time 
(dotimes J teat-loop) 
:return-rtatirtia-only-p t) 
(statirtiu valuer timeloop)))) 
Timing #76 
7/6/88 
Written by: Bill O'Farrell 
ModiEed by: David W. Myers 
Description: Thin programr reportr the time rquired to do a global 
Active Procarorr: All 
Size of Data Ured: 
(*set x ( L !! x y))) 
(vector-punh (/ cm-time tat-loop) valuea))) 
sum of unrigned integers. 
45 bit unsigned integers 
(*defun timetest76 (time-loop tat-loop) 
(format *fp* "'%TDfE-TEST76'%" 
(format *data* " -%TUiETEST76~k")  
(enableall) 
(retq valua (makcarray '(100) :fill-pointer 0)) 
(*all 
(*let ((fvar (randomll (!! (the h u m  (uh 1 5)))))) 
declare (type (Eeld-pvar 18) fvar)) 
let ((horbvu 0)) 
(dotima (i timeloop) 
format t "'d-%" i) 
netq hoit-vu 0)  
multiplcvaluebind [a em-time b c) 
I 
December 1988 
- -  
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(cm: time 
(dotima (j test-loop) 
:return-itatistics-only-p t) 
(statistics value0 timeloop))))) 
(setq host-var (*#urn fvar))) 
(vector-push (/ cm-time tat-loop) vdua))) 
- .  
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Appendix C 
Batch Command Utilities 
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# 
@ rrt-hr = $argv[l] 
@ srt-mn = $argv[zI 
@ continue = 1 
ret directory = 'pwd' 
@ ck-hour = 0 
@ ck-min = 0 
set time = 'date I awk ' { print $4 } " 
8 houri = 'echo $time I sed 'I/:..:..//" 
@ minuter = 'echo $time 1 sed 'a/..://' 1 sed 'r/:..//" 
while ( $continue == 1 ) 
sleep 900 
@ prev-min = $minuter 
@ prev-hour = Shourr 
ret time = 'date I awk ' { print $4 } " 
@ houri = 'echo $time I sed 'a/:..:..//" 
@ minutea = 'echo $time 1 sed Is/..://' I sed 'a/:..//'' 
@ hr-plur = ( $prev-hour + 1 ) % 24 
@ mn-plum = ( $srt-mn + 15 ) % 60 
if ( ($art-hr == $houri) && ($art-mn == $minuter) ) then ' 
elre if (($sit-hr == $houri) && ($art-mn < ( 15 + $minutea ))) then 
endif 
@ continue = 0 
@ continue = 0 
end 
date >&! /tmp/trash& 
CMrun >%I /tmp/traoh& 
date >&! / tmp / t r ah& 
December 1988 
Appendix C: night 
TR 88.19 
echo "(load \"Too\")" I i t u l i i p  
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# 
@ sit-hr = $argv[l] 
@ srt-mn = $argv[2] 
@ continue = 1 
set directory = 'pwd' 
@ ck-hour = 0 
@ ck-min = 0 
set time = 'date I awk ' { print $4 } " 
@ hours = 'echo $time I sed 'I/:..:..//" 
@ minutes = 'echo $time I sed 'e/..://' I sed 's/:..//" 
while ( $continue == 1 ) 
sleep 900 
@ prev-min = Sminuta 
@ prev-hour = Shours 
act time = 'date I awk ' { print $4 } " 
@ hours = 'echo $time I sed ' t i / : . . : . . / /"  
@ minutes = 'echo $time I sed Is/..://' I sad 's/:..//" 
@ hr-plus = ( Sprev-hour + 1 ) % 24 
@ mn-plus = ( $srt-mn + 15 ) % 60 
if ( ($art-hr == $houri) && (ssrt-mn == $minutes) ) then 
else if ((Ssrt-hr == $hours) && (Ssrt-mn < ( 15 + $minutes ))) then 
endif 
@I continue = 0 
@ continue = 0 
end 
date >&! /tmp/trarh& 
old-CMrun >&I /tmp/trash& 
date >&! /tmp/trash& 
December 1988 
Appendix C: old-night 
TR 88.19 
echo "(load \"loo\")" I old-itadisp 
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. 




main) I sy8tem:quit) *cold-boot) 
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Appendix C: foo 
